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Foreword

Because the authors work in the United Kingdom, this book is largely
based on the British educational system. Everything in the book is,
however, equally applicable to the educational systems of other English-
speaking countries, particularly the United States, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand. For the henefit of non-British readers, however,it might
be useful to explain a number of 'local' terms which occur frequently and
Which may be unfamiliar.

First, the terms primary, secondary and tertiary as applied to the
British educational system. In Britain, all children attend school from the
age of 5 to 16, spending the first six or seven years in primary schools and
the remainder in secondary schools, where they can, if they wish, stay on
until they are 18 or so. All education after the secondary school stage is
described as tertiary education, so that the tertiary sector includes all
further education colleges, technical colleges, teacher training colleges,
polytechnics and universities. Roughly speaking, British primary schools
correspond to American elementary schools, secondary schools to
American high schools and the British tertiary sector to the American
college, university and graduate school sector.

Second, the terms A2, A4, etc as applied to paper sizes and the formats
of leaflets, booklets and books. In Britain, the sizes of paper in most
common use are submultiples of a basic size known as AI, which is
roughly 84cm x 59.4cm. An A2 sheet is exactly half this size (59.4cm
x 42cm), an A3 sheet one quarter of the size (42cm x 29.7cm), an A4
sheet one eighth (29.7cm x 2Irm) and so on. The most commonly used
sizes are A4 (the standard size used for writing paper and duplicating
paper) and A5 (14.8cm x 21cm).
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During the last few years, a large number of science-Csed games,

simulations and case studies have been developed, and these are riow

starting to be built into the curricula of our schools, colleges and

universities. The usc of such exercises seems certain to increase as more

and more teachers, lecturers and curriculum designers become aware of

-- their greatpolenti4. Until now, however, these developments have been

, hampered by the fact that there has been no'basic text on-science-based

games, and no source book to which potential users could refer to find

out what exercises were available in their particular field. This book has
been written in an attempt to fill both these gaps.

The book consists of two main parts. Part 1 is a review of the potential

role of games, simulations and case studies in science education and is

made up of three sections. The first (Chapfers I and 2) takes a broad look

at the game/simulation/case study field, explaining what the various types

of exercise are, showing how they are inter-related, discussing their general

educational characteristics, and presenting a rationale for their use in

science education. The second (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) examines the various

types of exercise currently available to science teachers, dealing first *ith

card and board games, then with other types of manual exercise, and

finally with computer-based exercises; in each case, a general discussion

of the main characteristics of the class is supported by detailed

descriptions of specific examples. The third section (Chapters 6, 7 and 8)

offers practical guidance on how to select and adapt exercises for

particular purposes, how to usc them in a teaching situation, how to

design one's own exercises, and, finally, how to evaluate games,

simulations and case studies.

Part 2 consists of a comprehensive collection of data sheets on science-

based games, simulations and case studies the first such collection to be

published. It includes all exercises known to the authors that are

(a) suitable for usc in science education, (b) generally available to teachers,

and (c) written in English.

The data sheets arc arranged alphabetically in four separate sections, which

contain respectively physics-based exercises, chemistry-based exercises,

biology-based exercises and other exercises with some science or

technology content. Readers who know of any science-based games,

simulations or case studies which are not included are asked to let the

'--,I) (.'
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authors know (preferably by sending compkted data sheets), so that such .
eXerCiSCS caii be inclUded in future editions of the book.

\
With regard to the way in which referenceshave been inchrporated into
the wxt of Nil 1, the aim has been to pioduce a free-flowing in troductorY
book for wactising science ieachers rather than a rigorous?cademic
treatise. I:6r this reason, references are given as an unobtrusive series of
superscript numbers rather than by interrupting the script with names of ..

authors and dates of papers, books, etc. Readers whu wish to study any
topic in greater depth ran follow up the appropriate references, which are
listed in kll at the end of the book, or consult the bibliography that
follows'the reference section.

u
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chamr 1: - \
General introduction to games and
-simulations

Since the use of gaming and simulation techniques in science education is
a recent development, Lt Ls likely that many readers win br unfamiliar with
the field. This opening chapter will therefore set the scene for what is to
follow by explaming what games and simulations are, describing their
main educational chaticteristics, and reviewing the history of their use in
education and training to date.

The game/simulation/case study field

Until,the ear4 1970s. thoe was a great deal of confusion over what
exactly was meant by the terms 'game' and 'simulation' when used in an
educational context. Many authors, for example, regarded thr terms ts

- being largvly synonymous, while others regarded games as being a
particular type of simulation. This confused situation was greatly clarified
in 1973. when Bloomer1 presented the thesis that games and simulations
are in fact quite different tipes of exercise, and suggested what was to

form the basis of a workable terminology and classification.
Bloomer recognized that games and simulations have distinct, but not

incompatible. properties, and that the set of games overlaps the set of
simulations to form a hybrid set of exercises which she called simulation
games (see Figure 1.1):

The key to Bloomer's classification was her choice of definitions for
'gar. t and simulations, For the former, she adopted the definition

Figure 1.1. Tbe'reUttantbip between kunes and litnubtions (Jfter Mounter)

previously given by Abt,2 whiCh states that a game is 'any contest (play)
among adversaries (players) operating under constraints (rules) for an
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objective (winning, victory or pay-off)'. This definition identifies two
essential features which Must both exist before an exercise can reasonably
be described as a game. First, it must involve overt competition of some
sort, cithcr directly between players (as, for example, in bridge) or
between individual players who are competing against the 'game system'
(as, for example, in golf). Second, the exercise must have rules, ie the
players must operate under a set of arbitrary constraints specific to thc
particular game. One possible weakness of the definition is that it appears
to exclude from thc class of games exercises in which a single player
competes directly against the game system (patience, solitaire, crosswords,
fruit machines, etc), this anomaly can be resolved, however, by regarding
the deviser of the game system as one of the 'adversaries' in such cases.
(Somewhat more disturbingly, it could be argued that thc definition
includes most modern wars, sincc these undoubtedly involve competition
arid are in theory at an7 ratc fought under thc rules of thc Geneva

'ativention, the authors challenge readers to convince thcm that such
wars do not fall into the class of activities circumscribed by Abt's

q definition!)
In the case Of simulations, Bloomer adoptcd Guetzkow's3 definition

which states that a simulatign is 'an operating reoresentasion of central
features of reality'. This definition again identifies two essential features
which must both exist before an exercise can reasonably be described as
a simulation. First, it must represent a realVtuation of some sort. Second,
it must.be operational, ie it must constitute an ongoing process. As shown

,by Bloomer, thk latter criterion t.ffe,c_tisvely excludes from 4he class of
simulations static, analogues suchoks phonigrapks, maps, graphs.and circuit
diagrams, but includes 4Vorkineinodels.of all types.

It immediatdy folloINs from the abo've definitions.that a sktulation
game is an exercise that possessed the es;ential characteristicslif both
games (competitions and rules) and sirnulatiOns (ongoing representation
of real-life), examples being chess and Monopoly. The term is now
generally accepted by workers in thc gaming/simulation field.

An even more recent development has been the recognitiolrifiat case
studies can bc related to the field of games and simulations. Such

'exercises have been used for many years as a teaching Method in thcir
own right. Their usc in training students for the medical and kgal
professions is well known, and thcy have been an established teaching
technique in business and management studies for many ycars.

lp 1974, Walker 4 defined a case study as 'a study in detail of a
particular event, problem or situation'. Apart from the fact that It is
partly circular, the authors believe that this definition fails to idcntify
on.: extremely important general characteristic of casc studics, namely
that they are invariably carried mit either in order to identify special
features of the casc under study or in order to illustrate general
characteristics of the broader set of situations of which It is typical.
(Under Walker's definition, reading a chaptcr of any book that gives a
detailed dcscription of its subject matter would constitute carrying out a
'case study'.) The authors vier are following extension of Walker's

--\
V



GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO GAMES AND SIMULATIONS 17

definition, in which a case study is defined as 'an in-depth examination of

a rAl-life or simulated situation carried out in order to illustrate special
and/or general characteristics'.5

The relationship that exists between case studies and the simulation/
gaming field was recognized by Reid,6 who, in 1977, argued that
interactive case studies have many features in common with simulations,

and that the set of case studies therefore overlaps that of simulations in

the way.shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. The relationship between games, simulations and case studies(after Reid)

Although Reid's picture represents possibly the most common area of
overlap between games, simulations and case studies, the authors would go

even further and would contend that the set of case studies also
overlaps the sets of simulation games and games, as shown in Figure 1.3.5

Simulation
games used as
case studies

Figure 1.3: Tbe relationsbif between games, simulations and case studies

according to tbe aytbors

14
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If this view is accepted, it follows that there are no less than seven
distinct types of exercise in the game/simulation/case study field, namely,
three 'pure' types (games, simulations and case studies) and the four
'hybrid' types that occupy the various areas of overlap in Figure L3.
In order to help readers appreciate the distinctions between the various
types, we will now give specific examples of exercises that fall into the
different areas of the figure.

'PURE' GAMES

This class contains all exercises which have the two basic characteristics of
games (competition and rules) but lack some or all of the basic features
that characterize simulations and case studies respectively. It includes
well-known games such as Scrabble and Othello as well as the majority of
conventional card and ball games.

'PURE' SIMULATIONS

This class contains all exercises which have the essential properties of
simulations (ie represent a real situation and are ongoing) but lack some or
all of the essential characteristics of games and case studies, It includes all
'the various mechanical/electronic simulators that are used to train future
operators of complex machinery, aircraft, weapon systems, and so on, one
of the best-known examples being the Link Trainer developed during the
Second World War to teach basic flying skills.

'PURE' CASE STUDIES

This class contains all exercises which have the essential features of case
studies (in-depth study and illustration of special or general characteristics)
but lack some or all of the basic features that characterize games and
simulations. It includes conventional non-interactive case studies of the
type carried out in the training of doctors and lawyers (the type of
exercise after which the class was named) as well as similar exercises
carried out in other disciplines. The series of Jackdaw packs (collections
of facsimiles of documents, drawings, contemporary records, etc used in
the study of specific historical periods of events) belong to the class, as do
more complicated exercises such as What Happens When The Gas Runs
Out? and The Sulphuric Acid Story (see Chapter 4 and Part 2).

SIMULATION GAMES

This class contains those exercises which have the basic characteristics of
both games and simulations but not of case studies. It includes many
popular family games, such as Monopoly and Cluedo, as well as the great
majority of commercially available war games (Campaign, Bonnie Prince
Charlie, etc). Possibly the most familiar example of the class, however, is
chess, which is believed to have originated in sixth-centuryPersia or India
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as a simulation of a contemporary battle (how many people realize that
the movements of the rook represent those of the war elephant?).

GAMES USED AS CASE STUDIES

This class contains exercises which have the basic properties of games and
case studies but not of simulations. Flobably the best-known examples are
the various games developed at the University of Michigan by Layman
Allen as aids to the teaching of symbolic logic and mathematics
Wffn Proof, On-Sets, Equations, etc. (Dealing asithey do with purely
formal fields, such exercises cannot be said to represent 'reality' and must,
therefore, be excluded from the set of simulations.) Other examples are
the use of Mastermind as a source of case,studies in logic and probleta
solving,' and the use of gambling games, such as coin tossing, in the study
of probability theory. Many of the chemistry-based card games described
in Chapter 3 and Part 2 also belong to the class.

SIMULATED CASE STUDIES

This class contains exercises which have all the essential properties of
simulations and case studies but not of games. lt includes, for example,
the 'simulated patient' technique developed at McMaster University,
Canada for use in the training of doctors in diagnosis and treatment. Here,

trained 'actors' take thc place of real patients, thus allowing trainee
doctors to learn from their mistakes without any risk of the serious (or
even fatal) consequences which could result from such mistakes in real life.
The class also contains a wide range of computer simulations iir fields such

as physics, chemistry, engineering and economics, the extended study of
the world's possible future development carried out by the Club
of Rome being a particularly well-known example.8 It also includes many
of the exercises described later on in this book, eg Power for El-skay
(see Chapter 4 and Part 2).

SIMULATION GAMES USED AS CASE STUDIES

This class contains those exercises which have all the essential
characteristics of games, simulations and case studies, and covers an
extremely wide range of types. For example, it includes many of the
small-scale simulation games which have been designed for use in specific

teaching situations, eg most of the science-based exercises published by
Longman (see Chapter 3 and Part 2). It also contains large-scale
interactive teaching exercises such' as The Power Station Game, The
Amsyn Problem and Fluoridation? (see Chapter 4 and Part 2). All the
'real' war games carried out in military training also fall into this class
(see below), as do many computerized business management games such

as the Bruce Oil Management Game.8

16 .



20 GAMES AND SIMULATIONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

Why games and simulations are educationally useful

Now that we have seen what games and simulations are and shown how
they are related to case studies, let us examine some of the reasons why
such exercises are claimed to be useful from the educational point of view.

I. Games and simulations constitute a highly versatile and flexible
medium whereby a wide rangc of educational aims and objectives can be
achieved.") They can be used to achieve objectives from all parts of ,

Bloom's cognitive" and affectiven domains, and simulations can also be
used very effectively in thc psychomotor area. It has been found that
gaming and simulation techniques are no more effective than othcr, morc
traditional, methods when used to teach the basic facts of a subject,13
but are particularly useful for achieving high-level cognitive objectives
relating to such things as analysis, synthesis and evaluation and also for
achieving affective objectives of all types.1° Thus, it is not advocated that
they be employed as a main, front-line teaching technique, but rather as a
complement and support to traditional methods, eg for reinforcement or
to demonstrate applications or relevance.

2. The use of a simulated as opposed to a" real situation as thc bais of
an educational exercise allows the situation to be tailored to meet the
needs of the exercise rather than requiring thc exercise to be designed
within the constraints imposed by the situation. Only very rarely does a
real-life situation have all the features that the dcsigncr ofan educational
exercise wishes to highlight or bring out, whereas a simulated situation can
have all such features built in. Also, real-life situations are oftcn far too
complicated to allow them to be used as the basis of an educational
exercise as they stand, the simplification that the use of simulation allows
can of ten overcome this difficulty by reducing the complexity to
manageable proportions.

3. Research indicates" that well-designed games and simulations can
achieve positive transfer of learning the ability of participants to apply
skills acquired during the exercise in other situations." it would, in fact,
be difficult to justify the use of many simulation-type exercises if no such
transfer of learning occurred, Thc whole point of the various typcs of
cockpit simulator, for example, is to enable aircrcw to acquire thc various
skills needed to operate a particular type of aircraft in a safc, controlled
environment and then to be able to use these skills when flying the actual
aircraft. The same is true of virtually all othcr training simulators.

4. In many cases, games and simulations constitute a vehicle whereby
participants can use and develop their initiative and powcrs of creative
thought. This feature of games and simulations could prove increasingly
important if our educational system continues to place progressively
greater emphasis on thc cultivation of divergent thought processes.

5. Apart from thcir purely cognitive, content-related outcomes, many
games and simulations help foster a wide range of non-cognitive skills
(such as decision making, communication and inter-personal skills) and
desirable attitudinal traits (such as willingness to listen to other people's
points of view or appreciate that most problems can be viewed in a

1 7
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number of different ways).6' 16 Indeed, some workers6 believe that this
is the area in which games and simulations are capable of making their
most valuable contribution to education. Exercises that involve interaction
between the participants are especially effective in this regard.

6. One advantage which games and simulations appear to have over
more traditional teaching methods is that pupil or student involvement
is normally very high a feature that is particularly ben, ficial for the less
able. In addition, most participants find games and simulations extremely
enjoyable.

7. In cases where a competitive element is included (not necessarily at
the expense of co-operation), many workers believe that this provides
strong motivation for the participants to commit themselves
'wholeheartedly to the work of the exercise."' 18 Such a competitive
element may be overt (when groups or individuals are in direct
competition with one another) or it may be latent (as, for example, in
exercises like Power for Elaskay where groups or individuals have to
perform parallel activities and then report on their findings); in both cases,
the authors have no doubt that motivation is increased.

8. Many games and simulations have a basis in more than one academic
discipline, a feature that can help the participants to integrate concepts
from otherwise widely related areas into a cohesive and balanced 'world
picture' surely one of the main overall aims of any worthwhile
educational system. Exercises which require the participants to formulate
value judgements or examine technological problems from other than a
purely scientific point of view are claimed to be particularly valuable in
this respect.°

9. Another valuable characteristic of multidisciplinary exercises is that
they often provide a situation in which participants with expertise in
different subject areas have to work together efficiently and harmoniously
in order to achieve a common end. Inter-personal skills of this type are
vitally important for success in later life and constitute an area of
education in which the multklisciplinary simulation and simulation game
are virtually the only means of providing practical experience in a
classroom or college environment. 10

Review of use of games and simulations to date

Games have been played for amusement for thousands of years, and
simulation (in its broadest sense) has an equally long history. The
application of simulation and gaming techniques to education and
training is, however, a comparatively recent development. The first field
in which such applications took place was military training. Here, serious
use of simulation and gaming began at the end of the eighteenth century,
and the techniques have since been developed to a high level of realism
and sophistication. The next field in which important developments took
place was business management training, where the use of gaming and
simulation as a means of developing decision-making skills was introduced
in the mid-1950s. It was not until the early 1960s, however, that the use
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of such techniques spread to secondary and tertiary education, w:th the
initial developments taking place in teacher training and in the social
sciences. Let us now examine these various developments in more detail.

MILITARY APPLICATIONS

It is sometimes argued that chess (developed in the sixth century) was the
first war game, but it was not until 1798 that a game involving the use of
maps was used in military training." Over the next century, two basic
types of war game came into increasingly regular use.21 The first of these,
the so-called 'rigid' war games, simulated realistic situations, the changing
pattern and fortunes of war being introduced by throwing dice. These
formal academic exercises could be highly abstract, their main use being
in the development of skills relating to overall strategy. The second type,
the so-called 'free' games, involved the use of actual military units in field
situations, and were used to develop tactical skills. The two types of game
were therefore complementary. Although their early use was largely
confined to Prussia (where they were first developed), both types of
game have since been adopted by practically every major military i-orce
in the world.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS

Games and simulations had been in regular use by the military for over
150 years before their next major application was found, namely in
management training. Here, th,:re was a need to find a teaching method
which could bridge the gap between formal, academic instruction (which
often lacked direct job relevance) and on-the-job training (which could be
slow, and was generally restricted to a limited area). Around 1955, it was
recognized that gaming and simulation methods could help provide a
solutioi. and, in 1956, the American Management Association produced
the first business game.22 Thi, was a decision-making simulation exercise
for potential executives.

The ideasof using gaming and simulation techniques in business and
management training quickly spread throughout the western world and,
in response to the rapidly increasing del-nand, a wide range of materials
soon became available. These ranged from relatively simple manual
exercises (exercises based on the use of .conventionai printed materials
such as booklets and work sheets) and board games to highly sophisticated
computer-based simulations, some being co-operative in nature, and others
highly competitive. The use of such techniques is now an integral part of
business management training at all levels from school to in-service
industrial development.

EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS

One of the first areas outside the military and business fields in which
gaming and simulation methods were used was teacher training. Here, the

1 9
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO GAMES AND SIMULATIONS 23

first simulations were published in 1962;23' 24 these required future
teachers to deal with a range of 'everyday' situations in a simulated
school. Other exercises of a similar type soon followed."

Although most of the early educational developments in the field of
gaming and simulation were of American origin, materials started to be
produced in Europe in the late 1960s mainly for use in the teaching of
social sciences such as geography," international relations" and urban
development." During the 1970s, however, gaming and simulation
techniques spread to an ever-iacreasing range of other subjects, and from
about 1970 onwards, they started to be used in the teaching of science.
This last development will be the subject of the next chapter (and, indeed,
the remainder of the book).

2 0



Chapter 2:

How games and simulations can be
used in science education

In the first part of this chapter, the various ways in which the authors
believe that gaming and simulation techniques are capable of making a
significant contribution to science education will be discussed in detail.
The second part will give a historical review of some of the more
important developments that have taken place to date.

Rationale for the use of science-based games and simulations

There arc three ways in which science-based games and simulations can be

used in secondary and tertiary education, namely:

(a) as aids to the teaching of the basic contcnt of science courses;
(b) for educating through science (using science-based exercises to

cultivate useful skills and desirable attitudinal traits);
(c) for teaching about science and technology and their importance

to modem society.

Note that these arc not mutually exclusive, since many exercises arc
capable of contributing to more than one area. Let us now examine each

in more detail.
(a) How games and simulations can be used in the teaching of science.

In Chapter 1, it was claimed that games and simulations are capable of
achieving a wide rangc of educational aims and objectives but are no more
effective than traditional methods in teaching the basic facts and
principles of a subject. Because of this, it is advocated that they be used

not as a front-line teaching method, but rather in a complementary and
supportive role. There are two main ways in which this can be done.

(i) For reinforcing basic facts and principles.* Once the basic facts of

a particular section of a course have been taught, it is often necessary
to reinforce the knowledge the pupils or students have just acquired
by giving them some form of exercise in which they have to
demonstrate their understanding of what they have learned by

applying to a specific situation. Traditionally, such exercises have
generally ,aken the form of worked examples the pupils or students
complete on their own, either in class or at home. In many cases,
however, it would be possible to achieve the same objectives by

Throughout this book, the terms 'reinforce' and 'reinforcement' are not used
in their strict psychological Sense; rather, they refer to an improvement in the
ability to recall or apply facts or principles.
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26 GAMES AND SIMULATIONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

making use of a game or simulation of some sort and, as we saw in
Chapter 1, this would probably have the added advantage of increasing
motivation (if only by introducing some variety into the course). It is
certainly not recommended that all worked examples in a course should
be replaced by games or simulations, nor even that a high proportion
should bt. Rather, it is suggested that plight, in some cases, be
beneficial to introduce a few carefully chosen games or simulations
into a course in situations where tbey seem to offer some distinct
educational advantage over more traditional alternatives.

The types of exercise that arc probably best suited to this form of
application are fairly short games, simulation games and simulated case
studies with strictly limited objectives. The various chemistry card
games (Chemsyn, Formulon, etc) are good examples, ai are board
games such as Circuitron and the exercises published by Longman
(see Chapter 3 and Part 2). Another good example is The Young
Chemist, a game developed at the Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa, in order to help senior schoolchildren master the complexities
of the periodic table.29
(ii) For developing laboratory skills. Possibly the most important
potential application of games and.simulations in the teaching of
science is as a supplement to and, in some cases, a substitute for
conventional experimental work. One of the first exercises to be use4
in this way was Circuitron, which was specially developed to help
pupils apply basic circuit theory in Scottish schools."' 31

It is, however, simulations rather than games and, in particular,..
computer-based simulations that offer the most exciting possibilities
in this area.32, 33 34 Here, the imminent prospect of cheap, highly
versatile microcomputers becoming generally available in schools and
colleges means that it will be possible to give pupils and students direct
experience (through simulations) of a far wider range of experimental
situations than has been feasible up to now. Specific areas in which
such simulations could make a significant contribUtion include the
following:

situations where a conventional experiment is either extremely
difficult or impossible (cg experiments in astrophysics and
human genetics, and 'thought experiments' such as the
investigation of non-inverse-square or negative gravitation);
situations where experimental apparatus is either not readily
available or too complicated or expensive for general laboratory
use (cg experiments in high-energy physics, nuclear physics or
reactor physics and industrial processes of all types);
situations where actual experimental work could be dangerous
(cg work with explosive mixtures, highly radioactive materials,
highly toxic chemicals, virulent pathogens, etc);
situations where a conventional experiment would take an
unacceptably long timc to complete (cg experiments in genetics
and population dynamics or with long-lived radioactive materials).
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USES IN SCIENCE EDUCATION 27

All these potential applications of computer simulations will be discussed
. in much greater detail in Chapter 5.

(b) How games and simulations can be used to educate 'through'
science. A major theme of current thinking regarding the development of
science education at both secondary and tertiary levels is the identification
and achievement of the various 'desirable' skills, habits, attitudes and
modes of thinking which the end products of that education should
p,ossess over and above purely factual knowledge. Since the 1930s, there
has been an increasing awareness of the importance of including in science
courses objectives which are not purely cognitive but, until comparatively
recently, there was little evidence of any serious attempt being made to
do so.35 Since the mid-1960s, however, a number of new science schemes
developed for Scottish and English secondary schools have incorporated
such broader oblectives, and a similar trend has recently been noticeable
at tertiary kvel."' 37 ' 38

This change of emphasis in science education has not only caused
teachers and lecturers to re-think their approach regarding how broader
objectives can best be achieved, but has also caused many to go further,
and ask the fundamental question: 'What is a science education for?'6

The purely vocational advantages of teaching science are self-evident
in the case of senior undergraduates bent upon a scientific career or
technicians being trained in technical colleges or polytechnics. In the case
of the bulk of those to whom science is taught (secondary schoolchildren
and junior undergraduates), such advantages are less obvious, however,
and the various other arguments put forward for teaching science are, in
general, unconvincing and lacking in empirical support.

One such argument is that all future citizens should have at least a
basic knowledge of science in order to help them cope effectively with
the highly technological world in which they live. This argument, although
at first sight convincing, has at kast two basic weaknesses. First, there is
no real evi oz ence that the type of cognitively orientated science
traditionall taught in schools and colleges is of any significant use in
helping students make sense of their environment. (It is for this reason
that 'science in society' courses of the type discussed below are now being
developed.) Secona, there is nothing to suggest that non-scientists are any
less successful than scientists in coping with life.

Another argument is that a scientific training helps students think
logically and dispassionately about everyday problems and approach them
by means of the 'scientific method'. Research carried out in
secondary,schools has, however, indicated that this argument may have
little foundation in the case of our present science courses.39 Other
research has shown that, in most cases, science courses appear to have no
substantial influence on the development of pupils' attitudes to science,
and that few teachers make any serious effort,to achieve goals specifically
related to attitude and interest." Thus, it appears that the hoped for
'spin-off' effects supposedly associated with science courses are note
necessarily achieved when traditional teaching methods are employed.

,
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28 GAMES AND SIMULANONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

These results are not particularly surprising whcn one considers that thc
great majority-of traditional stience courses at all levels concentrate
almost exclusively on the IncukatIon of cognitive and psychomotor skills,
with the vague nope that the various non-cognitive skills (eg decision
making, comrnoication, problem solving, 6brary and inter-personal
skills) and desirable attitudinal traits, supposed to be a 'bonus from a
science education, will somehow 'rub off' on thc students.") All too often,
little or no attempt is made to cultivate such non-cognitive outcomes of
science courses. There is, however, a strong case for making a conscious
effort to foster their development, since even a professional scientist is
unlikely to succeed in our complex and changing society purely on thc
basis of cognitive attamment. If we accept the description of education as
'what Is left when the facts have been forgotten', thc case becomes even
stronger.

Since traditional teaching methods have proved to be of doubtful
efficiency in achieving non-cognitive OUTComes of the type described
above, it is obvious we will have to develop new methods that arc
specifically designed to achieve such outcomes (assuming, of course, that
we accept the argument that thcy are educationally desirable). It is the
contention of thc authors16' 41 that participative science-based
simulation games and simulated case studies are capable of fulfilling this
role. If properly designed, these provide a means of educating 'through'
science, ie of using a sCience-based exercise as a vehicle for achieving a
wide range of educational objectives going far beyond those that would
normally be associated with its intrinsic scientific content.

Many of the exerdses described in this book (including nearly all those
developed by the authors and by Norman Reid) have been designed with
this type of usage in mind. For example, Proteins as Human Food,was
developed to foster communication and inter-personal skills in senior
schoolchildren and junior undergraduates,42 while Polywater was
developed to help senior chemistry undergraduates acquire library skills..43
Further details about exercises that can be used for education 'through'
science are given in Chapter 4 and Part 2.

(c) flow games and simulations can be used to teach about sccence and
tecbnology. Since 1959, when C P Snow gave the now famous Reith
lecture in which he presented the doctrine of the 'two cultures'," there
has been a growing realization of a number of fundamental deficiencies in
our educational system particularly in relation to science education.

First, at an academic level, there is the undoubted dichotomy between
scientists and technologists on the one hand arid non-scicntists
(particularly those with a background in humanities such as literature)
on the other.44 This is a direct result of thc early specialization that takes
place in our educational system, which means that the majority of our
schoolchildren study no science at all after the age of 15 or so, while the
minority who opt for science courses study precibus little else for the rcst
of their academic careers. As C P Snow has pointed out, this has led to a
virtually complete lack of understanding between the two groups and, in
many cases, has given rise to mutual mistrust and even hostility.
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Second, at a more general level, there has been an almost complete
failure to make our future citizens aware of the relevance of science to the
real world and of the vital importance of science and technology to
modern society:45' 41 Throughout their adult lives, these citizens arc
required to make political, social and economic decisions, many of which
have a scientific basis or component and, at the moment, our educational
system is not preparing thcm to make such decisions in a reasoned and

informed manner. In other words, our society lacks what Bernard Dixon,
editor of New Scientist, describes as 'communal technical literacy'!"

The above problems are likely to become even more acute during the
1980s as microprocessor-based technology comes to play an increasingly
important role in all our lives:45 lt has been predicted that the
microprocessor will have an Impact on society comparable to that
produced by the development of the steam engine during the latter part
of the eighteenth century, but that this second industrial revolution will
take effect much more rapidly than the first. Thc microprocessor seems
likely tu bring about fundamental changes in nearly every facet of modern
society and, if these changes are to take place without causing complete
social upheml, many commentators believe that it will be essential to
develop educational programmes capable of producing technically literate
citizens as soon as possible.45' 49

.A promising start has been made by the recent development of 'science
in society-type coursesit botksecondary and tertiary level," and it is
now generally recognized that games and simulations are capable of
making a significant contreution to courses of this typc.45' 51' 52 The

authors believe that science-based simulation games and simulated case
studies, particularly those uf a multi-disciplinary nature, are ideally suited
to such a role, since they represent tine of the most effective means at our
disposal of demonstrating the rule of science and technology in modern
society.

One great advantage of exercises of this type is that they can be
incorporated equally successfully into both science and non-science
courses. With thc former, the y. can either be built into the main fabric of
thc course as supportive case studies, or they can be made part of the
'mind-broadening' associated studies clement now becoming an integral
part of most of our secondary and tertiary science courses. With the latter,
they can again be made part of the general itudies element of the course

,possibly by watering down or removing thc 'hard science' content in
order to convert them to a form that can be handled by people who lack
a technical or mathematical background. The authors have found that
many exercises originally designed for use in science courses can, by
suitable modification, bc used effectively in this way. A good example is
Th.: Power Station Game (see below), which was originally developpd as
an exercise for physics students of roughly A-level standard," but which
is now being used with a wide range of other groups, including trainee
primary teachers.54

Detailed information about other exercises that can be used to
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demonstrate the social relesanee of science and technology can be found
in Chapter 4 and Part 2.

Revrew of early developments

Now that we have established how science-based games and simulations
can contribute to our educationaLsy stem, let us examine some uf the
developments that have taken place in these areas since,the firsi exercises
began tu appe'ar in 1970.

(a) Developments in the USe Vfgames and simulations for teikbing
science, The first games and simulations to be specifically developed fur
use in the teaching of science were a series of card and board games
published between 1970 and 1975..

Among the earliest of these were a number of relatively simple games
intended for use at secondary school level. In Britain, they included
ChZ:msyn and Element Cards (published by lleyden and Son Ltd).,
Formulon and Properties and Substances (published by Chemical Teaching
Aids) and Ionics (published by Science Systems Ltd).55 In America, they
included Elements, Compound, The Geologic Time Chart Game and
Lab Apparatus (all published by Union Printing Co Inc) and a range uf
chemistry-based games published by Teaching Anis Co. All these games
were designed for use in the reinforcement of basic facts, concepts and
principles, and all were short enough to be fitted into the normal teaching
curriculum without causing undue disruption. (Sec Chapter 3 and Part 2.)

At roughly the same time, a somewhat more ambitious exercise
Circuitron was developed in the Education Department at the University
of Glasgow fur inclusion in Project P111,56 a package uf programmed
materials for use in teaching science in s '111, ren.ote secondary schools in
theIlighlvds kul Islands of Scotland. Cir.aitrun (which will be examined
in detail in Chapter 3) was a board game designed for use as a supplement
tu conventional experimental nurk on elect mat circuits, and could be
used at a variety of levels ranging from lower secondary tu tertiary.3'. 33
It was published by Griffin & George in 1972 and was one of the first
exercise's of its type to receive a thorough evaluation?'

Thtee years later, a package of 18 games, covering a variety of topics in
physics, chemistry , biology and general science, was published in Britain
by Longman. The games were all short exercises intended fur use at
secondary level for reinforcing basic concepts and principles, and were
again designed to fit easily into the school curriculum. lake the parallel
series of geography -based games produced by the same company , they
were published in the form of booklets containing all the resource
materials (board, cards, tokens, etc) needed for a single playing group
(between 4 and 12 pupils, depending on the game). Ty pical examples
were The Great Blood Race, dealing with the composition, circulation
and physiological functions of human blood and Competition Among
The Metals, which helped tu show how different metals have different
reactivities. (See Chapter 3 and Part 2.)

By this time, the first computer-based simulations were also starting to
ts.
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be desveloped.33 Establishments,in which early work to8k place in
Britain included the IBM Research Centre at Peterlee,32 the Centre for
Science Education at Chelsea College" and the Institute for Educational
Technology at the University of Surrey." More recently, nearly every
educational establishment with access to a computer has developed its
own range of computer exercises, but the vast majority of these are not
generally available. Computer simulations will be dealt with in greater
detail in Chapter 5.

(b) Developments in the use of games and skalations for educa.tion
'tbrough' science. The first developments in this area again took place
during the early 1970s, and it is interesting to note that most of these
early exercises were concerned with ecological or environmental topics.

At the Universities of Sussex and Bath, for example, a number of
ecology-based games and simulations were built into degree courses in
biology.59,60 Subsgquently, four of the Bath exercises were adapted for
use at secondary-school level and published as a multi-media package under
thc title of The Ridpest File (see p 190). This was one of a number of
similar packages developed by the School of Education at Bath for
o,rganizations such as BP; these all dealt with the interface between

.industry and the environment.
At the same time as this work was being carried out in England, a

number of important developments vide taking place in Scotland and
America. The first was the Star River Project, a large-scale role-playing
exercise that was developed by the Clyde River Purification Board in
collabbration with CRAC (the Careers Research and Advisory Centre)
for use at post-graduate level. This was based on a multi-disciplinary
scenario involving biology, chemistry, geography and economics. In 1972
the exercise was modified for use at sixth-form level in schools, and the
final package ths published by Esso Petroleum Co in 1973 (now
discontinued). A similar exercise (The Dead River, see p 189) was
developed in Amcrica at roughly the same time and Was also published
in 1973 (by Union Printing Co).

As a follow-up to'ihe Star River Project, the Scottish Education
Dspartment sef up.ti working party in 1973 in order to develop a
second large-scale multi-disciplinary exercise for use at sixth-form level,
this time with a basis in physics. The Work was carried out in Robert
Gordon's Institute of Technology, Aberdeen, where.a team of Institute
staff, local physics teachers and educational administrators developed
The Power Station Game, a role-playing exercise based on thc design of
a large power station." Following extensive field trials in and around
Aberdeen,,the final version-of thc game was published by the Institution
of Electrical Engineers (IEE) in 1976. It has.' nce been used in a wide
variety of educational and training situtt11s,S3iM1 61 and has also
generated a Amber of further exercises, Most of which have had a fairly
high physics or engineering content (see Chapter 4 and Part 2).53,

62

'While The Power Station Game and its successors were being developed
in Aberdeen, parallel work in chemistry and biology was taking place in
Glasgow. This was co-ordinated by the Science Education Group of the
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University Of Glasgow, where a whole range of 'mind-broadening'
simulation games and simulated case studies, designed for incorporation
into chemistry courses at both secondary and tertiary levels, were
developed between 1973 and 1978.43' 63'64 All were thoroughly field
tested and evaluated,10' 65 and all have subsequently been published
three by the Education Division of the Chemical Society and the
remainder by the Scottish Council for Educational Technology. Some of
these exercises will be examined in detail in Chapter 4, and all are
described in Pail 2.

A similar series of biology-based games, designed for use at secondary-
school level, was also developed at Glasgow. Although these were all field
tested and evaluated,66 they have not so far bccn published.

One of thc most interesting recent applications of science-based
simulations has been their use as the basis of a number of inter-school
compentions..The first of these, Hydropower 77, was organized by the
North of Scotland Ilydro-Electric Board (NSIIEB) during the winter of
1976-77 for secondary schools in their area.67 It was based on a highly
demanding simulated case study in which cross-disciplinary teams of
senior pupils had first to design a hydro-electric pumped storage station
and then write a 'consultant's report' and prepare a multi-mcdia
presentation on their proposed scheme. The competition project was
subsequently converted into a self-contained teaching package and
published by the IEE under the name Hydropower (see Chapter 4 and
p 13

During the following winter, the NSHEB ran a further competition of
a similar type, this time based on alternative energy.69 The competition
project was also sebsequently converted into a self contained teaching
package, which was published by the IEE under thc name Power for
Elaskay (see Chapter 4 and p 139).7°' 71

A third inter-school competition, known as Project Scotia, was run by
the JEE during the winter of 1978-79 this time on a UKwide basis.n
Tlie competition project, which involved designing a UHF television
broadcasting network for a remote area, was devdoped in conjuncnon with
thc BBC and the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA). It will
eventually be published as a self-contained teaching package for use at
secondary artetirtiary levels.

The IEE has also organized a series of regional competitions based on
The Power Station Game. The first was held M Aberdeen in 1977,73 the
second in Brighton in 197874 and the third in I.ancaster in 1979.

(c) Developments in the use of games.and simulations for teaching
about science and technology. Although the main purpose of the various
games, simulations and competitions described in the previous section was
to usc science-based exercises as vehicles for achieving non.cognitive
objectives (eg cultivating communication, decision making and inter-
personal skills), they were, in almost every case, also designed to teach the
participants about the social relevance of science and technology. Thus,
virtually all the exercises could be slid to have been designed for teaching
about science and techn6o as well as for educating through science.
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Many have since been used for this purposç both with science and
engineering students and with nowscience students."' 61,75

Perhaps the most important development in this area has been the
Association for Science Education's Science in Society course. This is an
alternative 0-level (AO level) course in science, designed to be taken in
the sixth form, as a complement to conventional science and arts
courses.45'" Work on the project started in 1977, and it was decided at
an early stage to make ektensive use of games and simulations in the
course.76 Furthernfore, these were built into the basic fabric of the course
curriculum rather than used as 'optional extras', as had so often been the
case with such exercises in the past. A series of simulation games and
simulated case studies was specially developed by the project team and,
following exhaustive field trials and modifications, was published as part
of the overall course package (see Part 2).

m
..
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Chu /my 3

Card and board games

1.11 this and the following two chapters, the various types of game,

simulation and case study that can be used in science education will be

ex?mined in depth. This chapter will deal with card and board games,

Chapter 4 with other manual exercises, and Chapter 5 with computer-
based exercises. In each case, a general discussion of the main
educational characteristics of the different types of exercise will be
illustrated by detailed examination of specific examples.

,.

Card games

The class of `card games' is taken to include all games where the playing

materials consist solely of cards of one form or another. Q--nes (such as

Circuitron) which also make use of a board are excluded, such exercises

being regarded as belonging to the class of 'board games'. As we saw in

Chapter 2, the slasS contains some of the first science-based games to be

developed, including well-known examples such as Chemsyn, Formulon

and Ionics. -
Card games have the following general characteristics:

(a) They arc invariably compact and arc thus easily stored and
carried around, as well as being relatively inexpensive.

(b) Most card games are simple, with comparatively short playing times.

This enables them to be fitted easily into the structure of most
curricula, either by building them into the actual lessons as

reinforcing exercises or by inviting pupils or students to play them

during lunch breaks, free periods, etc.
(c) The great majority of educational card games arc based on the

formats of well-known games such as rummy, solitaire or dominoes.

This means that most pupils and students find their rules easy to

pick up.
(d) Most educational card games are fun to play and, in exercises of an

interactive nature, the competition factor is generally high. This

increases motivation in two ways, since each player
(i) wants to ensure that what he does is correct, so that he can

play to maximum effect;
Qi) wants to find fault in what other players are doing, thus

ensuring that their efforts are subjected to continuous critical

scrutiny.
(e) Card games are generally limited to relatively low-level cognitive
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objectives (eg reinforcement of knowledge, fostering of
understanding, demonstration of simple applications), although
they can also be useful in cultivating simple decision-making skills.
Provided their intrinsic limitations are fully appreciated by both
designers and users, however, this need not be a disadvantage.

(f) A sormwhat more serious potential weakness of card games is the
danger that, unless the game structure and educational content are
properly integrated, pupils and students can play them purely as
games without deriving any real educational advantage from so
doing. (A number of commercially available science-based games
tend to have this weakness to a greater or lesser extent.") In
designing an educational card game, it is essential to ensure that
players have to use the educational content in order to be able to
play effectively, and not simply thc structure (ie the rules).
Provided this is done, a card game can constitute a highly effective
learning situation.

Let us now examine two specific examples of science-based card gamcs,
namely Formulon and Chemsyn.

FORMULON

Formulon (p 159) is designed for use in the teaching of basic inorganic
chemistry at lower and middle secondary-school level (ie with pupils aged
roughly 13 to16). The game consists of a.pack of 100 cards plus a th ree-
page instructional leaflet; 78 of the cards represent atoms or ions,
20 multipliers (2 or 3) and the remaining 2 Mendeleef cards (jokers) can
be used to represent any atom or ion in the pack, but not multipliers. The
basic idea of thc game is that pupils have to use the cards to make
chemical formulae.

The rules of Formulon arc simple. The players (up to eight in any one
game) are each dealt a hand of ten cards, the remainder of the pack being
placed face down and the top card turned face up and placed alongside.
Play then proceeds in much the same way as in rummy, each player having

-to do one of the following three things on his turn.

(a) Place a correct formula on the table using the cards in his hand
eq.
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(b) Alter a formula he has placed on the table previously (but not pick
it up and replace it by a completely new one)

el
H

H

2

0

o

or to

could be
changed to

2

Fin

0

o

(c) Pick up a card from either the face up or the face down pile and
then discard onc of his cards by placing it on top of thc fase-up
pile.

Each round of the game ends when one of thc players has used up all
his cards. The other players add up the valencies of all thc cards thcy are
left with, multipliers counting as their face values and Mendeleef cards
as 8. The scores are noted and, after several rounds (as many as timc
permits), are totalled; thc player with the lowest total is the winncr.

Formulon is a good example of a game in which thc educational
content and game structure are well integrated.55 To play effectively,
e;ayers must have a basic knowledge of the properties of the different
types of element and ion and of the way in which thesc combine to form
ionic and covalent compounds. The gamc constitutes a vehicle for
reinforcing this basic knowledge, and (through feedback firom other
players) of helping pupils to fill any gaps in their knowledge or
fundamental misunderstandings they may have. It is also simple to
organize with a class of any size, and could therefore be incorporated
into any basic chemistry course at school or college level. In addition,
Formulon could serve as a useful paradigm for teachers of othcr branches
of science. Its basic principles could, for example, easily be adapted for
use in a number of biological teaching situations.

CHEMSYN

Chemsyn (p 151) is a more sophisticated chemistry-based card gamc
designed for use in teaching bask organic chcmistry to scnior school pupils
and Junior undergraduates." It consists of a pack of 52 numbered cards
plus a 24-page instructional booklet, each card containing detailed
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information about one particular organic compound. The object of the
game is to convert a random distribution of cards into an ordered sequence,
illustrating the way in which the various compounds can be interconverted.

Each card in the Chemsyn pack has a 'picture' side and a 'text' side, the
former depicts a numbcr of different representations of thc structure of the
particular compound, while the latter gives detailed information about its
stereochemistry, basic properties, method(s) of preparation and reactions
(see Figurc 3.1).
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Figure 3.1, The picture and text sides of a typical Cbcmsyn card

Of the 52 cards in the pack, 50 represent compounds drawn from a
broad range of chemical classes belonging to aliphatic and aromatic
organic chemistry (cg alkanes, alkenes, alkyncs, alcohols, phenols, esters,
aldehydes and ketones). Thc number of cards devoted to cach class varies
from onc to five and, where appropriate, both aliphatic and aromatic
compounds are represented. The remaining two cards arc blank and can
be used to represent any compound (ic they serve as jokcrs).

Chemsyn can be played by a single person (solo Chcmsyn) or by a group
of two to five students (group Chcmsyn). In each case, thc basic Abject of
the game is to build up an ordered sequence of cards that shows how the
various compounds (or the chemical classes to which they belong) can be
intcrconverted by synthcsis and degradation. In solo Chemsyn, for
example, the pl^ r works systematically through the pack in solitaire
fashion, trying add each successive card to the sequence hc has built up.
In group Chemsy n, the cards are dealt to the participants and to a Lentral
bank, and thc play ers (operating in rummy fashion) try to build up a single

3:3
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,

common sequence by using the cards in their hands; the winner is the first

person to get rid of all his cards. Part of a typical Chemsyn sequence is

shown in Figure 3.2.

11
1

n.Propanol

r
immi ihc,for "M.

1
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24
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I4,0

1
45 ",0 OH 12

..7.......,liopropy.I .......2_ isooropanol
broni.de .4,

, r

Figure 3.2. Part of a typical Cbemsyn sequence showing the reagents by which each

of the transformations might be achieved.

The educational philosophy behind Chemsyn is that organic chemistry

is based on a relatively small number of fundamental facts and concepts,
with the subject opening up in a logical manner once these have been

mastered. The essential groundwork, lies in a sound knowledge of
functional group reactions, of molecular shape and of commonly used

names and terminology for individual compounds and compound classes.
The object of Chemsyn is to help students reinforce this groundwork by

placing them in a challenging or competitive (and hence a motivating)
situation. Although not as well integrated a game as Formulon,ss it is

a good example of how a game structure can be superimposed on an
advanced learning situation in order to make it more palatable to students.

Thus it could again serve as a useful paradigm for teachers of other

branches of science.

Board games
The class of board games is taken to include all games which make use of

a specially provided playing surface of some sort. It includes a large
number of science-based games, particularly the range produced by

Longmans, many of which make use of such playing surfaces. Note that

the board in such a game need not be a conventional stiff board of the
Monopoly type; most of the Longman's games, for example, have thin
card boards that are supplied as part of the game booklets.

As a group, board games have similar characteristics to the card games

discussed above, except that they are generally somewhat more
complicated and, in many cases, considerably more expensive (the

3 4
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Longman range are notable exceptions, since they are all produced as
inexpensive A4 booklets which are dismembered and cut up in order to
produce the playing materials). Like card games, their main educational
uses arc as reinforcement exercises, although the fact that most'board
gables take somewhat longer to play than the average card game makes
them slightly more difficult to fit into tight curricula. Again like card
games, it is essential that their academic content and game structure be
well integrated if they are to constitute effective educational exercises.

Board games come in a wide range of types, but it is possible to
introduce a rough classification according to the way in which the playing
surface is used. In the first group, of which Scrabble is a good example, the
board is used simply as a matrix on which a pattern of some sOrt may be
built up. In the second group, of which Ludo and Monopoly are typical
members, the board is used to provide a predetermined linear path (or
paths) along or round which players have to progress. In the third group,
of which chess is probably the best-known example, the board is used as
a simulated battlefield of some sort, play bcing both mobile and two-
dimensional (rather than one-dimensional, as in the second group). In the .

final group, of which Shell's North Sea was one of the first examples, one-
dimensional activity on the perimeter of the board is used to control
two-dimensional activity on the interior. Let us now examine an example
of each type of game, namely, Circuitron, The Great Blood Race,
Invasion (Microbes) and The Offshore Oil Board Game.

CIRCUITRON

Circuitron (p 131) is a physics-based exercise designed for use in teaching
electrical circuit theory.*31 It is not a single game, but a family of five
games ranging from the very simple to the very difficult. The games can be
used at a wide range of levels from upper primary, through secondary,
to lower tertiary. In every gamc, the basic idea is the same, with players
building up electrical circuits by arranging rectangular piecesrepresenting
components such as batteries, bulbs and switches on a specially designed
board.

The Circuitron package consists of a board, a set of 64 cardboard
playing pieces plus 64 blanks (for use in making extra playing pieces if
required or replacing lost pieces), and a 32-page teacher's manual. The
board consists of a rectangular matrix of 110 slots in which pieces may be
placed joined by 'connecting wires' (see Figure 3.3). The various types of
playing piece and the values they are assigned in the game are shown below.

°muting etre (0) penitwitth (2) cll (2)

&meter (3) ammeter (3) emetic (3)

Ilt bulb (2)

rvi

unlit We (J)

RIE
13) Joker (value as

declared)
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In a typical gamc, a playcr (or pair of playcrs) draws a 'hand' of pieces,
and thcn trics to place them in slots in the board in such a way as to make
up a complete valid electrical circuit with as high a total scorc as possiblc
(thc sum of thc values of the individual picccs uscd).

Figure 13: A typical Circuitron circuit (total scp' re 19)

Thc fivc basic gamcs that can bc playcd using the packne diffcr
considerably In complcxity and difficulty, thesc factors bcing controllcd
by varying thc types of pieces available for scicction from thc pack, thc
number of pieces in a hand, and thc dctailcd rulcs governing thc
formation of circuits. The packagc is designed for use with a: group of
four playcrs, who may play as individuals or in pairs, cach individual or
pair trying to build up as high a scorc as possible ovcr a numbcr of rounds.

As in thc casc of thc two card gamcs dcscribcd earlier, Circuitron is
not intended as a substitute for cithcr conventional tcaching or laboratory
work. Rathcr, it is dcsigncd as a reinforcement and consolidation cxcrcise
to be used immediately after new ideas have bcen presented or new types
of circuit studicd in the laboratory. For cxamplc, after Rupils havc just
discovered by experiment that thc current is constant all round a scrics
circuit and havc learned how to connect up ammeters, thcy could play
Gamc 2 in which all thcir ammeters need to havc thc samc rcading ane
bc joined up correctly. To help tcachcrs make the bskt usc of thc packagc,
thc tcachcr's manual includcs thc algorithm shown in Fipre 3.4 a good
example of thc type of systems approach that can hclp to ensure that
cducational gamcs and simulations arc uscd to maximum effect.

As mentioncd in Chaptcr 2, Circuitron was one of thc first science-
based gamcs on which a thorough evaluation of cducational effectiveness

\
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WHO CAN PLAY WHAT?

How your students play the game depends on how much
they know. The flow chart is to help you decide where to
start. (If you are not sure how much your students know, you
could give them the test on page 24)

Do they know that\

,1) If a circuit is complete a current
f tows and all tho bulbs will light up

21 An open switch stops the current
so none of the bulbs wilflight

7

yes

{They, are not ready to use
NO -9 Cittaitron till they have done

these experiments

3) Cells in series 'help each other but NO
pain of cells in oppositinn cancel out .

yes

4) Ammeters are connected positive
to positwe'
5) The long line on the cell symbol
is positive

6) Ammeters must have a resistance
ih series

7) The current is constant all round
3 series Circuit

yes

8) The currents in parallel branches
add up to the current in the main circuit
9) The currents in the branches are
only edual if the resistances (numbers of
bulbs) of the branches are equal'

Game 1
Page 6

yes

10) Do they know Ohm's law in quan. LNO
titative form and can they calculate
simple quivalnt resistances?

yes

Game 5 Page 15

Game 2
Page 8

Page 10
Game 3

Game 4
page 13

Figure 3.4 Tbe algorithm sbowMg. bow Circuitron sbould be used
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was carried out." During the pre-publication trials of thc package,

1,11 pupils of 12 to 13 years (61 boys a1 50 girls) at three comprehensive

eltools in Glasgow, who had all comp! ted Section 7 (basic electricity) of
'the Scottish Integrated Science Course, were given a short objective test to
see how much they knew about circuits. They then played Circuitron for
about two double periods (roughly two and a half hours altogether), after
which they took the test again and filled in a short questionnaire on the
game. Comparison of the results of the two tests showed that a
statistically significaly gain in knowledge had takenplace, while the
questionnaire indicated that over half of the pupils thought they had
'learned a lot alrout electric circuits' from playing the game and that over
three-quarters had found it 'highly enjoyable'.

43

THE GREAT BLOOD RACE

The Great Blood Race (p 190) is a biology-based simulation game
designed for use in the middle and upper forms of secondary schools. It
deals with the circulation and basic physiological functions of human
blood, and forms a selkontained learning unit that can either be used on
its own or as a reinforcement for conventional face-to-face teaching.

The game (which is designed for use with groups of two to six players)
is supplied in the form of an A4 booklet whose four outer shccts (of
thin card) are used to prepare the board and other playing materials and
whose two innermost sheets (of paper) constitute an eight-page
background reader/instruction booklet for thc participating pupils.
A playing set of the game is prepared by removing the four outersheets

of the booklet, joining the first two together to form an A2 board, and
cuttin4 up the other two to form six packs of 'chance' Lards and two
'spinners'.

The way in which the game constitutes an accurate simulation of the
human circulatory system can be seen by comparing Figure 3.5 (a
schematic diagram of the circulatory system) and Figure 3.6 (which shows
the basic lay-out of the board). As its name suggests, the game consists of
a race players having to complete a single circuit of the branching
'track'. Their rate of progress is controlled by use of a six-sided spinner,
and is helped or hindered by various chance and other factors
encountered on route.

Before they attempt to play the game, the participants are expected to
read the background/instruction booklet thoroughly to ensure they have

thc knowledge needed to play effectively. As they progress through the
game, thc players are confronted regularly with problems that they can

only solve if they know certain facts about human blood a feature that
helps provide motivation for learning. This motivation is undoubtedly
increased by the fact that a player who is ignorant of ccrtain important
properties of blood may have to withdraw from the game if he makes a
senous mistake, although the educational effectiveness of such a drastic

penalty is open to question.
The typc of linear format employed in The Grcat Blood Race is one

3 8
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Figure 3.5: Sthematic diagram of human circulatory system
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that could bc adapted for usc in a variety of teaching situations in a widc
range of subjects. In addition, use of this format (with which most pupils
are familiar) generally produces an exercise whosc basic rules can bc
picked up fairly easily, this is an important factor in determining the
educational effectivsness of a game, sincc pupils arc liable to lose interest
in an exercise whose rules they find difficult or abstruse.

INVASION (MICRObES)

Like Thc Great Blood Race, Invasion (Microbes) (p 184) is a biology-based
game designed for usc at middle and upper secondary level. It simulates
the 'wars' that are constantly bcing fought to maintain our health, and is
designed to help pupils learn how it is possible for our bodies to ward off
the attacks of disease-causing microbes by deploying defence mec.hanisms
of various types. The game again constitutes a self-contained learning unit
that can be used either on its own or as a reinforcement exercise.

The game, which is designed for simultaneous use by up to four pairs
of players, is supplieti in thc form of an A4 booklet very similar to that
of Ths Great Blood Race. The outer sections of this booklet are uscd to
prcparethe A2-sized board and other playing materials (mainly scts of
'attack', 'defence' and 'bonus' cards), while the central section again forms
an eight page background reader/instruction booklet for the participants.

The game board is divided into four independeht scctors, each of
which represents an organ that is under attack by pathogens (1. the skin,
under attack by staphylococci, 2. the lungs, under attack by tuberculosis
bacilli, 3. the sex organ, under attack by syPhilis spirochetes and
4. the gut, under attack by typhoid bacilli). All four sectors have the
same general lay -out, that representing the gut being shown in Figure 3.7.

Before starting the game, the participants arc again expected to study
the background/instruction booklet in order to acquire thc detailed
knowledge of the properties of the different types of pathogen and the
mschapisms b h ch thc body tries to repel them that is needed to play
effectively.

The game proper takes place in two stages. In the first (the so-called
'colonization' or 'force raising' phase) the players who are attacking and
defending a particular organ have to try to build up their respective
forces of, pathogens and defensive bodies (phagoLy tcs and antibodies) in
the areas behind the central battle zone. They do this by taking turns to
draw cards from the appropriate 'attack' and 'defence packs and trying
to answer questions about their respective 'forces', if they succeed in
doing so', they win the right to colonize a certain number of hexagons
and (in sonic cases) to collect a 'bonus' card for use in the latter stages
of the subsequent battle phase. A hexagon is colonized by writing thc
appropriate symbol in its centre.

The second phase of the game is the actual 'battle'. Ilere, thc players
take turns to use a 'battle spinner' that tells them by how many hexagons
they can advance into the central 'battle zone'. In this phase, The attacker
triceto occupy as many hexagons as possible while the defender trics to
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. Figure 3.7: Sector 4 of the board used in Invasion (Microbes) the gut
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eliminate these pathogens by deploying phagocytes and antibodies (once
both a phagocyte and an antibody have been placed adjacent to a
pathogen, the latter is destroyed). Play continues until all hexagons on
thc battlefield have becn occupied, whereupon the defender and attacker
use the 'bonus' cards tiley have collected to destroy or reinstate further
pathogens. A score sheet is then used to determine who has won, points
being awarded for the different types of hexagon occupied by each player,

Invasion (Microbes) is an excellent example of the way in which a board
can be used as the basis of a two-dimensional 'mobile' game and also of
the way in which motivation for learning can be produced by placing
students in a competitive situation in which they have to know certain facts
before they can play effectively. (As a general rule, players who are
preparing to play a game or take part in a simulation only take the trouble
to acquire such background knowledge and familiarity with the rules that
are essential if they are to play reasonably effectively, all other material
being either skimmed through or completely ignored.) We have seen that
one of the main factors in determining the overall effectiveness of an
educational game is the extent to which the academic content and game
structure are integrated. Invasion (Microbes) demonstrates one method by
which such integration can be achieved.

THE OFFSIIORE OIL BOARD GAME

The Offshore Oil Board Game (p 196) began life as North Sea, a family
board game based on Britain's North Sea oil industry that was developed
by Shell (UK) Ltd during the mid-1970s.'8 The game was subsequently
converted into a decision-making exercise for use in the Association for
Science Education's Science in Society course, the original expensively
produced boxed game being re-designed as an inexpensive 'do-it-yourself'
kit that could be made up by tcachers.19

A playing set of the game (which is designed for use by up to five
people four players and a 'banker') consists of a board, a set of playing
materials (playing pieces, money, chance factor cards, etc), five student
booklets, five student cards and a teacher's guide. The student booklets
contain detailed background information about the offshore oil industry,
together with the full rules of the gameind are intended to be studied at
home before the game starts. The student cards carry a diagram of the
board on one side (see Figure 3,8). This is meant to be studied at home in
conjunction with the rules. On the other side, they carry an easy-to-follow
synopsis of the game (sec Figure 3.9) designed for use during actual play.

The Offshore Oil Board Game is a realistic simulation of the actual
process by which North Sca oilfields arc discovered and subsequently
brought into production. It begins with an auction of all the concessions
in one area of the board, each.player having to acquire at least one if he
is to take any further part in the game (this gets the exercise off to an
exciting, highly competitive start). Next, players have to go through the
process of exploring for oil, appraising any field(s) they discover,
developing one of their fields, bringing it into pruduction and using the

43
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resulting income to pay off the loans needed to finance earlier operations.
The winner is the first player to bring a field into production and pay off
all his loans.

A keyleature in the design of the game is that activity on the interior
of the board (which represents a potential oil-bearing sedimentary-basin
in the North Sea) is controlled by activity on the perimeter (which
represents the surrounding coastline). Players move round the perimeter
in Monopoly fashion by throwing two dice, making use of the 'decision'
squares to carry out their programmes of activities on the interior (see
Figure 3.8).

The educational aims of The Offshore Oil Board Game are twofold,
namely, to teach the participants about the way in which the offshore oil
industry operates and to help them develop the ability to think rapidly
and effectively under pressure.79 The key to achieving both these aims is
the use that is made of the 'decision' squares on the perimeter of the
board. Every time a player lands on one of these squares, he has to decide
(on the basis of his knowledge of how offshore oilfields are developed
and his appraisal of the currcnt tactical state of the game) what his most
effective next step would be. Thc idea of using 'decision' squares in a
game, and the associated Om of using one-dimensional activity on the
perimeter of a board to control two-dimensional activity on the interior,
could well be adapted for use in other teaching situations.



Cluuner 4:

Other manual exercises

Strictly speaking, the term 'manual' apphes to all games, simulations and
case studies that do not involve use of the computer including card and
board games of the type described in the last chapter. For thc purposes of
this chapter, however, wc shall consider the term as applying only to those
non-computer-based exercises where the main resource material consists
of sheets of paper, leaflets or booklets rather than cards or a board. This
has traditionally bccn the most common medium in which academic
games, simulations and case studies have been written.

The most important characteristics of the manual medium (using the
term in the limited sense defined above) arc its great versatility and
flexibility, and thc comparative ease with which resource materials can bc
produced and duplicated. The former makes it possible for manual
exerci.es to achieve a much wider range of educational objectives than
card or board games (which, as vc have seen, arc largely limited to low-
level cognitive objectives) and allows thcm to be uscd in a much greater
variety of roles, covering all the areas outlined in the first part of
Chapter 2. The latter means that anyone with access to a typewriter and
a photocopier can produce all his/her own materials and run off as many
copies as he/she needs easily and inexpensively. This again contrasts
sharply with the card and board game media, in which thc resource
materials are generally more difficuk both to produce and to duplicate,
boards, for example, have either to be laboriously manufactured by hand
or printcd by some relatively expensive'process.

Despite thc wide range of formats in which manual exercises are
produced and thc wide range of uses to which they are put, they can
usefully be divided into four basic ty pes according to their underlying
structure, namely Imear, radial. Lomposite and multi project exercises.80

The num charactcrisdcs of each of these classes will now be discussed,
and specific illustrative examples (that could serve as useful paradigms for
similar developments in othcr subject areas) examined.

Linear exercises
The two fundamental structures on which virtually all manual exercises
arc based are thc so-called linear and radial structures, each of which can
be used for the achievement of distinct (although not necessarily mutually
exclusive) scts of broad educational aims and objectives.B° The essential
structural characteristics of exercises that have a linear format are as
follows:
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the participants progress sy sternatically through a predetermined
series of actinties,
all participants have the same basic resource materials and carry out
the same basic set of activities.

In cOmmon s ith all other ty pes of game, simulation and case study, linear
exercises can be used to achieve a wide range of educational objectives
related to their subject content. In addition, thcy have the following
specific educational characteristics:

the progressive nature uf their structure enables a complicated case
study to be broken down into easily manageable stages and clearly
illustrates the relationship of each part to the whole;
they can be used to fustcr the development of a wide range of skills,
including p:oblem solvinginalytical and decision-making skills.

These characteristics will now be illustrated by examining two speiffic
exercises, namely Project 1 from the Central bleating Game and What
Ilappens When The Gus Runs ON

PROJECI' 1 FROM THE CENTRAL IlEATING GAME

The Central !leafing Game (p 130) is in fact a mulu-project exercise76
(a collection of five projetts alibased on the theme of domestic central
heating), and will be described later in this chapter. Its first project is,
however, an excellent example uf the type of linear exercise under
discussion, and will therefore be examined now. This is designed for use
in the teaching of physics, engineering and architecture at upper secondary
and lower tertiary level, and takes the furm of a highly structured
simulated case study on the heating requirements uf a typical three-
bcdroomed bungalow. The project takes roughly two hours to complete
and can be used with a class of up to 24.

The structure uf the project is shown schematically in Figure 4.1.
Before the project starts, the members uf the class are each issued with a
copy uf an introductory booklet to study at home. This booklet contains
general information about domesaic central heating and home insulation,
and is designed to give the participants the background knowledge that
they need to carry out the work of the project (It is used as an
introduction tu all the projects in the Central Ileating Game package).

t the start of the project, each student or pair of students is issued
with a data sheet giving basic architectural and technical information
abetit the bungalow tu be studied together with a copy of project
sheet 1(a) This provides them with the theuby that they need to carry
out Stage 1 of thc case study the calcuiation of U-values (thermal
transmittance ,oefficients) ot some uf the structural components of the
bungalow (the walls and windows in this case). The sheet also gives them
dcailed instructions on how tu calculate these U-values together with a
partly completed table in It la the answers to the various stages of the
calculations may be inserted.

.18
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Figure 4.1. .Schemattc structure of Project 1 froo;.Central Heating multi-projec t pack

As soon as Stage 1 has been satisfactorily completed, the students are
issued with project sheet 1(b). The first part of this sheet contains a table

giving the correct answers to the U-value calculations carried out in
Stage 1, plus the Uvalues of all the other structual components of the
bungalow, so that the students can check their earlier work. It also
provides them with the theory and instructions they need to carry out
Stage 2 of the case study (calculation of the design heat loss of onc of the

rooms of the bungalow the kitchen) and a table in which the answers to
the various calculations may be inserted.

As soon as Stage 2 has been satisfactorily completed, the students are

issued with project sheet 1(c). This again contains a table that gives the
correct answers to the calculations carried out in the previous stage, plus

the corresponding design heat loss figures for all the other rooms of the
bungalow. It also provides the theory and instructions needed to carry
out Stage 3 of the case study (calculation of the total annual heat energy

9
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requirements of the bungalow) and a table in which to fill in the answers
to the various calculations.

On completion of Stage 3, the students are issued with the final project
sheet, which again provides thc correct answers to the calculationsjust
carried out. It also contains detailed instructions on how to carry out thc
final stage of the case study calculation of thc effects 'on the annual heat
requirements of the bungalow of introducing various additional insulation
measures (loft Insulation, cavity wall insulation and dolible glazing)
together with tables in which the answers to the various calculations may
bc inserted.

Once Stage 4 has been completed, the students are issued with a second
data sheet that contains the answers to the final sct of calculations. The
project is then brought to a conclusion by holding a short debriefing
session in which the significance of the results of the project arc discussed
by the whole class. Such debriefing sessions are a vital part of educational
games, simulations and case studies of all types.

The method of approach employed in the above project enables a
highly complex and challenging problem to be broken down into easily
numtgeable stages, and also gives the studcnts a clear understanding of
the significance of the various calculations involved. Thc linear fbrmat is
ideally suited to this type of use.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN ME.GAS RUNS OUT? -.4-

What I Iappens When The Gas Runs Out? (p 177) is a chemistry-based
interactive case study designed for ust with junior science undergraduates
and senior secondary pupils of roughly A-level standard)°, 43 Its main
aims are to proide a vehicle for educating 'through' science (sec
Chapter 2) and to help demonstrate thc social and economic implications
of science and technology. Thc exercise involves appraising Britain's likely
reserves of natural gas and foonulating a policy for providing a viable
replacement whcn these reserves are exhausted. The project is designed to
fit into a standard three hour laboratory session, the participants working
in co-operative groups of four to eight.

The structurc of the exercise is shown schematically in Figure 4,2.
It begins with a brief introduction by thc teacher or lecturer in charge.
The students arc then divided into their working groups and issued with
copies of a sheet that describes the work to be carried out in Part 1 of thc
exercise and provides them with all the necessary background
information and data. Part 1 involves carrying out a quantitative
examination of the calorific properties of manufactured town gas and
natural gas, and discussing the sort of problems likely to be encountered
in converting gas appliances from onc to thc othet. This stage of thc
exercise takes roughly 40 minutes.

Once Part 1 has been satisfactorily completed, the students are issued
with a second sheet describing the work to be carried out in Part 2 and
providing all the neeessar) information and data. Part 2 involves relating
the quantity of natural gas estimated tu be present in the North Sca to

0 9
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hgure 4.2 Schematu structure of What Ilappens {then The Gas Runs Out? .
likely future consumption trends and hence estimating how long the gas
is likely to last. It again takes roughly 40 minutes.

On completion of Part 2, the students are issued with a further work
sheet for _use in Part 3 of the exercise. This takes as its starting point the
fact that Britain's natural gas reserves are almost certain to become
exhausted well within the lifetime of the students (the conclusion that
they should have reached in Part 2), and involves discussing possible
alternative sources of supro,. and appraising their relative advantages and
disadvantages. This stage takes roughly 20 minutes.

.
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1 he next two stages of the exercise (Parts 4 and 5) consist of a detailed
appraisal of onc of the most promising options that should have emerged
from the discussions in Part 3, namely manufacture bf iyn,thetic natural
gas from coal or oil. Part 4 (35 minutes) is devoted to an examination of
the technical feasibthty of this particular option, and Part 5 (45 minutes)
to an appraisal of its economic viability and formulation of a possible
overall policy for Britain's gas industry over the next 30 years. The
students are again issui.'d sith a necc work sheet at the start of each stage.

What I lappens When The Gas Runs Out? is essentially a linear
programme in which the participants are led through a series of activities
whose objectives are initially mainly in the lower part of Bloom's
cognitice dofnam" and finish up in thc higher regions. Such a progression
ma feature of many exercises of this type, and is something thas the
authors believe can be achieved by employing a linear structure of the
ty pe shown, this structure enables each stage to build sysfemat'cally on
the work of its prede,:essors, thus allowing a progression from simple to
complex ideas to take place easily and'eaturall). Like Project 1 from the
Central f !eating Game, the exercise also provides a good example of the
effective use of resource nutcrials in a linear teaching situation.

Radial exercises

the sewnd.fundamental structure that can be used in manual exercises is
the so-called radial :riit trim Exercises designed in this format have the
following basic stri ctural characteristics;

- each participant (or group of participants) carries out a set of
activities specific to a given role in a scenario or particular point
of clew in a problem situation and then presents information or
argues a ease at a plenary session or simulated meeting;
the carious participants (or groups of participants) have different
resource materials and carry out different (albeit often related)
activities.

Like linear exercises, radial exercises can be used to achieve a wide
range of educational objectices related to their subject cortrnt, but also
hat e a number of educational characteristics that are specifie:k related
to their structure:

they enable the different arguments or points of view in a
complicated problem to be identified, examined in detaIl, and
subjected to informed criticism and discussion;
they foster the development of a wide range of useful skills
(particularly those related to the preparation, presentation and
defence of arguments), and can also be used to develop desirable
attitudinal traits (such as a willingness to listen to the points of
view of other people or an appreciation that problems can generally
be viewed in a number of different ways).

These characteristics will now be illustrated by taking a detailed ,look

2
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at three typical radial exercises, namely Fluoridation?, The Amsyn
Problem and Proteins as Human Food.

FLUORIDATION?

Fluundation? (p 194) a a rule-Play ing simulation game designed for usc as
a case study and 'mind-broadening exercise tri science in society, modern
studies and health education tourses at both upper setondary and tertiary
level,8' It is based on the hypothesk that an area health authority (for
the imagmary Hadley area) a considering the principle of fluoridation of
thc public water supply, and takes the form of a simulated public meeting
called by one of the Community I lealth Councils to discuss the question.
The exercise takes between one and a trailer and two hours to complete
(depending on the numbers involved and on the level of sophistication of
the participants) and can be used with a class of between 13 and 24
students.

Thc structure of Fluondauon? a shown in schenutic form in Figure 4,3.
Roughly a week before the exercise a due to take place, each participant is
given a copy ot an introductory booklet to read at home. This contains
batkground information about those aspects of local government structure
relevant to the game, a summary of the main features of the simulated
area, and a review of th.e format and structure of the exercise. At this
stage, the participants are also allocated their roles anti given the
appropriate briefing booklet so that they tan prepare the arguments they
arc to present.

The game itself takes the form of a structured debate in which
represeptatites of the %Inous groups tlut support and oppose fluoridation
present their respecut e cases to the members of the Community I lealth
Council, who have the task of deciding whether or not to support
fluondation when the issue is discussed at a higher level. The exercise has
been tkvgned in such a way that the main arguments commonly
presented in favour of fluoridation are shared between the tarious
supporters, while those generally raised by the pressure groups that
opposc fluondationvire shared between the objectors (sec Figure 4.3).
The chairman of the Counc:1 controls the debate, calling the various
speakers in a predeternuned order and using any time that remains for
an open discussion.

Fluoridation? is a typical radial rAercise in that it (a) provides the
participants w ith the bash. Etta regarding the issue being examined, and
(b) shows that these basic facts can be looked at from more than one
point of view. In pa.ocular, it highlights the type a zonflict that almost
invariably arises between the protagomsts of a controversial measure,
who generally produce detailed arguments to show that it would be
technically or economically beneficial to the community as a whole, and
its opponents, who generally claim that its introduction would violate thc
rights of the individual or produce unacceptable (albeit often
unquanufiable) environmental or social side-effects. Such issnes, whose
resolution has nearly always to be based on the formulation of value
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Figure 4.3. Sc !termitic structure of Fluoridation?

judgements rather than on the rational appraisal of facts, are ideally suited
to treatment using a radial rather than a lincai format. Fluoridation?
provides a good example of the ty pe of approach that may be employed
in dealing with issues of this kind in a classroom. r

During its final pre-publication, field trials in three Aberdeen schools,
an attempiwas made to evaluate the educational effectiveness of
Fluoridation?" This proved extremely encouraging, indicating that the
exercise was succeeding in achieving both its cognitive and its affectiv9
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objectives and clearly demonstrating that It was highly popular with both
pupils and teachers. One interesting (and not altogether unexpected)
outcome of this evaluation was that the participants tended to become
polarized by theivoles, thosc who were given roles supporting
fluoridation showing a distinct positive attitude shifi towards
fluoridation as a result of playing the game, and those given opposing
roles showing an attitude shift in the opposite direction. Such polarization
is something that must be kept under careful review by designers and users
alike, si,cc its cffccts can, in certain circumstances, be counter-productive
or even harmful.

THE AMSYN PROBLEM

The Amsyn Probkm (p 17 3) is a role-playing simulation game designed for
use with senior secondary pupils and junior undergraduates as a vehicle for
educating 'through' science and fur demonstrating the social relevance of
chemistry.'" It is based on a typical industrial problem situation, in which
a small chemical firm have to decide how they can reduce the impurity
levels in their effluent in order to meet new regulations. The exercise is
designed for usc with an optimum number of 16 participants and takes
roughly two to three hours to complete.

The game scenario is based on the hypothetical firm of Amsyn Ltd,
whose main activity is the manufacture uf aromatic amines. Thcir currPnt
produktion process produi.es large quantities of heavily polluted effluent,
however, which has until now been discharged directly into a nearby
river with disastrous environmental results. In an attempt to clean up
le river, the loal district council plan to introduce stringent regulations

regarding the impurity levels of industrial effluent, and Amsyn will either
hoe to devise a means of satisfying these regulations or face partial or
total closure of their plant something that would be socially
unacceptable in-an already depressed area.

It is.against this background that the maragement of Amsyn Ltd have
called a meeting to discuss the situation with the other interested parties,
namely the trade union represenratives of the workforce and
representatives of the district council. Each c.arty, although wishing to
find a mutually satisfactory solution, naturally views the problem with
a different set of values, priorities and responsibilities (see Figure 4.4).

The CAct LW; Mai is with a 5h0i t tape/slide programme, which
introduces the,participants to the game scenario. The class is then
dnided into three groups (management, trade union representatives and
district council representatives) and each group is given copies of a
booklet that defines \its role and provides its members with all the
information they require. The groups study their respective booklets, and
each then tries to deeide on the course of action it would prefer.

When the participants re-assemble at a management-chaired meeting,
delegated spokesmen frum the three groups present the various proposed
solutions to the problem, after which a general discussion takes place in
order to see if a mutually satisfactory compromise can be reached, lf, at
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Figure 4.4. Schematic structure of The Amsyn Problem

the end of the allotted time, no agreement has been reached, the
management is required to propose a definite plan, and the other parties
are asked for their reactions.

Like Fluoridation?, The Amsyn Problem allows a complex issue,
involving a number of seemingly incompatible technical, eionomic and
social issues, to be examined from the points of view of the various
interested parties. In this case, however, the object of the exercise is to
produce a generally acceptable compromise solution to a multi-sided
problem rather than to reach a clear-cut decision on a straightforward
'either-or' issue, such situations also lend themselves to treatment using
a radial approach.

6
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Another valuable feature of the exercise is that it places the intrinsic
scientific content in the context of a highly realistic scenario. Thus, the
chemistry is seen to be related to a variety of other disciplines, and it is
shown that what the students might at first suppose to bc purely
technical decisions are often influenced by social, economic and even
moral considerations. As a result, the basic chemical equations are seen
to have relevance and impli 'mons far beyond the textbook, or even the
laboratory. 1

PROTEINS AS HUMAN FOOD

Proteins as Human Food (p 168) is an interactive case study designed
specifically to help science students at upper secondary and lower tertiary
level develop communication, inter-personal and decision-making skills. 10,42

It deals with the general topic of proteins and the world food shortage and,
although it has its main basis in chemistry, also involves a numbcr of other
disciplines, including biology, nutritional science, economics and
geography. The exercise is designed for use by groups of six students and
takes roughly one and a half to two hours to complete.

A problem Lommonly encountered in group tutorials (even when a skilful
tutor is involved and a mini-lecture is avoided) is that somc studtnts,
possibly through lack of confidence or knowledge, fail to become involved
in the discussion, which is often dominated by the tutor and one or two
group members. Thus, the central problem facing the designer of a
communication exercise is how to make sure that all the participants are
involved to an approximately equal extent.

In Proteins as Human Food, the approach adopted is to have a group
leader whose only task is to organize and control the discussion and five
other members each of whom is initially in sole posscssion of one
component of the information needed by thc group if it is to hold a
meaningful discussion on the world protein problem (scc Figure 4.5).
Each of the six members of thc group is given an individual booklet that
(a) tells him what will happen in the exercise, (b) defines his role in the
discussion, and (c) provides him with the detailed information specific to
his rule. In this way, each member nas to contribute to thc discussion,
thus helping the more diffident overcome their reluctance to speak.

rh- effe-nycne-s w!th wh:ch Pr-teins :?. s Hum In Food achieves its basic
design objectives has been determined by mcans of a s;'stematic evaluation
Involving seven groups (42 students) in thr.ce scparatc eaucational
establishments (science undeigraduates at the University of Glasgow,
mature education students at the University of Liverpool and sixth-
formers from a large Scottish comprehensive school)) 0,42 This took the
form of a written assessment involving thc completion of pre- and post-
tests by all the students who took part in the exercise, plus an analysis of
tape recordings of several of the discussion sessions. Although the sample
size was too small for rigorous statistical analysis, thc written assessment
clearly indicated that the exercise was having some success in achieving
its various alms, while the analysis of the tape recordings was even morc

, 5 7
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Figure 4.5: Schematic structure of Proteins as Human Food

encouraging. These demonstrated quite clearly that all six members of
cach of the groups studied had madc a significant contribution to thc
discussion, with no individual member spending less than 10 per ccnt of
thc total timc communicating.

Clearly, Proteins as Human Food could serve as a useful model for thc
development of similar communication exercises in other subjcct arcas.

Composite exercises

Although many manual exercises have relatively straightforward structurcs
that can be classified simply as 'linear' or 'radial', many others have rathcr
more complicated structures, and cannot be so easily classified. Such
exercises can, however, generally bc broken down into a combination of
linear and radial elements, and can therefore bc said to have composite
structures. By employing a composite structure, it is possible to produce an
exercise that has thc educational advantages associated with both linear
and radial structures.

5 8
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(

Exercises of this type are generally more complicated than tho-se
described so far, and their characteristics are probably best illustrated by
taking a look at specific examples. Three such exercises will be examined.
The first (Polywater) is essentially a linear exercise with some radial
elements built in. The second (Power for Elaskay) is the opposite, namely
a-,radial exercise with some linear elements built in. The third (The Power
Station Game) is considerably more complicated, and cannot be so easily
described (it consists of three parallel linear structures, each with some
radial elements built in, leading into a radial structure which itself gives
rise to a further, completely separate radial structure see Figure 4.8).

POLYWATER

Polywater (p 167) is an interactive case study designed to help senior
chemistry undergraduates develop library and communication skills."3'43
It is based on the controversy over the existence or otherwise of
'polywater' that raged in scientific literature between 1966 and 1973.
(Polywater was believed to be a polymeric form of water created when
steam was condensed in small capillaries. After seven years of intensive
study and debate and the publication of over 500 scientific papers
it was realized that the 'phenomenon' was a result of impurities partly
produced by leeching of silica from the glass.) The full exercise takes
roughly five or six hours to complete, although a shortened version can
be fitted into a standard three-hour laboratory period if time is restricted.
It is designed for usc by groups of six to eight students, each with its
own tutor.

The structure of Polywater is shown schematically in Figure 4.6, which
clearly shows how the radial elements are built into what is essentially a
linear sequence of activities. The exercise begins with a brief introduction
b) the tutor and the study of a short introductory booklet by the students.
Each student in the group is then issued with a card that gives one or more
references to early papers on the polywater phenomenon. The students are
told to look these up in the library, read them, and prepare short precis
of their contents. After about 45 minutcs, the group re-assembles, and
each student gives a short report on his findings. The group then discusses
the situation revealed by the early papers, and discusses what further work
could usefully be donc on the subject.

Once the discussion has run its course, each studcnt in thc group is given
one or more further references to look up, read and precis this time on
papers published when work on poly-vater was at its height. Thc studcnts
again report back to the rest of the group, which then holds a further
discussion of the current state of the research and suggests what further
lines might be pursued.

After completion of this second discussion session, the students are
given a final set of references to study, this timc on papers published
when the true nature of the 'polywater phenomenon' was bcing realized.
This is followed by a third feedback and discussion scssion, after which
the exercise is brought to a conclusion with a short debriefing.

/ 5 9
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Polywater has a number of valuable educational characteristics, serving
not only as a case study on an extremely interesting arca of chemical
research and as a vehicle for developing useful library and communication
skills, but also as a forceful demonstration that not everything that is
published in learned journals is necessarily i.orrect, It thus shows that thc
attitude of a research worker should be one of healthy scepticism rather
than blind belief in the writtcn word.
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POWER FOR ELASKAY

Power for Elaskay (p 139) is a simulated case study on alternative energy
sources.7°'71 It has its main basis in physics, but also draws upon a
number of other disciplines, including economics and geography. The
case study is designed as an integral part of a self-contained stractured
lesson on alternative energy that can be incorporated into a variety of
courses at upper secondary and lower tertiary level, including science in
society , general studies, physics and engineering courses. It is suitable for
use with a class of up to 25, and takes roughly two to three hours to
complete.

The structure of Power for Elaskay is shown schematically in Figure
4.7. The problem facing its designers was that of:

(a) giving all members of a class a general appreciation of the basic
technical principles underlying the various alternative sources of
energy currently available:

(b) enabling the class to carry out a detailed appraisal of the technical
and economic feasibility of exploiting each of these various sources
of energy:

(c) completing the workin roughly three hours.

Since (c) dearly precluded detailed study of all the various sources of
energy by lt members of the class, it was decided to adopt the approach
outlined in Figure 4.7, and to combine an introductory lesson on the
basic principles of alternative enero with a simulated case study carried
out by the class. The case study involves developing a 50-year rolling
programme fur meeting the electricity requirements of thc hypothetical
island of Elaskay (supposedly located somewhere off the west coast of
Stotland) by exploiting the island's natural energy resources (peat, solar
energy , wind energy , tidal energy and hydro-electric power). It combints
detailed sy stenutic study of each of the five possible resources by small
working groups (the linear element of the exercise) with a plenary session
in which the various groups report their findings and the class uses these
to develop a viable rollmg programme (the radial element). Each member
of the class is issued with an introductory sheet describing the stenario
and structure of the case study, together with resource material specific
to the particular form of alternative energy he is to examine (a project
sheet plus a work sheet in which to Insert his findings).

Povver fur Ela.kay haa nurr.ber of interesting edootional features
that could again be adapted for use in other teaching situations. Its use
of five parallel case studies feeding into a plenary session allows the
subjett area to be studied both in depth and in breadth, and helps to
foster the development of a wide range of useful skills, including
analytital, decision-making, inter-personal, communication and debating
skills. the %ariuus teachers and lecturers who carried out field trials of
the exercise found the peer teaching that takes place in the plenary session
particular!) effective in helping students to gain confidence and
competence in public speaking.
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THE POWER STATION GAME

Thc Power Station Game (p 144) is a large-scale simulation game that was
originally developed as a 'mind-broadening' exerue for physics students
of roughly A-level standard. It is based on the hypothesis that a decision
has been reached to build a ncw 2000 MW power station in a certain
(imaginary) area, the object of the game being to decide what type of
station to build (coal, oil or nuclear) and where to site it. The participants
(optimum number 18) are divided into three competing groups, each of
which has to prepare as strong a case as possible for building one particular
type of station and draw up detailed proposals for their scheme. The three
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teams then present their t..tses at a pinar) session at uluch an independent
jury decides which scheme should,be adopted, after which the game is
completed by holding a simulated public Inquiry into the chosen scheme.
In all, the exercise takcs two and a half days to complete.

The structure of The Power Station Game is shown schematically in
Figure 4.8, which clearly demonstrates the compositc nature of the
exercise. Thc game falls into five distinct phases, cach of which is designed
to achieve a different set of educational aims and objectives. In the first
phase (which precedes the game proper), the participants are given an
introductory booklet to study at home. This contains a general description
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of the electriLity generation process, and is designed to give them the
background knowledge needed to play the game effectively.

In the second phase of the game, the students (now divided into three
_ Lumpeung groups) have to Larry out a series of technkal Lakulauons on

their partiLular station. 'these are designed to show the releiance of phy siLs
to an important real-life situation, to provide experience of the
interpretation of realisuL data and to give them a feel for kindling large
numbers. I hey insolse working out the energy losses at each stage of the
generation proLess, LalLukting the tuel and Looling water requirements of
the stations, and determining the rates at whiLh waste products are
produced. The cakulations take roughly three hours to Lomplete and
constitute the main scientific content of the game.

In the third phase of the game, the three groups have to prepare the
lases for their respeLtile stations. This msolves Lakulating the capital and
running l. osts, h oos ng the most suitable sae and lay -out, and examining
the cases likely to be nude for the two nut stations with a view to
identify ing possible weaknesses. These three tasks are carried out by
working sub groups. whiLb then re-Lornbine so that the groups can draw
up their f inal proposals and deLide how best to present them At the
plenary session. This phase of the game is designed to achieve a wide
range ot eduLational objeLuses, both Lognitive and affective, including
the Lulu% anon 01 decision-making and inter-personal skills and the
demonstration of the need for et teLtive Lross-disLiplinary Lo-operation in
taLkling a Lompheated problem like the design of a power station.

The fourth phase of the game Lonsists of the plenary session At which
the three groups present and defend their Lases. Here, the participants can
doe ehJp their public-speaking and debating skills, and also learn to
appreLiate that real life problems seldom has e Llear-Lut solutions (the
game is tuned in suLh a way that equally strong Lases Lan be made out
for all three types of station)

l'he final phase of The Power Station Game Lonsists of a Simulated
publw inquiry at whiLb representatises of the team that had their scheme
adopted haw to defend a atinst the various objeLtions inevitably reused
when any major industrial deselopment is proposed. It is also designed to
help the parm wants deielop the II ,Iblii.-speaking and debating skills, and
make them aw art of the large numlno of soLial, environmental, amenity'
and other faLtors whiLh mukt be taken into Lonsideration before a final
deLlsion Lan be reaLhed regarding a project like the construction of a
power station. In addition, it is designed to make them realize that a
given situation can be viewed in a number of ways, and thus make th.:m
readier to appreciate the points of view of other people.

Although primarily a physeLs-based exeruse, the nuilti-tbsciplinary
nature 01 nu: Power Station Game makes it suitable for use in a wide
range of eduLational situations. Sime its publiLation in 1976, it ha,s been
used as A case study with sLienLe and engineering students in schools,
,olleges and unwersities in all parts of the world,53'61 and has also been
extensively used with non sLitnLe students as a %chide for demonstrating
the Nowt relevame of sLienLe and teLhnology 54 (this Lan be done by'
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missing out the technical calculations). A simplified version of the game has
also been developed for use in the Association for Science Education's
Science in Society tour.,e for schools (see p 140). In addition, The
Power Station Game has stimulated the development of a large numbcr
of further science- and engineering-based exercises.s3' 62 For example, the
great popularity of its public inquiry phase during field trials prompted
three members of the team who developed the game to produce a separate
exercise based solely on such a simulated public inquiry ,16.83 this has
itself since been published in two different formats (see pp 166 and 169),
and has proved extremely successful.

Multi-project exercises

A second grouji of manual exercises that cannot be classified simply as
linear or radial are those containing more than one project. The individual
exercises that make up such multi-project packs can, however, generally
be assigned to one or other of these classes, although some belong to the
class of composite exercises just examined.

Multi-project exercises have two basic characteristics that make them
useful from an educational point of view. First, they allow a single set of
resource materials to be used in a variety of different teaching situations,
the teacher or lecturer being able to select the project most suited to his
particular needs. Second, the multi-disciplinary nature of many exercises
of this type often allows them to be used in the teaching of more than
one subject. These features will now be illustrated by examining two
specific multi-project exercises, namely the Central Heating Game and

lydropower.

CENTRAL HEATING GAME

The Central Heating Game (p 130) is a multi-disciplinary multi project
pack based on the general theme of domestic central heating and
insulation.16 Although the pack has its basis in physics, the five projects
included in the package can also be used in the teaching of a wide range
of other subjects (including architecture, economics, engineering, Imme
economics, general studies and science in society) at both upper
secondary and terthu-y levels. Each of the five projects takes roughly two
hours to complete.

The Central licating Game is a self-contained package containing all
the resource materials needed to use it with a class of up to 24 people
plus a comprehensive teacher's guide giving full instructions on how to
run the various projects. The resource material consists of the following

- 24 copies of an introductory booklet entitled 'General Information
about Central Heating'. This serves as an introduction to all five
projects,

- I2 copies of Bungalow Sheet 1 (which gives detailed architectural
and structural information about the bungalow that is used as a
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basis for the various projects);
12 copies of Bungalow Sheet 2 (which gives detailed technical data
on the various central heating and insulation systems that can be
used in the bungalow);
12 copics of Bungalow Sheet 3 (which gives detailed economic data
on these central heating systems and insulation methods);
12 copks each of Project Sheets 1(a), 1(b). 1(c) and 1(d) (which
serve as work sheets for the various stages o( roject 1);
12 copics cach of Project Sheets 2(a) and 20 (which serve as
work sheets for the two stages of Project 2);
6 copie of Project Sheet 3;
2 copi, of Project Sheet 4;
3 copies of Project Sheet 5.

The logistical principle behind the Central Heating Game is the use of
a single set :)f resource materials (the introductory booklet and three
bungalow sheets) as the basis of five different projects, each of which deals
with the general theme of domestic central heating, but enables a different
aspect of the subject to be examined. The way in which this is done will
now be illustrated by describing the five projects briefly.

Project I. This projcct (which has already been examined in detail in
the section on linear exercises) is a progressive technical case study that
effectively involves using the data in Bungalow Sheet 1 to derive that in
Bungalow Sheet 2. It is designed for use in the teaching of physics,
engineering, architecture, home economics kind science in society.

Project 2. This is also a progressive case study, dealing with the
economic aspects of central heating and insulation, It involves using the
data in Bungalow Sheet 2 to derive that in Bungalow Sheet 3. The project
is designed for use in the teaching of economics, general studies and
science in society. As in Project 1, the class works singly or in pairs.

Project 3. This is an evaluative case study that involves using the
information and data given in the introductory booklet and bungalow
sheets as a basis for (a) choosing the most suitable central heating system
for the house and (b) appraising the cost effectiveness of the different
insulation measures. It is designed for use in the teaching of home
economics, economics, general studies, architecture and science in society.
The students wot k in small co-operative groups, eah containing four to
six people.

Project 4. This is a role-playing exercise simulating consumer research
carried out by two separate groups, each comprising half the class. Each
group is issued with copies of all the resource material, and has the task
of questioning a 'householder' (assumed to be the owner of the bungalow)
in order to determine the central heating system best suned to his or her
particular requirements. The project is designed for use in the teaching of
home economics, economics, general studies and science in society.

Project 5 This is a simulation game in which three competing groups
(each comprising one third of the class) try to persuade the managing
director of a building Until to use a central heating system based on their
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particular fuel (solid fuel. oil or electricity) in a ncw housing estate. The
three groups arc again given copies of all the resource materiai. The
project is designed for use in the teaching of home economics, econonucs,
architecture, general studies and science in society.

The above descriptions illustrate the versatility and flexibility of the
multi-project pack format. Suppose, for example, that a teacher wished
to use thc pack in a science in society-ty pe course. Such a teacher would
hace the choice of getting his pupils to carry out five completely different
types of exercise, namely:

1. A detailed technical case study, involving physics-based calculations.
2. A detailed economic case study, again involving calculations.
3. A comparative case study involving no calculations.
4. A r ,le-playing exercise simulating consumer research.
S. A highly competitive. Power Station Game-type simulation game.

HYDROPOWER

dropower (p 134) is another multi disciplinary multi-project pack, this
time dealing with the theme of hy dm-electric pumped storage (the system
whereby electricity surplus tu requirements during times of low demand
is used to pump water from a low-level to a high-level reservoir, thus
effecucely 'storing' the electricity for later usc during timcs of high
demand). Like the Central Heating Game. it has its main basis in phy sics.
but It can be used in the teaching ora wide range of other subjects
(Including geography, modern studies, science in society, engineering
and economics) at both upper secondary and tertiary levels. The projects
vary in length from one to thiee hours.

Hydropower had its origins in the Ilydropower 77 inter-school
competition run by the North of Scotland Ilydro-Electric Board in
1976-7767." (see Chapter 2). This was based un an extended multi-
disciplinary design study in which teams of senior pupils had to examine
six different potential sues fur a 1000 MW dro-electric pumped storage
scheme, carry out technical and ecunonuc appraisals of the various
possible schemes, and select the one they felt was the most promising,
takMg account of all relevant technical, economic, r-ographical,
environmental and amenity factors.

While developing the scemono fur hi> dropower 77, the project authors
realized that It would make an excellent source of in-depth case studies
far use in schaols am: zolleges at a vartery slf levels and in a ...ariety af
disciplines. The lompetition project was therefore converted into a multi
project pack containing mx basic projects of different ty pes. This was dune
by breakiny the original project down into its constituent stages and
preparing a hierarchy of resource materials (maps and data sheets) giving
the results obtained at the end of e;.ch stage. These maps and data sheets,
together with carious items of introductory material, were thgn used as
the basis of the indicidual projects, a given itcm sometimes serving as
initial resource material and sometimes as debriefing material, depending
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on thc nature of te project.
A list of the resource materials contained in the Hydropower package

and.a brief description of each of the six projects arc given below, while the
relationship between the individual projects and the hierarchy of resource
materials is shtan schematically in Figure 4.9.

List of resource materials

12 copies of an Introductory leaflet entitled 'Background
Information about Hydro-Electric Pumped Storage'.
3 copies each of four leaflets describing the North of Scotland
Ilydro-Electric Board's pumped storage schemes at Cruachan and
Foyers and.the Central Electricity Generating Board's schemes at
Ffestiniog and Dinorwic in North Wales.

--. 6 copies each of three general maps of the area on which the
scenario is based (showing general topography and communications,
existing hydro-electric developments and land use).
2 copies each of Site Maps la to 6a, giving detailed geographical
in fornution about each of the 6 possible pumped storage sites.
6 copies each of Site Maps lb to 6b, giving the same information as
in Site Maps la to 6a plus detailed descriptions of the lay-outs of
the schemes envisaged for the sites.
6 copies of Data Sheet 1, giving the basic design parameters of the
schemes envisaged for the 6 sites.
6 copies of Data Sheet 2, giving detailed information about the
dimensions of all underground workings fur the various schemes.
6 copies of Data Sheet 3, giving a detailed capital cost breakdown
for each of the various schemes.
6 copies of Data Sheet 4, giving a breakdown of present and likely
future operating costs for the schemes.
6 copies of Dat4 Sheet 5, giving cumulative operating costs and an
overall econonuc comparison of thz various schemes.
6 copies each of Project Sheets 1 to 6 (which describe the work
of the 6 projects).
a teacher's guide, giving detailed instructions on how to run the
various projects, plus suggestions as to how they could be used as
a jumping-off point for further work. .

Peserptibn of ProjeLt 1. This project is intended primarily for use with
gography students, working either singly or (preferably) in small
co-operative groups. It consists of a set of six design studies in Which the
geography of each of the six sites has to be examined with a view to
determining the optimum lay-out and bas's design parameters for a
pumped storage scheme based on that sits!'

Description of Project 2. This project is designed for use with
geography , modern studies or science in society students, again working
either alone or in small co-operative groups. Each group is issued with a
complete set of resource mperials (except for Data Sheet 5), and has to
use the infok/mation c.in tamed therein to carry out a comparative appraisal
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of the six possible schemes with a slew to determining which is thc most
promising.
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De5crtption of Prole( r 3 This project, which is intended for use with
modern studies or science in society classes, is a role-playing exercise
designed to highlight the onfhit between technical and economic factors
on the one hand and encirOnmental and amemty considerat.ons on the
other that can arise in planning a major de dopment such a pumped
storage scheme. The class is divided into two competing groups, one of
Cvhich has to pick the best scheme purely on technical and eccnomic
grounds, while the other has to decidc which would be least haradul from
an environmental and amenity point of slew (the exercise has been
designed in such a way that the tcco groups should always pick different
schemes). A debate between the two groups then follows.

Description ol Project 4. This project is primarily designed for use with
economics students, %corking either singly or in small co-operative groups.

- Like Project I, it consists of a set of six case studies in which the capital
and operliting costs of each of the six possible schemes have to be
determined.

Description of Project 5, This project, which is again primarily
designed for use with economics students, is a critical comparative study
that invokes determining the best scheme from a purely economic point
of view. Like the precious project, the students can either work on their
own or as small co-operative groups.

Description ol t 6. This, the longest project in the pack, consists
of six extended design studies in cslich (a) the basic design parameters
and (b) the dimensions of the underground workings have to be
determined for the six possible schemes. Each case study is divided into
two sections in such a way that a class can either tackle both sections
end on or limit work to one or the other. The project is designed for use
.%vith physics r engineering students, again working either singly or in
small co-operative groups.

Hydropower is a good example of the way in which a highly complex
and demanding multi-disciplinary case study can, by use "of the multi-
project structure, be broken down into smaller projects suitable for use
in the teaching of the carious a_ademic subjects on which the case study
is based. lake the Central Ileanng Game, it also shows bow a wide range
of different projects can be based on a common set of resource materials.
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Computer-based exercises

Apart from its obvious role as .t'supercalculator', there are two basic ways
in which the computer Lan contribute to the teaching/learning process,
namely as a tutorial teaching machine and as a laboratory-substitute.

In the 'tutor' mode, the student interacts with the computer, which is
programmed to react to responses to questions that It sets. This style of
learning is direLtly desLended from the programmed instruction movement
of tht. 1950s and 1960s. It is essentially similar to branching programmed
learning, but is capable of being much more sophisticated than thc latter
beLause of the greater flexibility and data handling capacity of computers
compared with teaching machines or programmed texts.

In the 'laboratory' mode, the computer is essentially a learning resource
rather than a direct te...ching device. Basically, It smiulates a laboratory
situation. being used to model experiments, provide data bases, set
problem-solving exeruses, and so on. Using the computer, students can,
for example, find out what happens to physical, Lhcmical, biological or
industrial systems under vary ing wndifions that they themselves specify,
thus providing much greater flexibihty than would ever be oracficable m
a conventional laboratory.

The computer can, of courseilso be used in a combination of these ,

two basit. roles, and many of the most useful Lomputer-assisted learning
exeruses do in fact inLorporate both furms of usage. file five 'laboratory'
simulations desLribed in this chapter, for example, all have a certain
amount of 'tutorial' element in their structure.

In Britain, a five-year government-funded National Development
Programme in Computer Assisted Learning (NDPCAL) was completed in
19-7 at a cost of around £2.5 million.84 The programme consisted of
over 30 separate projects, Lovering a w ale range of disciplines. Many of tht.
projeLts involved several Lolleges and universities working co-operatively .
The suence-based projects generated material in botb.the tutor and the
laboratory modes.

In this chapter, we will consider some of the laboratory mode exercises,
since these have the Llosest links with the gaining/simulation/case study
field. To date, their main use has been in the development of higher
cognitive skills, including probkrn-solving and decision-makmg skills.
Another reason for concentrating on the laboratory side of computer-
assisted learning is that this may well be the area in which much of the
most important future development takes place. The role of the computer
in education has yet to be firmly established, and It seems doubtful that
computcr-assiszed learning will ever flourish if It is seen merely as an
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expensive Alternative to the classroom teacher. It it is to become an
established %%capon in ow i vivicational armoury , It is vital that we identify
and insesugate uses to vs hich the om putt: r is uniquely suited. The
computerized laboratory simulation certainly seems to be one such area.

In the past, tivo important restrictions on the svidespread use of
computers in education have been the problems of non-availability of
hardy% are and Lick of transterability of software. .1 turther constraint on
the use ot some computer simulations has been the necessity to have a
video display unit as AWL The sarious hardn are problems are Ross being
greatly reduced by the advent ot cheap, portable and easy-to-use
microcomputers, vs hith %sill no doubt encourage much more vsidespread
adoptwn of computers into the curricula of schools, colleges and
universities. The softy% are problem is also becoming progressnely less
serious since many ot the softsvare packages that have been produced in
recent y ears are generally available, And the designers are usually only too
wilhng to give advice regarding their use and applicability.

Vs mentioned in Chapter 2, areas in vshich computer simulations could
make v particularly valuable contribution to science education include thc
t ollowing

situations %%here a conventional experiment is either extremely
dii twult or impossible.
situations %%here experimental apparatus is either not readily
available or too complicated or expensive for general laboratory
use:

situations vshere actual experimental work could be dangerous, or
would cause unnecessary suffering,
situations where a conventional experiment would take an
unacceptably long time to complete.

One further nay in vs hiCh the computer can be used in science-based
simulation exercises is in the role of the 'manager' ot the exercise. Here,
the computer directs the sequence of work and carries out most of the
heav y calculations, leasing the students free to make the various decisions
that the exercise ins oh L, n the course of conventional group discussions.

Specific example !. of the application of computers to each of the above
areas nal non be examincd, although it should be realized that there can,
in practice. be considerable os erlap betsseen the various categories listed.

Situations where a convention,, experiment is either
extremely difficult or impossible (Satellite Motion)
An c \ample ot this type of computer simulation is Satellite Motion
(p 142) physics-based exercise produced as part of the Computers in
the Undergraduate Science Curriculum tCUSC) Project in the National
Deseh3pment Programme. Thc program simulates the motion of a
satellite launched from the earth's surface.

In the first part of the exercise, the student selects the angular
momentum of the satellite, and the resultant plots of gravitational
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potential energy and orbital kinetic energy as functions of radial position
are displayed on the screen of a graphics terminal. The computer then
calculates and displays the corresponding orbit. Figure 5.1 shows the
energy levels and the resulting elliptical orbits for a specified angular
momentum of the satellite. This part of the program is intended to
increase the student's understanding of the relationship between the
angular momentum and energy of a satellite and the shape of the resulting
orbit. r: %- 1

P L. E. -+ E pCIi " ,2;- _I
Figure 5.1. The energy diagram for a satellite with an angular momentum of
two 'units' sbowing the different energy levels corresponding to three elliptical
orbits (Satellite Motion).

Thc second part of the exercise simulates the trajectory of a satellite
launched from the earth, and allows the user to change the velocity of the
satellite after half an orbit has been traced out. The student is encouraged
to try a variety of different manoeuvres, such as transferring the satellite
to a higher or lower circular orbit (Hohmann transfer), or making it
escape from the earth's gravitational field, as shown in Figure 5.2

It is also possible to extend the scope of the exercise to include, for
example, the effect of the solar wind on the satellite's motion, or to
consider the 'three-body problem' that results from taking account of the
moon's gravitational field as well as that of the earth.

This package simulates an experiment which it would never be
practicable to perform in real-life. It is an excellent example of the way
in which the computer can be used to model inaccessible physical
situations, thus allowing students to gain an insight which would be
hard to achieve using more conventional metods such as manual
calculations.

7 3
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i. '4t.

_a.
, 444 .

i kr`t

Figure 5.2: Enetgy diagrams showing tbe successive orbits of a satellite tbat
eventually escapes from the earth's gravitational field (Satellite Motion).

Situations where experimental apparatus is either not readily
available or too complicated or vipensive (HABER)

Many scientific experiments are not carried out in school or college
laboratories because of the complexity of equipment required or the
intrinsic difficulty of achieving the desired experimental conditions.
Examples include experiments in nuclear and particle physics and many
industrial processes.

For example, the Haber Process (an industrial chemical process used to
convert nitrogen and hydrogen into ammonia) is extremely difficult to
carry out on a laboratory scale due to the high pressures involved. HABER
(p 161) is a computer simulation which uses a mathematical model of the
process. It is designed to help stud,.ts discover the effects of altering
various conditions (temperature, pressure, catalyst and reactant
concentration ratios) on the course of the reaction. The package, which
was produced as part of thc Chelsea Science Simulation Project, is
designed for use at senior secondary and lower tertiary levels. It comes
in the form of A4 teacher and student booklets. The two-part computer
program is in BASIC, and is designed to run on must commonly used
computer systems.

Investigation I looks at the effect of varying temperature, pressure and
the initial molar ratio of hydro-gen to nitrogen on the percentage yield
of ammonia (ic thermod) plaint, factors). The student booklet describes
the prior knowledge that Is required in order to carry out the exercise
effectively. When interacting w,ith the computer, the students enter simple
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replies to the computer's questions. Figure 5.3 shows a sample print-out,
with the user's inputs underlined.

Students follow up this first part of the exercise by carrying out a
detailed study of the Itaber industrial process, with the information gained
from the program being used to answer further questions set in the student
booklet.

HI411)4 JAHAP3ETU, DU YOU WISH TO VARYlift I. FOR SPIN RAM
. FOR KAI ERATURE
S. FOR FREsSURE ND: This mama

N:N 3:
WHA I IS THE VAT Ut. COR THE CONSTANT HOLAL RATIO 3
YHA T IR THE VAL HE TOR THE INITIAl. ati3(RATURC 41,11VINS) * :122
EY HOW MUCH DOES IHE T Efrsi ERA TWA INCREASE WITH EACH STEP
WHAT PI THE VA( OE FOR THE CONSTANT PRESSURE (ATHOS? 222

UNTO I IOW, 3-01, INT Stella AI ION
HOT AR EAT 03

RI TOO A Trio%)

IL ro RAI(IRI H.' 14 t1111111,111m 11IdT014
44 4100000 041 / N,U) 10 20 10 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100

14 4441I144441444+144441+44414+441+44414+4+14.4441
9'; 400

4 4. o I 4., 4

, 19 ,00
t

1 .11111, 6,50 1

ON, 1NUT !La
+.0

3' ".0
10

1.4' I

V110

NIA
IP $

11 , 1 I',
I ! 50

I

1,1)3511,4153 Ills

140 foo W.Ni Yo 4,014 ful fk06hAti AbAIN ' au

No >5 10. AM

Ilgure 5.3 Sample print-out from Investigation I of IIABI.R Th-ogram

Investigation 2 looks at the effect ot varying temperature, pressure and
catalyst on the rate of attaining Lhemical equilibrium (le kinettc factors).

Again the basic pre-knowledge required is detailed,in the student
booklet. Figure 5.4 shows a sample print-out from this part of the
program, the user's responses to the questions again being underlined.

l'he student condudes the exercise by answering further questions
listed in the student booklet.

Situations where actual experimental work could be
dangerous, or would cause suffering (DYE)

If there Ls a serious risk of accideni or health hazard associated with an
experiment (when working with explosive, highly radioactive or
extremely toxic substances, for example), or when the subject of the
experiment (human or animal) might undergo undue suffering, a
computer simulation has obvious advantages.
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WHICH CATA1YST
1. NONE

OSMIUM
i. TUNGSTEN
4. MOLYBDENUM

IRON
MANGANESE DIOXIN-

WHA T IS THE TEMPERATURE (NEI WINS) ? 700
WHA T IS THE PRESSURE ( AT MOS ) ? ILQ)
INF'UT TIME I NTE RVAl RE TWEEN READINGS (SECONDS ? .001

T 1ME % YIELD OF AMMONIA
(SECS) WI EH IRON CATAL YST
O 0
.001 21.5
.002 29.6
.003 32.2
.004 33

CONTINUE 7 YES
SAME INTERVAL 7 ma
.009 33.2
.006 33.3
.007 33.3
.008 33.3
I.009 33.3
fONTINUE ? NO

Figure 54, Sample print-out from Investigation 2 of HALM? program

An example of this ty pe of simulation is the biology -based program
DYE tp 182) from the Computers in the Undergraduate Science
Curriculum Project. This is used tu teach the principles involved in the
indicator dilution method for measuring cardiac output.

The use of a computer simulation for presentation of this topic
completely eliminates the danger to human or animal life that would be
associated with an actual experiment. The user selects the amount of
indicator dye to be injected into a vein, and also how frequently blood
samples are to be Lullected from an artery. The program displays the dye
concentration in these samples as a function uf time, and a moveable
cursor can then be used to determine the area under the graph and hence
the cardiac uutput. Figure 5.5 shows a typical display on the graphics
terminal. In this case, the user decided to sample every second. Using
the moveable cursor, the co-ordinates uf some of the points have been
printed out, along %kith the logarithm of the y co-ordinates.

It is also possible to use the package to become familiar with the
standard technique for correcting the dye recirculation, by plotting
1,alues of the logarithm of the concentration against time. First, the
program sets the cardiat. output at a random value between pre-defined
limits. The user is then invited to input an estimate of cardiac output,
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,

.

l,

Figure 5.5: Graphics display for cardiac output determination (DYE)

and, if this is within 5 per cent of thc sct value, he may proCced to the
second part of the program. This allows variation (within limits) of some
of the factors which alter the form of thc dye dilution curve (see
Figure 5.6). These factors include such things as the size of the heartthe
volume of thc circulation, and the rate of dye injection. The dye dilution

11.curve for pm-ocular alues of cardiac output specified by the user can

also be displayed.
A further advantage of this particular simulation is that the user has

far greater control over the variables involved than would ever be thc case
in an actual experiment.

Situations where a conventional experiment would take
an unacceptably long time to complete (OPERON)

In experiments with large time scales (such as investigations into
population id> naimcs or work with long-lived radioactive materials), the
time span Lan be reduced to manageable proportions by using a computer
simulation. .

An example from the Computers in the Undergraduate Science
Curriculum Project is the biology-based simulation OPERON (p 186)
which looks at the induction of gene activity. In this exercise, the
Jacob-Monod model of genetic mduction is introduced, and is developed
by means of three options available to the user:

I. Usmg a single (pre-defined) bacterial strain. Here, thc uscr selects
(arbitrarily) one strain from 12 available, and assays this for

4. 77
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Figure 5,6: Grap bias display for dye dilution c'urve (DYE)

enzymic activity either with or without the induccr. Sampling time,
total assay time, and timc of introduction of the inducer can b;
varied by the user.

2. Two strains of bactcria are selected, onc as donor and the second as
recipient. A 'genetic cross' is made, to construct a heterogenote,
and enzymic activity is again assayed.

3. Users are invited to crcatc their own bacterial strain, by spccifying
both thc order of thc genes 'within the operon and thc contcnt of
the genes. Figure 5.7 shows a teletypewriter output for this part of
the program. The user defines the gene ordcr and the contcnt of
thc sites in a bacterial strain, thcn assays for cnzymc activity.

When choosing thc desired option, there is an opportunity to type a
'Help' code which prints out a partial charactcristic of cach of the
12 available strains and gives hints on how to choose thc donor and
recipient strains. There are seven classes of results (with two strains), and
there is an option to allow thc 'assay' of cross-reacting material produced
by mutant structural genes.

The OPEEWN package allows the uscr to combine genetic elements
at will. Such an option is not usually available to students because of
technical and time constraints.
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IF YOU REQUIRE HELP THEN TYPE 999 AFTER THE REQUEST

YOU CAN z

I) ANALYSE A SINGLE DEFINED STRAIN
2) CROSS TOGEMER IVO DEFINED STRAINS AND ANALYSE

THE RESULTING HETEROGENOTE
OR

3) CREATE YOUR OWN HETEROGENOTE AND ANALYSE THAT

%MICH OPTION (1,2 OR 3) 7 a
KEEP A RECORD OF YOUR INPUTS

i)
2)
5)

GINE ORDER

Z--0--I
0--Z--I
0--I--Z

2)
4)
5)

I --0--Z
I --Z--0
1-1-0

1.111ICH ORDER A) CONOR .13)

CONTENTS OF THE SITES

ZaSTRUCTURAL SI TE
(*OPERATOR SITE
IREGULATORY SITE

RECI PI ENT ? 1

TYPE INTEGERS
ABSENT-a FUNCTI ONAL 1
MUTANT (NON FUNCTIONAL)2
MUTANT (SUPER-REPRESSOR)3 REGULATORY

STRUCTURAL SITE
A7 DONOR 7 1 13) RECIPIENT 7 1

OPERATOR SITE
A) DONOR ? 1 13) RECIPIENT ?

REGULATORY SITE
A) DONOR ? 13) RECIPIENT ?

TOTAL TIME OF ENZYME ASSAY
(1.183 MINS) ? Jj
alsS BETWEEN SAMPLES
(1---,611 MINS) 7 12
DO YOU VANT THE INMER
(TYPE 1 FOR YES 2 FOR N)) ? 1

, Al YHAT TIME DO YOU VANT THE INDUCER
-tFRO( 1 TO 180 MINS) 7 .1.1

TIME.
(MINS?

12
24
36
48
60
72
84
96
108
120

INDUCER ADDED

RATE OF ENZYME
PRODUCTION

a
0
3.6
8.4
18
7.9
4.5
2.0
1.5
.86
49

AFTER 15 MINS

[ 1It4 3P1I3.4 ( 1,2 JR 3) '

SI TE ONLY

Figure 5,7 reietypewnter output front OPI:RON
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Computer-managed siimdatiuns (The Alkali Industry)

.\ithough b!. tat OK most ninion t unk non that computeis fulfil in the
simulation field is that ot iti mterak t Ise teaching resource (as in the
esamples described so Lu). the> hate also OLL.isionall) been used in a

nal role. Ilere, the computer is used to dint t the sequence of
,ssork (And cam out most of the hcas) calculations) in %%hat was ongnull)
'anunual simulation or case study 1"

One probkni often experienced b) designers and users of industrial
mulations is that such escrkises generall) !use to be greatly simplified
order to enable them to lit into the rdatisel) short periods of time

As4.1 !able tor their completion. rills simplification can, in extreme cases,
rob\ the simulation ot much of as realism and citalit). In order to allocc
stud\ents more twit. tor gioup discussion and decision nuking, computerized
serspins ot Ill1111:ier ot exeltises ot this t) p fuse now been produced. In
these the problem of oser-simplit Kamm need not arise, since the
computer can take over the main calculation burdcp.

An example of .in exercise that has been converted in this ss ay Is
[he Afkah Indostr tp 173) %%WI %%as origmall) developed in the
Unis erst ot (slasi,oss as a nunual simulation. 'Hie exe- ise is based on

explonation ol a h pothetical tind oi salt deposits, supposed!) located
in the Seim ish county tit Dumfries.

I he amount of calculation original!) neekled to form the basis of the
&Limon nuking process tendcd to obscurc the main purpose of the
exercise, nen at first ! eat undergraduate Icc el. 13) adapting the exercise
to tlic ,omputer, hocceer, II has been possible not onl> to overcome this
inherent diffic kilt> . but also to scale the simulation down. while still
retaining its essential realism. !his has Allowed it to be used successful!)
with secondar> school pupils aged 15 and over,

nu: computerized simulation has more or less the same structure as the
nal. and also has the same basic educational aims. rhe program ts

%%nit tcn in L stcndeil BASK, aild Lonsists ot sis sulpprograms. Hie entire
esereise takes 4round three hours to complete.

During the course of the simulation, the students make a series ot
dckiNions basedon the Assumption that the salt ssill be used to produce
kodium carbonac And Rimed compounds. I irst, the) choose a site tor the
pr,,pkiScd plant, then dckide k on thc bop, 1At knossit demands tor sodium
cartntilate, sodium h>droside and chlorine extrapolated to the )ear 2000)
%%hen construction ssork shktuld start.

l'hese tasks we're originall> ,lonc manuall) but, in the computerized
sersion, the> arc 4mpletcd using sub-program I -this predicts demands
t r Vhc three commodities for an) >ear up to 2000, and also calculates
the inimmuni cipacit) that the students plant should hase in that > ear.

o r the purpose ot the simulation, it is assumed that there are MO
possible processes ssticrcbs the regaircd products ma) bc manufactured,
lumen the N./..11 and r r processes. Sub-program 2 enables
the capital costs ot plants oi diDerent capaca to be calculated tor the

0 I
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two processes, both for new 'greenfield sites and for sites that have
already been developed.

Ilaving rusted the proposed plant, material costs are now calculated.
This patt of the exercise is nut computerized, since it was felt that the
students would gam more by working out these costs for themselves.
At the end of this section, the students are expected to have calculated
the total profit (using hoth the Solvay and the Castner-Kellner processes)
on the sale of one tonne of sodium carbonate and its marketable
by-products.

Next, the students have to decick on the best method of production
by drawing up cash-flow diagrams. Data are fed into the computer, whose
output comes in thr form of two columns headed 'Year' and "final
Profits. his information is then converted into a cash-flow graph by
the students.

Sub-program 4 allows the option of a pilot plant being built before the
major plant, thus enabling the effect of this on the cash-flow diagram to
bc investigated.

Sub programs 5 and o describe two refinements which have been added
to the original content ot thc exercise. !lacing produced an optimum
cash flow diagram, students can use sub program 5 to cost the sanw plant
on the basis of the figures for 1969. hey can therefore investigate the
financial cons.ciuenc.es of making the same decisions in that year. This
enables the students tu see that a combination of inflation and rapidly
rising energy costs hate rulted in .1 relatwe shift in profitability from
the Castner-Kellncr process to the Sokay process over the intervening
period.

One of the major .disali production processes now used in Orion* the
iaphragm ell process %Omit oterconies the mercury pollution problems
associated with the Cistner Kenner process. Sub program 6 allows students
to Mork out the cost of a diaphragm cell plant of known capacity, and
also to calculate the associated material costs.

rhe exercise concludes with a general discussion section, cotering the
effects of the students decisions on the entironment, employ ment, and
profit. A balance has then to br found between these conflicting factors.

A comparatice et. aluation has shown Ow students seem to prefer the
computerized t crtio n of The Alkali Industry to the original manual
tersion. No serious difficulties hate been encountered in connection
with the use of teletype computer terminals, and the exercise has now
been successfully used with a wide range of students from chemistry
undergraduates dow n to 1 -yeald schoolchildren. It could serve as a
useful paradigm for sinular conversion ut other exercises.
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Chapwr

Selecting, adapting and using existing
exercises

Having established why science-based garnes, simulations and case studies
are educationally useful and examined the different types of exercise, we
shall now turn to a number of morc practical topics. This chapter will
deal with the range of materials currently generally available, suggesting
how exercises can be selected for specific educational purposes and, if
not exactly suitable in then original form, adapted to meet the exact
requirements of the user. It will then offer advice on how such exercises
can be used to best effect in teaching. Chapter 7 will show how teachers
and kctui,.is can design their own games, simulations and case studies if
what they want is not already available. Finally, Chapter 8 will discuss
the evaluation of gaming and simulation materials.

Selecting exercises for specific purposes

When selecting a science-based game, simulation or case study for a
particular educational purpose, it is necessary to ask oneself a number
of basic questions. Many of these may seem obvious, especially to readers
who have some familiarity with the medium, but it is felt necessary to
spell them out in detail because of the importance of correct selection in
ensuring that intended educational outcomes are in fact properly
achieved.

The selection process can be conveniently divided into three stages,
the first of which is the determination of the broad purpose for which
the exercise is to be used. This can be done using the algorithm given
in Figure 6.1, \\Inch is, we hope, self-explanatory.

The second stage of the selection process is the identification of
exercises that might be suitable for the purpose in mind. This can be
done by using the lists (in hgures 6.2 to 6.6) to which the potential user
is directed by the algorithm or, in some cases, by carrying out a
systematic search through the appropriate section of Part 2.

The third and final stage involves examining the various possible
exeroses identified in the second stage in order to determine which (if
any ) is best suited to fulfil the specifn. role the potential user has in mind.
This can be done by referring to the data sheets contained in Part 2,
whidi proode detailed information about all commercially (or otherwise
generally ) arailable science-based exercises known to the authors at the
time of wnting.
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Nanie of exercise Forniat Age range for which exercise is suitable Page

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Safety Snakes and Udders Board 197

1.ab Apparatus Card 195

Circtutron Board 131

389rSidence ( oncepts Card 198
,

1.nero for the future a Manual 158

lunopes Manua/ 162

Energy Past. Present
and 1. uture Manual 158I/Science Sense Board 199

Gravitational Fields ( omputer Ml 134

rhe Idectric Circuit Board 143

F.nergy Consersions Board 132

rhe 1 nergy Problem Manual 174

Phy sics Crosswords Manual
1

138

Planetary Motion ( omputer 139

Ekofisk One of a Kind Manual

I
193

Alternative 1 nergy Proier.t Manual 129

Power Station Protest Manual 140

Central Heating Project
The solar Sy steny

Manual
Board

131

144

Keeping Warm
liadroactive Decay
Isotopes in Our Imes

Bor,1
(Oniputer
Manual

136
141

16211
Photoelectric 1 ilect Computer 1111111 138

Capacitor Dasaharge Computer 1.11 129

Gaseous Of fusion Computer 11111 133

Central Ifeating Game Manual 130

Power for Elaskay Manual 139

The Power Station Game Manual 144

scArri. R Computer 142

IN 11.RP ( omputer 135

NE. %SI)N Computer 137,
Hydropower Manual 134

Mass Spectrometer Computer ...,
r

136

Free 1 all with Air Reststanc! Computer 133

Satellite Motum ( omputer 142

I- lovi 1 h r ough a Nottir ( Unipliter 133

Particle in a Potential Well ( omputer 166

RANDOM ( oniputer 170

mirmaismixarPHARR ( omputer 137

NH P Computer 141

PW11.1 ( omputer 141

'sgure 4.2 bxercues sustabi for use in teaching physics
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Millie of eseccise tormat Age range for which esercise it suitable Page

12 13 14 15 16 17 1$ 19 20 21 22

Safety Snakes and Ladders Board 197
Formulon Card 159
Elements Board 157
Lab Apparatus. Cud 195, - 1

Vicaeons Cud 192as

,
..,Mole Bingo

longs
Manual
Card

165
162

Chemmoes Card
I

150
Compounds Card 154.,
Element Cards Card 156
Choosing an Anaesthetic Manual 153
Elements in the,Earth Manual 157
Enerd tor the Future Manual 158
Isotopes Manual 162
Magnesium from the Sea .Mznual 164
A Fertiliser to Order Manual 145
A Problem for the Chemist Manual 145
Chem Cubes bkments Manual 148
Chem Chex Boird 147
Chem Trak Board 152
Chem Bingo Manual 147
Chemical Fanlike, Board 149
Chemistry in Our I Ise, Manual .

151
Choose a bibre Manual 153
Contact swth ciraner Air 155
Competition kw:1g the Metals

.Mauual
Board 154

Ors-solving a Pmblern Manual 155

iwwwwwwi
Energy - Past Present

and Future Manual 158
Focus on Lead Manuel 158
brom Visible to Invisible Manual = 160
Link Up Board 163
Mole Poker Ced 165
Metals at Work Manual 165
Polar or Ionic' Manual 167
Properties and Substances Card 168
Solubility and Successful

Separations Manual 172
$4.1enCe SelISC Board 199
The Fertiliser Problem Manual

siwwawwwww.
174

1 he PVC Story Manual 176
The Sulphuro. Acid Story Manual 176
What n an Explosive, Manual 178
The Young Chemist Board 177
Reaction Chemstrys

Alphabet Board 171
Chemical Crossoords Manual 148s
The Imergy Problem Manual 174
Rates of Neaction Computer 170
The Manufacture of

Sulphuric Atid Computer 175
Ekofisk - One of a Rind Manual 191

Figure 6.3: Exercises suitable for use in teaching chemistry
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Name of F 'am ise FM:Mit Age range for sshich exercise is suitable Page

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

The Protein Problem Manual 175
Take 1 our Choice Manual 172
Cabe Studas in Chemical

1 ngineenng Manual 146
( hertustrs t ase Studies Manual 1 50
Isotopes in Out I. ayes Manual 1 62

Public Inquiry Projm t Manual 169
Chemical I lenient Came Computer 149
Dental Ikalth Project Manual 193
: lectrochemical ( ells t ompu ter 1 56

Homogeneous Equilibrium Computer 161

Gas Chromatographs Computer 160
L attice Fnergs Computer 163
IIARF K ( omputer 161
Ithrsa 1 ( omputer 171
Point helds Manual 166
The Alkali Industn ( omputc r 173
Fluoridation, Manual 194
Proteins AS Human 1 ood Manual 168
Chemss n ( aril 1 51

What happens When Ihe Gas
Kum Oue Manual 177

1 he Amss n Problem Manual 173
Particle in a Potential Well ( ompu ter 166
KAN.1)0s1 Computer 01) 170
Batch or I low Manual 146.
MARK ( ompu ter 137
PS ri P ( omputcr 141
MI L I ( omputer 141

Polvw ater Manual 1 67

Mpre 6.3 (contorued)
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Name of 1. a CT,. Isr 1. ortuat Age range for Nhich exert.ise is suitable Page

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Safet.1, Snakes and Ladders Boird 197
Spase (olon) Board 199
Lab Apparatus Card 195
Vttannns Card EMINIMINEM 192
3891StKis,t Com.cpts Card ilinnEllaiiiii 198
Geologu. 1 one 4:hart (,anw Board MI MIME= 195
flurnan 1- nergs I xpenditurc ( ornputer 183
The Au About 1:

(1hr Balloon Kate) Board 200
The 8 atc r (...v5Ir Board MUM. 200
l'he Creat Blood '<Alt 141),Ard 11111111111111 190

r. 1 aNslik anon Board I80
Ins.bion t Mnrobest Board MEM. 184
',mut Sens(' Board 1.1 199
1 ransport in Plants Board 191
Ittolop ( roso.sords Manual 178
1111101 \MI ( ontputer IIIIIMEMINIII 184
1 KA \ sPIK 1101% 1. ornputer =MOM 191
rite Dead ltwer Manual Ini/l1M. 189
Breakdown a Dtges.t.on

(.arne Buard 179
Nutrition Board MEIN 186
I he Protein ProbIt in Manual MIMI. 175

1 011nlffs u vent s s s 6 nr. I. oinputer 181

Pond I Lottv I omput Cr MM. 187
Predator-Pt, Itcdationships I 0,11p111c1 188
5.tatntlts tor li)oiowsl, I omputer 189

Dona IIcalth l'nuctt Manual In= 193
I Of \ It, I I omputer 1111111MI 180
I 0 Mr1 1 1 ( oniputer 1111111111MMISM 181

1 %JIM% ( omputer 11111MEM 1 8 2

I- N. 01 t 1 I ontpun r II 183

Ll'slsON. 1 It I oinputer 185
I luondation, Manual MUM 194
Proteins as I Illf11.111 1 ood %UMW MEM 168
1 he Ridpcst I de M anual =MO 190
\ orth `,ci 1 'Ink nus Manua! MEM.= 196
I IKI ( ornputer 179
BN I mI npu ter 1 . 182
Orl 00`. ( omputer =Minn 186
,1 111 I
Nil \

( omputer
( omputer

MEM= 188
187INNIIIIISM

tgure 6.4 I xereiset s jor use in tea..1..inginelloo
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Name of eSereWe 1 MOW Age range tin %Inch exercise is suitable Pate

I: 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

MAshs bate.: eseq net-----7,--r- Manual
Manual
Manual
M.7. Mal

Manual
Manual
Manual

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
,Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
C omputer
Manual

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

129
131
140
130
139
144
134

158
153
157
162
164
145
145
151
153

155
155

158
158
160
165
167

172
174
176
176
178
174
175
172
162
169
166
173
168

177
173
146
167

Alternatne Energy Project
Central Ileating Project
Power Station Project
it entrai !leant)); Lillie
Pmser tor I laska)
the Power Station (...1111e
Ilvdroposer

MINIIMMINII

MNIIIIIIIII.
MlIMIMMI

INSIMIMECIII
En

(11,(ust,1 bIft J,st,,,,
Fnerg), TOT thc_buture"

4--'10-osing -an Anaesthetk
I lements in the Farth
Isotopes
Magnesium trom the Sea
A 1.errihser to Order
\ Problem tor the ( hemot
Chennstrs in Our Lives
Choose a Fibre
,ont act with Cleaner Mr
Do-soh/mg a Probkm
1 nergy Past. Present

and I uture
I .itus on 1 cad
I rom Visible to Ins isible
Metals at Work
Polar or loms)
Solubility and Su«essful

Separations
f he I ertdaser Problem
The na, Story /
The S Ohmic Asid Story
What is an Fxplosne,
The Fnergj, Problem
fhe Protein Problem

Take Your Choice
Isotopes m OUF Lives
Pubhs Inquiry Project '
Point Fields
The Alkali Industry
Proteins as Ullman f ood
What llappens M hen I he (..as

Runs Out,
fhe Amsyn PrJbleM
Batch or Flow,
Poly water

INSEN

ill.
IN=
MIN
NM
iMMMIMI
SMUNSIMMUM.
MIMIII

,

1111==
MEM=--MB
IMMIMMI

UINEU=NM
iNNIMIIM
NEM!

MU
NEM=

IMMMEM
1=M111M=1M.

MEM

IMO=
Iholv. IIe1c Fr hes

Manual
Manual IIII 189

190
The Dead-Rweir
fhe Rulpest I tic

Figure 6 5 bxercises sunab e for edueanon throng science
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bhuni of ExerCIAC burniat
"

Age range for %hidh exercise is suitabk Page

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Other exerceses
Space Colony Board 199
389/Science Concepts Card 198Ai

Offshore Oil Board Game Board 94. A

Dental Health Project Manual 193
Fluoridation, Manual 194,
North Sea Challenge Manual 196,

hgure 6.5 (continued)

,
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Name of exercise Format Age range for which exercise is suitabk Page

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Pkystasbasr.1 rm.., ise s
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

129
131
140
130
139
144
134

Alternative Energy Prowt
Central Heating Project
!Nasser Station Praject
Central Heating Came
Kisser tor Flaskas
The Power Station Cattle
Ilsdroposser

111111111111.11111MI--
IIMMIMEN
11.11.111=

10111111111111111111111

NB NM
r /x mu rrs Imse.i exert sses

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
MaDUal
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

nMaual

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

Computer
Manual
Manual
Manual

Manual
Manual
Manual

.Manual
Computer
Computer
Manual

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

4

158
153
157
162
164
145
145
151

153
155
155

158
1 58
160
165
167

172
174
176
176
178
174

175
175
172
150

146
162
169
166
161
173
168

177
173
146
167

I neriv fur the Future
Choosing an Anaesthetic
Elements in thr Earth
Isotopes
Magnesium from Me Sea
A Fertiliser to Order
A Problem fur the( henust
Chemistry in our i neS.
Choose a hbre
Contact with Cleaner Sir
Dis.solving a Problem
1 nergy Past. Present

and I uture
Fosus on lead
I min Visible to Insisible
Metals at Work
Polar or !urns)
Solubility and Sussessful

Separauons
The Fer tiliser Problem
he PVC Story
The Sulphuric Acid S tors
What Is An Explosive)
The Energy Problem
f he Manufacture of Sulphuric

Acid
The Protein Problem
Take Your Choice
Chemist ry Case Studies
Case Studies in Chemical

F ngmeering
Isotopes iri Our Lives
Public Inquiry Project
Point Fields

, I IABE R
The Alkali Industry
Proteins as Human Food
What H appens When The Gas

) Runs Out)
The Arrisyn Problem
Batch or Flow
Poly wa ter

NEMMinMill
IMIMI
NMI
11111111.1
MOM
=MIMI
MIN
MINIMIII
111111111.
MNIMIIIMI
1111111111111NMI=

/MEM
MINIM

III
NM

MM.
MUM=

MEM
1.1111111.111

I
MINIM
MAN=

=1=MMIIMININ
INNIMI

MENEM
IM

Figure 6.6 Exercises for tea burg about science and techc ology
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Name of exercise h ortnat Age range for which exercise is suitable Page

12 13 14 1516 17 18 19 20 21 22

Iteoluziused eArq nes
CLissitication Board 180
The Dead Raver Manual 189i

I he Radpest f de Manual 190I

Other ex. -,1,4%
Space Coltmy
Lab Apparatus

Board
( ard

199
195i

['kolas:. One ot a kind %la.lual 193
389/Scaeme Con.epts i ard 198.

I

tieologac TIM, (.137I Game Board 195
Offshore Oil ttuard Came Board 196

1,

1

Dental Ilealth Project Manua/ 193
Queries 'n' Theories Board 197
fluoridation: %Lmual 194,
'sorth Se/ ( hallenge Manual 196

.igure 6.6 (eon:armed)
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ihe seleLtion proLess an best be Illustrated by looking at specific
examples.

EXAMPLE I

A teaLher of chemistry in a secondary school wishes to find an exercise
suitable for Use in reinforLing basic work on the formation of ionic and
Lovalent Lompounds with a class 412 to 13 year olds. The exercise must
be inexpensiLe (beLause his funds are striLtly limited), relatively short (so
that it Lan be easil) fitted into the LurriLulurn), and fairly simple (because
liks pupils are not of the highest LademiL Lalibre). Also, it must be manual
rather than computer-based, since he does not hae multiple access to
computer facilities.

Stage 1 On referring to Figure 6.1 (the basic algorithm), the teacher is
immediately direLted to Eigure 6.3 by answering 'yes' and `chenustry' to
the first two questions.

Stage 2. On referring to Figure 6.3, the teacher finds a list of all
currently available exercis.:s suitable for use in teaching chemistry that
shoNys. for eaLh exerLise, (a) the format (card game, board game, manual
exercise or computer based exercise), (b) the range of ages over which it
Lan be used, and (L) the page reterence in Part 2. From this, he draws up
the following short list of exercises of the appropriate level and format
whose names indiLate that they might be the sort of thing he is looking for.

Forinulon (p 159) Cherninoes (p 150)
Elements (p 157) Compounds (p 154)
Ionics (p 162) Element Cards (p 156)

Stage 3. 1 he teacher now refers to the data sheets on these exercises
and reaches the following conclusions about each.

tormulon a simple, inexpensive card game dealing with the
formXtion of ioniL and LoNalent Lompounds. It therefore appears to be
ideally suitable.

Elements a simple board game design/A to reinforce class work on
the periodic table. It does not deal with the formation of compounds,
however, and is therefore unsuitable.

funks a card game dealing with tomc formulae and equations only.
It is therefore-unsuitable.

Che mtnut s a simple, Inexpensive dominoes-type game dealing with
the formation of ioniL and coalent compounds. It therefore appears to
be ideally suitable fo`r 'the purpose the teacher has in mind.

Compound% a simple game designed to reinforce work on the
formation of bask. LhenuCal compounds. It therefore appears to be ideally
suitable.

Elemtnt Cards a multi-purpose fannly of Lard games dealing with the
properties yf the elements, but not speLifiLally with the ay in which they
combine to, form compounds. It is therefore unsuitable.

Thus, it is apparent that there are three exercises (Formulon,
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Cheminoes and ( mpounds) %%buil Lould be used in the rule envisaged by
our teaLhcr Ile diould thd etiirt obtain speLimen or inspeLtion Optes Of
eaLh of the exerdses betoie re.ohing a t mat dekision Ofl eehiLh to buk as
a class set.

EXAMPLE 2

A pbk sks teadier in a large Lennprehensiee sk hind esants a 'mind-
broaJening' e \at. Ise to use 1%. ith Llass tit 16 highly able sw,h-tortncrs in
the period immediatelk atter their A-leeel examinations. Naturally, he
%%ants it to hake .t basis in phk.siLs. but his main aim ts to dee elop data-
h mndhi e., analk tiLa1 &Limon nuking. Lommanwation and debating skills.
there is no tight limit on the unie akailable. and he has up to £50 to spend.

Stag, I Retereme to 1 igure 6.1 direLts the teacher to Figure 6.5 by
ansssering 'no and 'k es' respek tieelk to the first two questions.

Stage 2 On reterring to l igure 6.5, whiLli lists exeruses suitable for
duLating 'through' sLienLe. he buds a nunther ot phksiLs based exeruses

ot the appropriate lekel

Alternative Energy Project (1) 129)
Central Heating Project (p 131)
Power Station Project (p 140)
Central lit:ming Game (p 110)
Power tor Flaskay (p 139)
The Posser Station Game (p 144)
Hydropower (p 134)

Stagt 3, l'1i t. teadier noes refers to the data sheets on these exercises,
and reaches the follouing conclusions about each.

llternatt,e I nerk Prole, t, Central Heating Prole( t, Power Statton
Proie, t all turn out to be simplitied. shortened versions of other
exerdses, %kith most ot their 'hard' phksics content remoked in order to
make them suitable tor use es ith pupils who lack a rigorous pliksiLs
bakkground. l'hek Lan theretore be eliminated immediatelk sinLe, eken
if suitable for the purpose that our teaLher has in mind, the original
sermons would be eken mor. suitable.

(. entral lleattng (,ante a manual multi disLiplinark multi projeLt
paLk Lontaming bee projeds dcaling %kith difterent aspeLts ot domestiL
Lentral heating and insulation. The num pliksws-based projeLt is, hueeeker,
a straighttorssard tediniLal Lase studk Lamed out b) pupils working either
smglk or in pairs. and is therefore nut suitable for cultikating
communication or dtthating skills.'

Power for 1 laska) manual simulated case study on alt -mauve
energy kehiLh is highlk interaLnee and Ins olees fairlk lengthy phksics based
LalLulations. It takes roughlk three hours to complete and Losts for a
dass set. It thus appears to be ideal!) suited to the sort of usage our teacher
has in mind.

The Pouer Station Game a manual simulation game based on the
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planning of a large powin station. It involve., lengthy physics based
calculations and is highly interactive. It takes roughly two and .t half days
to complete and costs £25 for a class sst. Again, it appears to be ideally
suitable.

Itydrupoi,er another manual multi-disciplinary multi-project pack,
this time dealing with the topic of hydru-electnc pumped storage. The
num physics based project again turns out to be a relatively non-interactive
technical case study. houev er, and IS therefore nut really suitable for
developmg communication and debating skills.

It follows from the above that two exercises (Power for Elaskay and
The Power Station (iame) appear tu be ideally suitable for the type of
usage envisaged by uur physics teacher. Depending on the time he wants
tu devote to the work, anti the money he )5 prepared to spend, he could
therefore decide to use either or both.

Adapting exercises to meet user needs

In some eases, on u or long through the selection process described above:
an exercise will be found that appe us to be exactly suitable for the role
envisaged. If such an exercise is not found, a potennal user is faced with
three possible courves of action. First, he can abandon thc idea of using
a game, simulation or cas'e study and adopt some alternative teaching .

strategy. Second, he can try to find an exercise that is sufficiently close
to what he wants to enable it to be used 'after some modification to its
format, structure, content or logistics. Mud, he can decide to design his
own exercise. Wc mil now examine the second of these options, leaving
the thud to be covered in Chapter 7. -

Mere is one important piece of advice that the authors of this book
wish tu give to potential users uf games and simulations. Never be afraid
to adapt an exercise to meet your parneular requirements. Remember that
the educational outcomes sou want an :xeriase to achieve may well be
different from thusc the designers uf the exercise had in mind. Once y ou
hs.c purchased a game, simulation ur caSe study, , you should feel free tu
make use of it in any Way you Sec fit. it is, after all, simply a collection of
resource materials.

In practice. there arc two basic ways in whicIv an exercise can be
adapted

1. The resource matenxl can be used in a differcw. 'ay from that
recommended by the designers (eg by omitting certain material
from the exercisealtering the programme or time sc'ale. or
re-organving the method by Mimic the material is exploited).

2. The original resource material may be modified (eg by removing
unwanted sections, altering or extending sections, or adding
completely new sections or material).

As illustrative examples of these two different forms of adaptation, let
us examine some ot the w$s in which Power for Elaskay has been used.

9 4
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We saw in Chapter 4 that dos \cruse consists of a set of five paralkl case
studies on dit kit ni ilterua(ike eneigs resource's leading into a plenars
session in which the participants Itast, It) tiesise a rolling programme for
meeting future.electrums needs on the II> pothetical isl.ind ot Elaskas.

exeruse contains lengths technic.d and economic calculations, and
is prinuril% intended tor use at upper secondars and lower 'tertiars lesels
with students oho hate .t scientitic background. It takes zoughls three
hours to complete.

On seseral okcasions, the authors lust. run A shortened sermon of
Pusser tor Elaskas that omits the technical and ccononuc cakulations
1eg at scienutic and educational conterences, where the time ,ls adable
was restricted. or with groups who lacked the scientific background
needed to tackle the toll exercise). This was done simpl> bs prosiding the
participants with completed work sheets (photocopied from the teacher's
guide) rather than the uncompl,eted work sheets supplied in the game
package proper. On other occasions, the exercise has been extended bs
using the indisidual case ,tudies and die rolling programme as 'jumping
,.fr points tor turt her, more detailed work. Neither ot these adaptations
ictiturt d an% moddication ot the original resource material (other than
duplication ot pages troin the teacher's guide) and set produced exercises
ot a radicalls difterent type troni the original..

Ole authots liase .dso productid slightls abridged sermon
ot Power tor Flasks% speciticalls' tor use in science 111 Stk. ICI% pe courses
tthe Alternatise I nerp Piojett t see page 129). This sc.i, done bs
re writing the carious project sheets and work sheets in order to reduce
the amount ot technical calculations. souplifs ing the scenario, and
completelt re-organizing the logistics attic game package. In this was ,

it was possible to pioduce an exercise which could be used with a totall)
ditterent tar..tet population but 'which retained all the essential
characteristics ot the original case studs .

Guide to the use of gamint.1 and simulation exercises
-

I or convrturricr, she use ot A game, simulation or case studs in a teaching
situation can be divided into three phases, namels preparators work, the
actual running of the exer4we and the debrieting

these will now be escanimed'in turn

i.1 1 h prviurator) t4rk hor most exercises, the preparator% work
required can be brilken tossn into the following elements

(1) nuke sure that the game package is asauable and complete.
iiii make sure that all o,,ther facilities needed for running the .

eser,ise %sill be asaitable as and. when required (eg
accommodation, au(Iio-visual ot computer facilities, esti-a
staft),

iiii eheclv that sou will haic a suitable number of participants to
ensure that the exercise can be run effeensely (if necessary,
'borrow' pupils or s udents trom another dass-in order to
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make up the nunthers).
(is ) make y ourself thoroughly familiar with thc iumplelc game

package and, m particular, with the teacher's guide (it one
is supplied).

(s ) carry out any preliminary teaching that may be necessary .
(si) issue any introductory material, and make sure that the

participants know what the exercise will insolve. if necessary ,
allocate students to roles (or groups) and issue any necessart
briefing or resource material.

All these points may appear rather obsious (especially to those with
some experience of running games and simulations), but they are all
essential if the exercise is to run smoothly.

b) Running the eAer.ae. Unless you are deliberately dliarting from
thc methdd of organization recommended by the designer, thc key
to thc successful running ot a game, simulation or case study is
to make surc that y ou follow the instructions given in the teacher's
guide. If such a guide is not included in the game package, it is
strongly recommended that you prepare your own.

(c) the 41ehruling. Practicaq all workers in the gaming and
simulation field agree that a debriefing session of some sort is
essenHal if full educational salue is to be derived from a game,
simulation or case study. 'I he form of this debriefing will depend
on the nature of thc xercise olsed, but should generally include
thc following three ements.33

(i) review of thc actual work of thc exercise, and discussion of
any import t points that are brought up by the participants.

(n) discussion f the relationship between the exercise and thc
subject m tter on which it is based (eg discussion of thc
degree of realism ot thc exercise in the case of a simulation).

(m) discussion of any broader is ies raised by the exercise.

If thc exercise i..as i.self being tested in any way (eg if thc reacher was
try mg out a newly modified sermon of an existing game or Simulation),
a fourth element should be included, namely diss_ussion of possible
methods by which it could be improved.

the debriefing session is particularly important in the asC of CSCRINC%
that insolve role play or place the intrinsic subject matter in a social-,
political,' economic or ens irithmental context. indeed, in these cases, t
can be the most important part.

4.



Choler 7:

Designing your own exercises

***-

Sin c e 1973, the authors have been involved in the developm"elit of over
25 educational games, simulations and case studies, for use at both
secondary and tertiary levels. Despite the widely differing character of
these exercises, however, it has been possible to adopt a single underlying
rationale, bas,a on a systems approach, to their design and development.
This will now be described.

General description of the development process

The proces by which a game, simulation or case study is developed and
exploited falls naturally into three distinct phases (see Figure 7.1).

Development of
the basic idea

-115.

Phase 1

Development of
a viable educational
package

Exploitation of
the exercise

Phase 2 Phase 3,

Figure 7.1: The three phases of tbe development process

The first of these phases b the development df the basic idea. The second
(generally the longest) is the cyclical process by which a viable educational
package is developed and field-tested. The third is the exploitation of the
final package. Let us now examine the three phases in detail.

PHASE 1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE BASIC IDEA

The decision to design an educational game, simulation or case sttkcly
should be reached as a result of the following sequence of emats:

(a) Identification of a gap in the curriculum (ie a set of specific
educational outcomes it would be desirable to achieve with a
specific target population).

(b) Realization that an exercise of the game, simulation or case study
type could be an effective means of filling such a gap.

(c) Thorough search through the range Of existing exercises with a
view to finding a suitable exercise (or an exercise that could be
adapted to the role envisaged) ani failure to find any such
exercise.

97
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(d) Appraisal of possible alternative strategies for filling the gap in the
curriculum and realization that none of these would probably be
as effective as a game, simulation or case study.

Thus, to use Popperian terminology,*, the starting point in the
development process should be the identification of a problem situation
In this case, the existence of a gap in the curriculum and the absence of a
suitable means of filling it. The next step should be the formulation of a
tentative solution to the problem situation in this case, the development
of the basic idea for a suitable exercise.

As Popper has shown, the progression from problem situation to
tentative solution is essentially a creative proccss (like the creation of a
work of Art or the formulation of a scientific thcory) and therefore cannot
be described in strictly rational, logical terms. In the case of the
development of the basic idea for an exercise like an academic game,
however, the creative process can be helped along by tackling the problem
in a systematic manner. The approach that thc authors have found useful
is shown in schematic form in Figure 7.2.

PROBLEM SI il/ATION

(Gap in Curriculum)11 ......
TENTATIVE SOLUTION

(Basic Idea for Exercise)r

Educational
outcomes

LIND OM 4111,

Stage 3

Structure

L. dm.. am am ami

Figure 7 2 Developing the hasiL idea for an educational gmne, simulation or case study

The philosopher Karl Popper has argued that virt4ly all problems can be tackled
using the same basic methodological apprOaCh.88' 8 This can be summarized as

PI 4 Ts EE --> P2
where PI is the initial problem situation, TS a tentative solution, LE the process by
which the solution is tested by systematic elimination of errors and P2 is the new
problem situation that emerges from the work (this is always different from P1).
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The first stage in the process is to determine (in broad terms) the
content of the exercise. In many cases (particularly where the educational
outcomes arc mainly cognitive in 'nature) this will follow more or less
directly from the problem situation already identified. In other cases
(particularly where the desired outcomes lie mainly in the affective
domain) the choice of suitable content may not Ile quite so
straightforward. Indeed, in the latter, the content is often merely a
foundation on which a structure capable of achieving the desired
educational outcomes may be built (see, for example, Proteins as Human
Fbod (page 169) and Polywater (page 167)) SC, that the choice of specific
content need not be particularly critical.

The second stage is the choice of format (card game, board game,
manual exercise* or computer-based exercise). This will depend partly on
the general nature of the desired educational outcomcs and partly on the
specific content provisionally selected. The suitability (or otherwise) of
different formats for achieving different types of educational outcomes is
summarized in Figure 7.3 (see Chapters 3, 4 and 5 for more detailed
information).

\ortnat
Type
of
Educa tional
Outcomes
Requi red

Card
Game

Board
Game

Manual
Exercise

Computer-
Based
Exercise

..
Teaching or
Reinforcing
the Basic
Academic Content
of a Subject

.

Very suitable-
particularly
with younger
age groups

Very suitable-
particularly
wi th younger
age groups

Very sui tabl e
with al 1 age
groups

Verj sui tabl e,
particularly
wi th older age
grouPs

Cul ti vating
Broader Ski 1 ls
(Educating
"ihrough"
Sci ence)

Not really
suitabl e

Can be of
limi ted use

Very sui table Can be qui te
useful -
particularly with
older age groups .

Teaching
About Science

Not really
sui tabl e

Can be of
limi ted use

Very sui table Can be qui te
useful -

'particularly
wi th older
age groups

or
Technology

hgure 7.3. The suitability of different formats for achlving different educational
outcomes

The third and final stage in the development of the basic idea for an
exercise is the choice of structure. Here, thc range of structures possible
in any pa,rticular case will largely be determined by the specific nature of
the educational outcomes required. The possible structures available
within each format will now be briefly examined.

Card games. Here, a wide range of standard structures is available
(eg rummy, solitaire, happy families), and the designer should work

In the limited sense used in Chapter 4 see page 53.

. 9J
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systematically through these to see if any can be adapted to the type of
usage he has in mind (see Chapter 3 for typical examples).

Board games. Here, at least four basic structures are possible:

(i) use of the board as a two-dimensional matrix on which patterns
may be built;

(ii) use of the board to provide a predejermined linear path (or paths)
along or around which players have to progress;

(iii) use of the board as a field for mobile, two-dimensional play;
(iv) use of linear activity round the perimeter of the board to control

two-dimensional activity on the interior.

Examples of how these different structures can be used to achieve specific
educational outcomes are discussed in Chapter 3.

Manual exercises. Here, there are four basic structures:

(i) the simple linear structure, in which the participants work
systematically through the same predetermined series of activities,

(11) the simple radial structure, in which the participants carry out
different (albeit often related) activities using different resource
materials and then take part in a discussion, debate or meeting
of some sort;

(iii) the composite structure, which combines linear and radial
elements;

(iv) the multi-project structure, where a single set of resource
matcriais is exploited in a number of separate projects.

In general, the simple lmear structure is most suitable for exercises where
a complex case study of some sort has to be brokcn down into
manageable stages, and where the educational objectives lie mainly in
the cognitive domain. The simple radial structure, on the other hand, is
most usefulan cases m,here the different points of view or starting points
in a problem situation have to be examined, compared and discussed,
and where the main educational objectives arc non-cognitive in nature
(cultivation of coinmunication skills, inter-personal skills, desirable
attitudinal traits, ctc). The composite structure can be used in more
complicated cases where outcomes of both types need to be achieved',"
but this is not recommended unless the designer has previously had some
experience of devclopmg simpler exercises. Similarly, the multi-project
structure is not recommended for beginners.

Bxamples of exercises that use these different structures are
examined in detail in Chapter 4.

Computer-based exercises. By their very nature, computer-based
exercises arc essentially linear in structure, although thcy can vary
enormously in the amount of branching they employ and in the extent
to which thc user interacts with the program. If the exercise is to be a
worthwhile educational experience (as opposed to a mere vehicle for
imparting information),it is essential that the degree of interaction be
high. The designer should therefore try to structure his exercise so that
'the computer is rather more than just a super-fast calculator.

1 u 0
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The way in which the computer medium can be used to achieve
different ty pes of eduk.ational outcome is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

PHASE 2 DEVELOPMENT OF k VIABLE EDUCATIONAL PACKAGE

The second phase in the development of an educational garne, simulation
or case study involves:

(a) converting the basic idea from its original conceptual form to
more tangible form (an actual package of materials), and

(b) refining the package by means of field trials designed to
determine whether it is capable of doing the job for which it is
intended.

(In Poppenan terms, (a) is essentially a continuation of the development
of th t. tentative solution to the original.prcblem situation, while (b) is the
next crucial step in his methodological scheme, namely the error
elimination process.) As in the case of Phase 1, the work should be
tackled in a systematic manner, using an approach of the type shown
schematically in Figure 7.4.

BASIC IDEA FOR EXERCISE
m MO IND ea. alma

Format

Structure

Content

PROTOTYPE PACKAGEr - s

t

I of package.
Overall form

I
I
I
I

Stage l

I I
I +
1 Stage 2

I.
I

I Detailed content 1

of ma terhl s

L.... Wm ON. awl

Stage 3

Field testing
of package

hgure 7.4. Converting the basic rilea into a viable educational package
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The first stage in the process is the determination of the overall form
that the package i% to take. To a large extent, this will depend on the type
of format and overall structure provisionally selected for the exercise
(see below).

Card game. Teacher's guide and/or game manual plus pack(s) of cards.
Board game. Teacher's guide and/or game manual plus board and ancillary

materials (playing pieces, cards;dice, etc).
,Vtanual exercise. Teacher's guide, introductory material and resource

material (whose nature will depend strongly on the type of structure
adopted).

Computer-based exercise. Teacher's guide (if appropriate), student
manual(s) and actual prograni(s).

For further information, see Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
The second stage is the design of prototype versions of all the various

materials that are to be included in the package. Here, the best advice the
authors can give to a would-be designer is that he or she should study the
materials contained in an existing exercise of similar format and structure
to that which he or she is trying to produce and then base his or her own
materials on these.

Whatever the format and structure, the primary aim should be to
produce a patkage of materials that can be used not only by the designer
but also by any other teacher or lecturer who wishes to run the exercise.
For this reason, it is essential to include a comprehensive teacher's guide
or game manual that provides sufficient information for this to be done
without the user having to 'Tier back to the designer for help or guidance.
Such a document should thetefore include the following elements.

a list of the educational outcomes the exercise is designed to
achieve;
a list of the contents of the package;
detailed.instructions on how to organize the exercise.

With regard to the other resource materials to be included in the
package (ie Wse which will be used by the participants rather than the
organizer), it is important to make sure that each item:

fits into the general context of the exercise;
is consistent with all the other material in the package;
is capable of fulfilling its own specific function.

This will almost certainly necessitate a certain amount of 'tuning' (ie
revising or amending particular items as the work progresses in order to
produce a self-consistent and balanced exercise).

The third stage in the development of a viable package is the process
by which it is field tested in order to determine whether it is (a) logistically
and operationally sound and (b) capable of achieving its design objectives.
This corresponds to the error elimination phase of Popper's methodological
scheme, and is possibly the most important stage in the entire
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development process.
The first fidd test of an exercise should be run by the designer himself,

preferably with a group drawn from thc target population fo,r which it is
intended. This can have a number of different outconies.

(a) Thc exercise turns out to bc a complete disaster (particularly from 4,

the educational point of view). This indicates that thc whole
conccpt should be critically re-exImined, and thc exercise cithcr
abandoned or drastically modified.

(b) Thc exercise proves successful in some respects but less so in others,
revealing a number of basic (but not disastrous) organizational
and/or educational flaws in its design. This is a satisfactory outcomc
from thc designer's point of view since it

(i) shows that his basic idea appears to bc sound;
(u) identifies thosc areas whcrc some modification is retfuired, and
(iii) gives some clues as to what thc modifications should be.

All such changes, whether relating to thc overall form of thc
exercise, to the detailed contcnts of the resource materials or to
the organizational proccdurc, should be madc before any furthcr
field tcsts arc undertaken.

(c) Tlv exercise proves completely successful in all respects, apart
fro comparatively minor points of detail which can bc remedied
witho t a major re-write. This is even morc satisfactory (albeit
highly un ikely!) and indicates that the exercise can bc safely
handed over to colleagues for further, morc rigorous field tcsting.

Once thc designer is satisfied with his exercise (ic has finally achieved
outcomc (c) above), hc should allow it to be field tcstcd by at least thrcc
colleagues, either in his own school or college or (preferably) in other
establishments. This sct of field trials is, if anything, even morc important
than thc fast, and should be conducted rigorously. Both theprganizers
and thc participants should be acdvely encouraged to criticize the exercise
by pointing out any aspect(s) thcy feel could be improved. Such
constructive criticism (which lies at thc very heart of Popper's
methodology) should bc obtained using suitably designed questionnaires
and interviews. It should then bc uscd as the basis for any furthcr
modifications of the exercise that prove necessary.

Only whcn criticisms have been reduced to trivia should the designer
feel satisfied that hc has produced a viable, educationally valuable
exercise. This may take several cycles of field trials and revision.

PHASE 3 - EXPLOITATION OF THE EXERCISE

If a designer has satisfactorily col apleted Phase 2 above and has produced
what appears to be a worthWhile educational v,cer"eise, he should seriously
consider publishing his work and making his exe&tie generally available.
MI too often, potentially valuable games, simulations add case studies arc
uscd only by the designer and a few of his immediate aleagues. In many
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cases, such exercises would be of considerable valfue to the educational
community at large.

A designer can publicize his work in a number of ways. First, he can
write articles for educational journals, eg

journals dealing with the teaching of science and its various branches,
journals dealing with educational methodology;
journals dealing specifically with the field of gaming and simulation.

Second, hecan give talks at conferences, meetings of professional bodies,
etc. Third, he can run demonstration sessions of his exercise for
colleagues and other interested parties. The various national and
international bodies formed to promote the use of gaming and simulation
techniques (see the list at the end of this chapter) can be particularly
useful in helping designers publicize their work.

With regard to making an exercise generally available, there are three
basic ways in which this can be done:

(a) The designer can produce a do-it-yourself kit that enables other
people to prepare their own copies of his or her package.

(b) IIe or she can produce multiple sets of the package.*

.(c) The designer can approach an appropriate commercial qiz:
professional body with a view to having the exercise published
and marketed on a large scale. In this case, thc designer is advised
to try to find an organization that has already published exercises
of a similar type or in the same subject area. The data sheets given
in Part 2 should bc of considerable help here.

A4 In both cases, the designer can either give away or sell these
materials, or make arrangements for them to be made available
through some other body.

General hints for would-be designers

In Lonclusion, the authors would like to offer two general pieces of advice
to potential game designers.

First, do not work on your own unless it is absolutely necessary. It is
much easier to produce a good exercise if you can find a colleague (or
group of colleagues) to help you. The interchange of ideas and mutual
criticism.that such teamwork makes possible will, almost without
exception, not only speed up the development process but also give rise
to a much better final product.

Second, remember that the human mind is like an iceberg, with only I
small fraction (the conscious mind) 1,isib1e and by far the largest part (the
su4onscious mind) hidden. It is generally accepted that thc lattcK plays
a major role in the creative process, so you should give it every; chance to
do so. If you are stuck for an klea, stop work on that particular problem
and du something completely diffeient, your subconscious mind wfil often
come up with a solution, apparently quite spontaneously. This is

!..
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Particularly true if you thAnk about a problem last thing at niglit, just
before going to sleep. Try it: it often produces results.

List of principal orgamizations that prwnotc academic
gaming and stmelattorm

1. ISAGA (Internationnal Simulation and Gaming Association).
ContactS: Eui.ope Dr K Bruin, Ubbo Emmius, POB 1018,
Leeuwarden, Nethemiands; North America Professor R Duke,
University of Michioan, 2150 Art & Architecture Building,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA.

2, NASAGA (North A...inericancSimulation and Gzming Association).
Contact: Dr B Lawson, Barry Lawson Associates, Inc, 148 State
Street, Boston, MA 02109, Mass, USA.

3. SAGSET (Society few Academic Gaming and Simulation in
Education and Traiming). Contactl Hon Secretary, SAGSET,
Centre for Extensio ii Studies,'University of Technology,
Loughborough, Leics,I.E11 3TU, England.



. Chapter 8:

-Evaluating games, simillations and,
case studies

<-7,1

A6:

Although impressive dauns arc often made regsding the educational value
of games, simulations and case studies, ths,rapporting evidence is nearly
always ladling. On far too many occasions, a simulation or game is judged
to be successful simply on the grounds that It 'works'. This, in itself, tells
us little about the extent to which the overall aims and objectives'have
been achieved, since the only way in whiCh such information can be
acquired is by carrying out a systematic evaluation of the exercise in
question.

While most workers agree that evaluation is important, there is less
agreemein as to how this evaluation should be conducted. When the
exercise is a game, simulation or case study designed to achieve a range of
non-cognitive outcomes, it becomes particularly difficult to devise valid
and workable evaluation techniques. Thus, although gaming and
simulation techniques are being increasingly used in many areas of
education, research into evaluation of the effectiveness of such methods
has lagged behind the development of the methods themselves.

In this chapter, we will take a look at some of the techniques that can
be tsed to assess the effecmeness of sciencelased games, simulations and
caw suidies, Before we do so, however, we will discuss some of the
broader aspects of evaluation, and then examine some of the evaluation
%tor!, that has actually been done on smence based games and simulations.

The evaluation debate

Perhaps we should start by answenng the question 'Why should we bother
to evaluate games, simulations and case studies at all?' After all,.the
individual teacher's own judgement .on the effectixeness of the teaching
methods he employs has usually been considered sufficient in the past.
If the systems approach to the development of educational exercises'
advocated in the previous chapter is adopted, however, evaluation clearly
plays a key part in the development process, since it can identify
particular strengths and weaknesses of an exercise, and hence provide a
firm basis for its modification and improvement. Thus, the bask question
ts, not 'Should we evaluate?' but rather 'How should the evaluation be
carried out?'

One current area of controversy in edlational evaluation is concerned
with the respective merits of two distinctly different approaches the

so-called agrscultural/botanscal and social/anthropological approaches."
The former is normally considered to be thc 'scientific' approach to

lUG
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ecaltution, he experimems used hat e tight controls. and thr resulting
outcomes are cart f oily nicasurcd using objecto es-oriented et aluation
procedures.

The sotaaLianthropologieal approach, on the other hand, is more
concerned with stud) mg the onginng process that takes place durIng an,
5serose. It uses far more subiectice methods, and is based on the arguments
ihat (a) the %ambles in educational experiments are numerous anti hence
cannot be wadi!) controlled. and (b) the inputs and outputs of such
experiments are not.easily measurabk.

Some expennwnters hate attempted to use the 'scientific' approath to
compare the outcomes of ganung methods with more traditional methods
of utstruction. The calue of such comparavce research has, howeter, been
%odd) critiited on the grounds that the notel' anzl 'mil/tonal* methods
each have particular strengths and weaknesses, and that it. is not valid to
compare their respectice perfornunces In achieting a set of 'compronuse'
objectives..21139" e controlling of all the variables whidi might affect
the outcome of the expenment 15 another major problem.

Other %corkers hate suggested that the real educatioiul cattle of games.
simulations and Lase studies simpl) does not lend itself to measurement
using formal et aluation procedurrs.92'" This is echoed b) Bloomer. who
point% out that such teaching methods ter) often intoltc complex human
interactions of the t) pe that formal input, output ecaluation measurements
ignore." 1

In general, however. these broad issues are of-much more interest to
educationalists and educational technologists than to practising teachers.
Such teachers are tikel to bemterestrd in etaluatunionl) in so far as it
can help them to improve the efigctiveness of exercises that they
themselves base adapted or designed. When planning such an rtaluation,
n ts reconnucnkd that they tr) to adopt a middle path between the purd)
objector an1 pure!) subjettoe approaches outlined above. Whether the
eniphasts should tend tow ards the formcr-or the fatter will depend tm the
nature of the exercise in question and the specific educational purpose
for which it ts to br used.

Review. of evaluation work carried out to date

The reason wh) 'hard' research into the effectneness of ganung and
simulation methods has lust .10elopccl as far as man) workers would hate
liked is probabl) a combinat,on of several factors. These include the lark
of general agreenwint regarding the bash, approach that should bc adopted.
the poor qualit) of much of thc research that has in fact been carwd out,
and the intrinsic difficulty of tleosing tab.l and workable Assessment tools
in c.bes where attitude and broad non.tognitne skills tfil communication,
decision making and inter personal skills) are in%olsc.l. In addition, most
studies of the educational outcomes of games, simulations And case studies
hase been strictl short term, or have had findings that could not be
generalized.

Thr num* of attempted evaluations of gaming materials hate been

Is j
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carried out in Amenta. It is apparent, however, Oar very few well-planned
and onambiguou,researdi efforts have been reported so far. Thc lack.of
hard evaluative evidence is ased by some workers to disparage the use of
gaming and simulation techniques, despite the tact that thc usc of nor
traditional teaching methods has no better empirical justification."

The tentatsVe conclusions can bc drawn from evaluation research
hate already been given in Chapter 1. In short, these are (a) that games,
simulations and case studies appear to have no advantage over other
methods in teaching bast,. facts and concepts, (b) that the methods appear
to have considerable potential in achieving attitude development, and
(c) that thc methods strongly motivate students, who appear to enjoy
participating in such exercises.

Evaluation work carried out specifically on science-based games,
simulations and case studies 4. an conveniently' be sub-divided into three
broad categories, namely:

I. EA aluation of the effectiveness of other people's published exercises.
2. Developmental testing. by designers, of their own exercises in

order to 11SCSS their potential and identify weaknesses.
3. Large-scale evaluation of the cumulative effects of a specific

programme of exercises designed to fit in with and complement
an existing science curriculum.

Illustrator example> of eath of these 4. ategurics will now be examined.

EVALVATION OF OTIIER PEOPLE'S EXERCISES

A number f evaluations of commercially mailable materials hat e been
reported = generally carried out by ttachers interested in obtaining
feedback on their effectiveness. One example is the independent
evaluation by Vaughan% of two of the chemistry-based card games
produced b lledcn & Sons, namely Cherusyn and Element Cards (see
p 151 and p 156). This study was done on a relatively small scale with
one...lass of students. The evaluation involved testing the students before
and after their experience with the card games in order to determine their
ability to carry out the operations used in the games and to test their
knoMedge of the information protjdedon the cards. The experimental
group was compared with a control group. (It should be emphasised
till% in this case, It was the tard games (and not the students) that were
being etalusted.)Vaughan 4. unduded that his tests indicated improved
knowledge 4 thc specifit heml,al principles under investigation, although.
as is so often the case, he added ahe rider that further evaluations were
needed with larger groups in order to establish the statistical significance
of these observations.

Another interestini example of this broad category is the evaluation of
The Power Station Game (fee p 144) that was carried out by Millars4 in
Australia, The exercise was used in a training course for primary teachers
a use which the designers of the exercise had not, envisaged. Thc evaluation
was again on a relatively Small scale. It was effected via a series of short
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questionnaires that the students filled in at vanous stages of the exercise,
giving their current rating of the game in terms of enjoyment, complexity,
relevance and content. The evaluation showed the exercise to have be.:n
a success (in the, opinion of the evaluator), and has since been repeated
each time the eXercise has been used in order to provide feedback.

l
DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING OF PROTOTYPE MATERIALS

il
This is probably the area in which most evaluation work is done, although

,.

the results arefilot always reported. As stated earlier, if one adopts a
systematic apOoach to the design of a game, simulation or case study,
evaluation of qie package during its development is vital.

A trial of a0 exercise may simply be a field test whose main abject is
to identify di:lip faults and ambiguities, the Information thus gained
being noted, ind the exercise duly adapted. This type of evaluation is
basically partiOf the final 'tuning' process for the exercise (see Chapter 7).
Alternatively,:the trial may go further, and involve a formal evaluation
of the effectiYeness of the exercise in achieving its educational design
objectives. il

This type cf devei-Tmental testing has been described for three
chemistry basd exercises, namely Proteins as Human Food, What Happens
When The GasRuns Out? and Polywaterl° (see p 168, p 177 and p 167).
All these exer is,es are designed to develop bpth cognitive and broader
non-cognitive s ills. Because of this, a variety of assessment tools was
used, depending on the type of outcome currlIntly under scrutiny. These
included multiitle-chuice questions on the cognitive content, rating scales
to assess stludents' confidence in various communication skills, attin4de
scales, student 'interviews, and recorded observan of the plawng sessions.
The use of such a battery of techniques was necgsary because of the wide
range of outcoiiies,being investigated.

11

LARGE-SCALE EVALUATION OF A PROGRAMME.OE,EXERCISES

Although thc types of evaluations Jiscussed above play a vital part in
assessing the value and effectiveness of individual exercises, the
generalizing power of such research is usually limited to the specific
conditions under which the research is conducted. In most cases, the
genual ,falidity is restricted by the small number of participants, and also
b(thp fact that the desigkier of the exercise runs the playing session and
organizes the research himself. The broader questions raised earlier in this
chapter regarding the general applicability and limitations of games,
simulations find case studies can only be answered by well-planned, large-
scale research programmes in which the designer of the package isnot
directly inv'plyed in the administration of its use.

One such large-scale evaluation of the cumulative effect of a series of
games, sinlidations and,case studies designed to fit in with an existing
science ctfrriculum has been carned out by Norman Reid, working frpm
'the Univiirsity of Glasgow.° Reid was interested in developing a 'social
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awareness of science' in 13 to 14 year old school pupils. The subject area
was limited to the content of the Scottish agrade chemistry syllabus
and, for the purpose of the study, five main areas of interest were chosen
from the existing syllabus. These were:

1. Historical implications of the development of chemistry.
2. Domestic implications of chemistry.
3. Industrial implications of chcmistry.
4. Economic implications of chemistry.
5. Socio-moral implications of chemistry.

To help pupil developnQin these areas, a series of 12 interactive
teaching packages was constructc , most of which involved extensive use
of game/simulation/case study tec niques. These packages were designed
to use the basic content of thc syllabus as a vehicle for non-cognitive
development. .

Each package was initially tested with over 250 pupils and ten teachers
from eight schools in order to ensure that it was workable in tcrms of
v6cabulary, content, timc and clarity. At this level of testing, most
teachers and pupils found thc packages acceptable and useful.

Reid then investigated whether the packages achieved any objectives
from the five broad areas in which he was interested in the long term.
To this end, a seven-month experimedt was sct up. Several hundrcd
third-year pupils followingp-grade chemistry courses in schools
throughout Scotland completed a minimum of four packages over a
six-month period, the packages being chosen to fit in with their usual
course work. At -the cnd of seven months, they were assessed, and thc
results compared with those obtained in a sccond -assessment carricd out
with a similar numbcr of pupils who had not uscd any of the packages.
A parallel experiment was undertaken with fourth-ycar pupils to provide
cOrroboration and comparisons.

The assessmznt was carried out using questionnaire booklets in which
pupils answered roughly 75 questions in thc space of 30 minutes. Thc
evaluation items were validated by sample interviews with thc pupils.
Obviously, a wide range of information was obtained from these
assessments, but the degree of consistency between the two experiments
wag remarkable. A summary of how the experimental pupils (who had
used the packages) compared with the control pupils (who had not) in
each of the five areas is given below.

. Htstorical there was insufficient historical emphasis in the packages,
but some good specific achievements.

Domestic the response was encouraging,,although some gaps were
apparent.

Industrial the results were remarkably good, indicating that there
was much more scope for development in this area. .

Econonnc there was evidence of consistently good achievements,
with almost every facet being developed to somc extent.

t
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Sacio-moral impact appeared to be limited in this area, especially
when objectives tiecaine more personal.

Reid concluded that nun-cognitive outcomes can be achieved with
0-grade chemistry pupils in the area of social awareness through the use
of interactive teaching materials. Pupil reaction was very enthusiastic, and
teacher reaLtion v:aried from initially sceptical to enthusiastic, becoming
progressively more favourable with experience. Student non-cognitive
ai.hievement Nk as relatively permanent in that it lasted for several months.
Reid cLums that the results of his research have a wide applicability to
other subject areas, and points out that the scope for research into the
development of the arious nun-cognitive outcomes of a science education
is enormous.

Sonic evaluation techniques

Let us nuw examine thc various techniques that can be used to evaluate
the dfectiveness of games, simulations and case studies in science education.

COGNITIVE TESTS

Thc assessment procedures traditionally used in education are concerned
almost entirely with measuring cognitive attainment (eg knowledge
gained). Such procedures include essay-type questions, objective items
and unique answer questions. In terms of reliability, validity, ease of
application and statistical treatment, the last two question types appear
well suited to measuring purely cognitive g,uns from games, simulations
or case studies. The actual experimental design adopted will depend on
several faLtors, including the number of participants available and the
possibility of obtaining suitable control groups.

NON-COGNITIVE TESTS

A major problem arises when any attempt is made to measure the
development of attitu,des and skills which are nut purely cognitive, because
traditwnal assessmenq methods are jften inappropriate. The suitakility of
assessment techniques is further restricted. by the need to have procedures
whii.h are simple in applkationtre acceptable to students, are as valid
and reliable as possible, and produce results that can be meaningfully
analysed.

Such conditions limit the choice to methods which can be broadly
classified under twu headings. observational tet.hinques and self-reporting
techniques.

Observational techniques
When Lertain attitudinal objectives are involved, or when the development
of communication or inter-personal skills is a major aim of the exercise,
direct observation of individual or group behaviour can be of use in
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mon::oring its effectiveness. Closed-circuit television or a simple audiotape
recording of the activities in a group session can act as a permanent record
of the exercise so that subsequent analysis can be attempted. This analysis
can take the form of simply cataloguing the numbers and patterns of
communication within a group. At the other extreme, it can involve some
sort of 'interaction process analysis', which may provide an insight into
the social psychology of the group and the personalities of individual
members.

Self-reporting techniques
Several such techniques have been devis'id, the most important of which
will now be described.

(a) Ltkert scales" are commonly used in attitude measurement, and
appear deceptively easy to devise and administer. There is, however, a lot
of skill required in producing good Likert items which (i) are valid, and
(ii) provide good discrimination between people with different. opinions
on a topic. Essentially, a Likert rating scale consists of a list of statements,
the person responding having to make a judgement on every statement
usually by selecting from a number of degrees of agreement and
disagreement. Figure 8.1 shows a series of Likert items designed to assess
students' attitudes and confidence towards group discussion in class.
Such an evaluastion could be used in conjunction with a simulation, game
or case study designed to increase inter-personal and communication skills.

The number of options on the scale will depend on the requirements of
the setter. It can be odd or even, the latter having the advantage that it
does not allow participants to take refuge in a completely neutral category.
Although relatively common practice, it is statistically unwise to add
together scores for separate statements on a Likert scale to obtain an
overall attitude score. This may only be done if thc statements are
measuring the same attitude dimension. It should, however, be possible
to use Likert-type scales to identify variations in attitude and opinions
within a group. This can bc done by comparing participants' responses to
mdtvulual statements in a test administered before and after a teaching unit
designed to modify such ppinions, or by comparing them with a carefully
matched control group.

(b)The semantic thfferential technique98 has been used as a tool for
various types of ass'essment designed to measure the connotations that
particular concepts have for Individuals. Word pairs of antonyms such as
'valuable/worthless' and 'interesting/boring' are joined by a 3, 4, 5, 6 or
7 point scale. The method is based on the premiss that the word pairs are
opposites, although this assumption may not always be valid because of
the fact that particular words sometimes have different meanings for
different students.

Figure 8.2 gives an example of a semantic differential grid used in the
evaluation of Fluoridation? (see p 194).82 The grid was used to assess
students' attitudes to fluoridation before and after participating in the
exercise.
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Put a letter in the ap(ropriate box to indicate your personal opinion

about each of the following statements.

Mark: A If you strongly agree ith the statement

B - if you agree with the statement

C - if you neither agree not disagree, or you don't know

- if you disagree with the statement

if you strongly disagree with the statement.

1) If I knew a piece of information of relevance to a class discussion

I would be eager and willing to communicate t to the class.
C.

ii) I find it easy to differentiate between facts and opinions

iii) I have confidence in my ability to argue a point during a

class discussion

iv) I would accept the opinions of scientists on matters in which

I am not an expert

v) The tnought of presenting a short talk to my class makes me

feel very uncomfortable

vf) I benefit more from reading a text book than from actively

participating in a class discussion

Li

I I

Figure 8.1: An example of a Liken scale

controlled

unnecessary

valua,ble to community

costly

poorly researched

safe

Fluoridation of Public Water Sued lies

Figure 8.2: An example of a semantic differential grid
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A major advantage of thc method is that the itcms arc fairly easy to
write and mark. It has, however, been pointed out that thc arbitrary
labelling of rating scales (cg 3 to +3 or 1 to 5) is statistically groundless.39
Such scorcs provide only an indication of thc relative strengths of
opinions or attitudes between diffcrcnt people. Statist:,A, it is morc
correct to compare differences in thc actual numbers of participants
responding to individual itcms on the scale.

(c) Rating objectives by means of a grid." Here the objectives of an
exercise arc listed, and thc studcnt is asked to indicate whether each
objective has bccn 'well achieved' through to 'not achieved at all'.

Figure 8.3 gives an example of a grid which was used as part of thc
evaluation of thc exercise Proteins as Human Food. Such a grid would be
given to studcnts immediately aftcr completing an exercise.

Thc rating is generally donc using a five-point scale, although variations
arc pos'sible. This method is particularly useful in cascs where no other
suitable technique exists for assessing thc achievement of certain
objectives, or as a chcck on othcr evaluation methods.

(d) Situational techniques39'1°° have been used to assess thc modes of
thought and scientific approach of studcnts, as opposed to thcir attitudes
to science. In such an assessment, the students are confronted with a t
problem which in itself need have no scientific content, but which
requires them to think 'scientifically' in order to solve it. Situations of
this typc involve students using the 'broader skills' associated with a
science education (eg problem-solving and decision-making skills), and
rely little on previously learned factual knowledge. Figurc 8.4 gives an
example of a situational technique used tu assess the students' ability to
control variables.39

Although comparatively little work has been done on the usc of the
technique, it would appear to have a reasonably high validity comparcd
with some of the more artificial assessment procedures discussed above.
Thc method is, however, sometimes cumbersome, and questions may be
difficult and time-consuming to construct and apply.

(c) Interviews with students have somctimcs been used to asscss the
effectiveness of games, simulations and casc studies. A well-constructed
interview procedure is, however, not casy to devise, administer and
analyse effectively, although it would appear that thc validity of thc
mcthod is high.

Thc above list of assessment methods is by no means exhaustive, but
it docs give examples of some of the techniques which evaluators of
science-based games, simulations and case studies have found useful. Thcy
vary quite markedly in case of construction and validity. Indeed, an

_inverse relationship appears to exist bctwccn these two factors, with
semantic differential and rating objectives techniques being easiest to
construct but probably least valid, and interviews and situational mcthods
bcing hardest to construct yet most valid if done well.

As a reSuit, cach technique has ccrtain drawbacks, and no single
technique is thc bcst in all situations. In carrying out an evaluation, it is
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At the start of this exerdse you were given a list of 15 objectives. Please indicate (by means of a tick in ihe
appropriate box) how s'iccessful or otherwise, in your opinion, the exercise has been in achieving each objective.

OBJECTIVE VERY
SUCCESSFUL

FAIRLY
SUCCESSFUL AVERAGE

NOT YERY
SUCCESSFUL .

DISHAL
FAILURE

1. To write down the general formula for an a-amino acid

2. To appreciate the importance of proteins in living systems
3. To state why certain amino acids are called essential

4. To describe a peptide link and its importance in protein
chemistry

5. To identify factors contributing to theworld protein problem

6. To extract general trends and relevant information from
tabulated data. i ,

\.,
7. To communicate information fluently and grammatically

\,

8. To argue logically and precisely

9. To teach others in public
\

.

10. To apply a scientific approach to general problems

H. To appreciate the value of group discussion for co-operation
jo discovery

To identify problems and devise means of solving thenr

13. TB:look for best compromises in matters of conflicting
intdrest

14. To realise the existence of interconnections across subject
barriers

15. To be!.. aware of the limitations of science in solving some
problems,

Figure 8.3: An example oj an objectives rating grid

ts.)
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EVALUATING GAMES, SIMULATIONS AND CASE STUDIES 125

Six test runs were made on the same motorcycle to find out the relative
importance of four factors when economical performance is required, ie the best

miles per gallon (mpg). From the following results, place the four factors (Typ.
of Petrol, Average Speed, Town or Country Driving and the Experience of the
Driver) in the order in which you think they are important in giving the best mpg.
Give the most important factor a letter A in the box provided, the second best a
letter B. third C and fourth D.
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Figure 8.4: An ft.xample of a situational item

therefore advisable to use a battery of techniques, using akernative
methods as a check on oth.zrs.

Analysis of results .

Much research in which rating scales are used Can be criticized on the
grounds of Invalid statistics. For example, some researchers have put
arbitrary numbers on scales, added up totals prom the various items, and
arrived at a 'score' expressing thc studcnts attitudes to the subject in
question. This is unreasonable, because thc individual itcms will not
necessarily be measuring the same parameter. lt seems obvious, therefore,
that items must be analysed individually. Several methods have been used
for this purpore, including simple statistical analysis (eg chi-square),
graphical methods or even presentation of raw data in cases where small
numbers or other constraints invalidate statistical treatment of results.

While it is important that overall trends should be identified, it is
equally important that individual measurements avhich go against the
general trend should be recognized and explained. For example, it is quite
possible that an exercise which is designed to develop communication
skills may well have an overall beneficial effect but, for one or two
participants, may actually prove inhibiting.



126 GAMES AND SIMULATIONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION..--....
Conclusion

Despitc the arious diffkulties and pitfalls described above, evaluation
is an essential and valuable component of the process by which a game,
simulation or case.study is developed or adapted to do a particular job.
The science teacher or lecturer who wishes to use such exercises in his
or her courses is mainly interested in finding out whether a particular
exercise will work with bis or ber students in Ins or ber classroom, an
whether ii is capable of achieving the various educational aims in which
be or she is interested. The best way to answer these questions is to carry

iout a well-planned ealuation, the results of which can then for i the basis
of any necessary modifications to the exercise, thus helping tv e sure that
its aims are better achieved next time it is used. We hope that the
information given in this chapter will help make this task easier.

..
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Section 1: Physics-based exercises
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PROJECT
Autbors:H 1 Ellington & E Addinall . .

Publisher: The Association for Science Education, College Lane, Hatfield,
Herts, ALIO 9AA
First published: 1980
Type of exercise: manual simulated case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: The exercise was epecially developed
for use in the ASE's Science in Society Aalevel course, and is suitable for
use in science in society and general studies courses at upper secondary and
lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims: to make the participants aware of the technical and
economic feasibility of exploiting different alternative energy resources;
to cultivate interpretative, analytical, decision-making, communication
and inter-personal skills.
Number of participants needed: The exercise is designed for use with a.
class of up to 20 pupils or students, but can be used equally effectively
with lower numbers (min 5).
Time required: 3 or 4 school periods of roughly 35-40 minutes each or
equivalent. ,

Contents of package: teacher's guide, student booklets.
Special facilities required calculators, overhead projector, blank OHP
transparencies and felt pens.
Outline of exercise. The Alternative Energy Project is a simplified version
of Power for Elaskay (see page 139). The participants have first to carry
out technical and economic appraisals of the different energy resources
available on the hypothetical island of Elaskay, and then develop a
50-year rolling programme for meeting the island's electricity requirements
by making use of these resources.

CAPACITOR DISCHARGE
Authors: D C F Chaundy & R D Masterton
Publisher Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Price: part of a pack Computers in the Physics Curriculum, edited by
R D Masterton and D C F Chaundy, price £14.00
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130 GAMES AND SIMULATIONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable physics courscs at upper sccondary
and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims. to assist students' understanding of thc concept of
exponential decay.
Number,of participants needed The exercise can bc used either individually
or with small groups.
Contents of package. teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computcr program.
Special facilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exerciw. This eiercise combines laboratory experiments with
cornputations involving simple capacitor circuits.

CENTRAL HEATING GAME
Authors: A Cowking, H I Ellington, E Addinall & N II Langton
Publisher: The Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place,
London WC2R OBL
First published: 1978,
Price: (inc p & p)
Type of exercise a manual multi-project pack based on a simulated casc
study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable, physics, engineering science, science
in society, architecture, economics anti general studies courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims. fo make the participants aware of the technical
principles and economics of domestic central heating and insulation, to
cultivate interpretative, analyticaL decision making and communication
skills.
Number of participants needed Each projcct is suitable fur use with a
class of up to 24 pupils or students, but can also be used with much smaller
numbers.
Time required: The projects .Pary in length from Ph - 3 hours.
Contents of package teacher's guide, introductory booklets, projet.t sheets
and data sheets.
Special facilities required calculators, overhead projector, bItk OUP
transparencies and felt pens.
Outline of exercise. The Central Hcating Game is a multi-disciplinary
multi-project pack, a new type of educational package that exploits the
samc basic set of resource materials in a series of projects designed for use
in thc teaching of a wide range of academic subjects (scc above). It
contains five basic projects, each of which deals with a different aspect of
domestic central heating. All five projects arc based on a simulated casc
study that involves calculating the heating requirements of a hypothetical
bungalow and examin.ng thc cost effectiveness of different central heating
systems and insulation mcasurcs.
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CENTRAL HEATING PRO) ECI'
Authors: H I Ellington & E Addinall
Publisher. Tho.Association fur Science Education, College Line, I latfield,
Herts A1.,10 9AA
First published: 1980
Type of exercise a manual multi-project pack based on a simulated case
study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable The exercise was specially developed
for use in the ASE's Science in Society AO level course, and is suitable for
use in science in society and general studies courses at upper secondary and
lower tertiary levels.
Eaucational aims. to make the participants aware of the principles and
economics of domestic central heating and insulation, to cultivate
interpretative, decision-making and communication skills.
Number of participants needed. Each project is suitable for use with a
class of up to 20 pupils or students but can be psed equally effeCtively
with smaller numbers. .

Time required. Each project requires 2 school periods of roughly
35 - 40 mintnes each or equivalent.
Contents of package: teacher's guide, student booklets.
Spectal facilities required overhead projector, blank OHP transparencies
and felt pens. -
Outline of exercise. The Central Heating Project is a greatly simplified
adaptation of ttd.le Central Heating Game (see page 130). Like the latter,
it takes the form of a multi-project pack and is based on a simulated case
study on domestic central heaung and insulation. It contains three basic
projects, dealing with different aspects of Mc central heating and
insulation of five different types of house. It involves no technical
calculations, and is therefore suitable for use with students who lack a
scientific or technical background.

P
CIRCUITRON '
Authors: J Megarry & M Roebuck
Pubhther. Cyclotron was originally published by Griffin and George Ltd
in 1972, but is now out of print. It should soon be available from a new
publisher. For details, contact Miss J Megarry, Scottish Microelectronics
Development Programme, 74 Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow G12 9JN
Type okxercise: board game.
Courses for which exercise is suitabk. The exercis.: is designed for use in
teaching electrical circuit theory at a wide range of levels from late primary
through secondary to early tertiary. It can be used in general science,
physics, electronics and electrical engineering courses.
Educational aims. to consolidate and reinforce new ideas about electric
circuits just discovered in the laboratory or classroom.
Number of participants needed. The game package is designed for use by
up to 4 people and, by using multiple sets of the package, the exercise can
be used with a class of any size.
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132 GAMES AND SIMULATIONS IN S.CIENCE EDUCATION

Tune required Each game in ihe package requires a minimum of 10 15

minutes, plus an initial familiaricaUon time of 10 30 minutes.
Contents of package board, set of play ing pieces, game manual (for use
by teacher or students).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise Cireuitron is not a single game, but a family of games
ranging from very simple to very difficult. In each game, a player (or,pair
of players) draws a 'hand' of playing pieces (cardb'oard rectangles
representing electrical components such as cells,'Switches and bulbs) and
tries to fit these into slots in the board in such a way as to make a valid
electrical circuit. Each type of playing piece has an assigned value, and
points arc scored according to the total value of the pieces in the circuit
formed. The difficulty of the game controlled by (a) varying the number..
and type of pieces used and (b) bar> mg the detailed rules by which circuits
cim be formed.

ENERGY CONVERSIONS
Authors: R D Stamp & W Harrison
Puhlohyr Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles, York
First published: .1975
Price. £0.55
Type of exercise board game.
Courses far zuhkh exercise is suitable physics courses at middle to u'pper
secondary school level.
Edmational Sums to make the participants aware of the importance of the
sun as an energy source (directly and indirectly) on earth, and of the
inter-relationships between different forms of energy such as mechanical,
heat, radiant, chemical and electrical, in addition the exercise is designed
to develop literary skills.
Number of participants needed 6 players working in pairs.
Tune required. 1 school double period of roughly 11/4 - 11/2 hours.
Contents of packagc. A4 Looklet m which the three outer sheets (of thin
card) form the two play ing boards and other game materials. The inner
sheets (uf paper) constitute an 8-page background reader/instructional
booklet for the pupils.
Speial facilities required scissors, 60 pieces uf card on which to write
questions, felt pens in 6 different colours.
Outline of eAercise Energy Conversions is played in 2 parts. In the first,
each pair uf players initially prepares 15 20 questions which relate to
their energy class (food and solar energy, fuels and air and water). In
addition eaVh player prepares 2 questions relating to nuclear ehergy. Each
player has then to progress along board 1 to an energy class different from
the one from which he started, by answering the questions set by
colleagues. ln the second (using board 2), each player has to move around
the board, which represents the different energy interconcersion processes,
collecting tokens on the way.
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FLOW THROUGH A NOZZLE
Inquiries. R Lewis, Educational Computing Section, Chelsea College,
Pulton Place, London SW6 5PR
First published: 1977
Tyie of exercise: computer simulation.
Compu ler language: BASIC or FORTRAN. ..

Courses for which exercise is suitable: pliysics courses at tertiary level.
Educational aims: to reinforce teaching on flow through nozzles.
Number of participants needed: The exerc.se can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time requirtd: 1 hour. / ...'

Contents of package: teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
_Special facilities required: graphics terminal. . .

Outline of exercise: The student specifies the, exact pressure of i de Lavel
z.zr. n e. The program displays the nozzle profile beneath a plot of pressure

...efgainst position along the nozzle, and also any shock waves which occ9r.

-, 13.3

FREE FALL WITH AIR RESISTANCE
Inquiries: R Lewis, Educational Computing Section, Chelsea College,
Pulton Place, London SW6 5PR
Firstpublished: 1977
Type otexercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC or FORTRAN.
Ckurses for whichtexerc* is suitable: physics courses at tertiary level.
Eneational aims: to allow students to study the motion of a body falling
under gravitational forces in a resisting medium.
Number-of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Ti;ne required: 1 hour.
Contents of package: teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required: graphics terminal.
Outline pf exercise: The first part of the prograM illows students to plot

-.velocity:time and distance-time graphs for differenc.initial and terminal
velociiies, and different power laws of air resikance. The sccond part
simulates a parachute jump and the user can search for the time of tpening
needed in order to reach th ground safely in a minimum time.

GASEOUS DIFFUSION
Authors: R D Masterton, J Harris & R Lewis
Publisher: Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publahers) etd,
London
First pablished: 1978
Price: part of a pack Computers in the Physics Curriculum, edited by
R D Masterton and D C F Chaundy, price £14.00
Type of exer'cise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for winch exetose t5 suuable. physics courses at upper secondary
and lower tertiary levels.
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134 GAMES AND SIMULATIONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

Educational aims to enable study in depth of (a) why the molecules of a
diffusing gas always spread out, and (b) why the molecules of a diffusing
gas will never come together in one place.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Contents of package teacher's notes, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required. interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise The exercise involves an extended study of simple
models of gaseous diffusion, progressing from shuffling counters at
random to an understanding of the statistics of 1 million particles moving
at random between 2 halves of a box.

GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS
Author: J Harris
Publisher Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Price part of a pack Computers in the Physics Curriculum, edited by
R I) Masterton and D C F Chaundy, price £14.00
Type of exercise. computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. physics courses at middle
secondary level.
Fducational aims to improve students' understanding of what is meant
by escape velocity.
Number of participants needed. he exercise can be used either
individually or with small grotips.
Contents of package teacher's notes, students' notes, computer program.
Special fiu.ilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
'Outline of eAercise This simulation involves an investigation of simple
gravitational motion, and deals with the maximum distance travelled by
objects launched vertically. It attempts to teach the meaning of the term
'escape velocity'.

1-11011110POWER

Authors: fl 1 Ellington & E Addinall
Publisher The Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, London
WC2R OBL
First published: 1977
Price: £15 (inc p & p)
Type of exercise a manual multi-project Pack based on a simulated
case study.
Courses for which exerctse is suitable. physics, engineering science, science
in society, geography, economics and general studies courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims to make the participants aware of the technical
principles and economics of hydro-electric pumped storage, to cultivate
interpretative, analytical, decision-making, communication and
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inter-personal skills.
Number of participants needed. Each project is suitable for use with a
class of up to 24 pupils or students, but can also be used with much
smaller numbers.
Time required: The projects vary in length from 1 - 3 hours.
Contents of package: teacher's guide, introductory leaflets, background
leaflets, maps, data sheets and project sheets.
Special facilities required: calculators.
Outline of exercise: Hydropower is a multi-disciplinary multi-project pack,
a new type of educational package that exploits the sametasic set of
resource materials in a series of projects designed for use in the teaching
of a wide range of academic subjects (see above). It is based on a scenario
that involves finding the best site for a 1000 MW hydro-electric pumped
storage scheme in a hypothetical area near the west coast of Scotland
and carrying out a detailed design study on each of the possible schemes.
The scenario was used as th asis of the.Hydzopower 77 competition
run by the North of Scotland dro-Electric Board for Scottish secondary
schools in 1976-77. The package contains 6 basic projects, each of which
deals with different aspect of the scenario.

INTERP (UNIT ON WAVE SUPERPOSITION)
Author: J Harris
Publisher: Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Science

Simulation Project)
First published: 1977
Price: 47.25
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. physics courses at upper secondary

and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims: to focus students' attention on the physical model used
to explain 'interference and diffraction observations in a way that, because
of the mathematics involved, is not easy to do without a computer; to
encourage a more critical attitude to the use of models in physics in
general by emphasizing and investigating some of the assumptions made
'in this example'.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
iridividually or with small groups.
Time require& 1½ - 2 hours.
Contents of package: teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise: The computer program calculates the intensitY due

to the superposition of radiation from two sources, or two slits. The
program can be used for three investigations with an optional extension;
in which students can use a more complex model to investigate the effects
of the direction and distance factors, and of the number of secondary "

sources in each slit.
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KEEPING WARM
Authors: R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher: Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975
Price: £0.55
Type of exercise: board game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable physics courses at upper secondary
level.

Educational aims: to help the participants understand the way in which
heat losses from a house can be determined and how these heat losses can
be reduced by introducing a range of insulation measures.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 4 players.
Time required: 1 sehool doublesperiod of roughly 11/4 - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package: A4 bookleCwhose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other playing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) constitate an 8-page background reader/instructional booklet
for the pupils.
Special facilities required: scissors to prepare playing materials,
matchsticks foi mounting spinners, electronic calculators.
Outline of exercise: The board represents a house which has to have its
heating requirements determined (the areas of possible heat loss being
identified). The participants have to determine (a) the heat losses and
(b) sites of heat sources and the heating requirements. They then look
into the advantages of insulation measures. Finally, once their system is
complete, the reverse of the game board is used to complete a fuel cost
and U-value analysis.

MASS SPECTROMETER
Author: R D Masterton
Publisher Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Price part of a pack Computers in the Physics Curriculum, edited by
R D Masterton and D C F Chaundy, price £14.00
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. physics courses at upper secondary
and undergraduate levels..
Educational aims, to allow students to acquire an understanding of the
physics of the mass Spectrometer in terms of the instrument itself,
methods of lbtaining useful output and interpretation'of output.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can bc used either
individually or with small groups.
ConOnts of package teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Special facilities required interactive compUter terminal or microcompuier.
Outline of exercise: The exercise is a simulation of a mass spectrometer
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experiment which leads students towards the eventual identification of
ions in an 'unknown sample'. Investigations from a range of supplied
samples may be tried, and further samples can be added to the simulation.

NEWTON (UNIT ON SATELLITE ORBITS)
Author: J Harris
Publiiher: Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Science
Simulation Project)
First published: 1975
Price: £7.25
Type of exercise: computer simulation.

.Computer language: BASIC. .

Courses for which exercise is suitable. pbysics courses at middle and upper
secondary levels.
Educational aims. to extend students' knowledge of projectile motion; to
appreciate how the application of Newton's second law and his law of
gravitation lead to the prediction of satellite orbits; to create an awareness
of the possible shapes of orbits; to apply the idea of conseration of energy
in a new situation.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually.or with small groups.
Time rot:sired: Ph - 2 hours.
Contents of package. teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required. interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise. The computer Program uses an iterative method to
calculate the path of a projectile launched horizontally. An introductory
text and a series of questions prepare the student for work at thc terminal.

. The student is challenged to find the initial velocity needed for the
minim= (circular) orbit.

PBARR
Author: C Aust (available from the author at the School of Physics,
Robert Gordon's Institute of Technolegy, Aberdeen)
First published: 1979
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for wbicb exercise is suitable. physics, chemistry and engineering
courses at upper tertiary level.
Educational aims. to enable the student to investigate the phenomenon of
quantum-mechanical penetration of a potential barrier by a beam of
particles.
Number of participants needed: 1 or 2.
Time required; roughly 30 Minutes.
tontents o T package: students' notes, computer program. .

Special facilities required. interactive computer terminal, pocket calculator.
Outline of exercise: The program requests the height and width of the
birder and the mass and energy of' the particles. It responds by printing
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out the probability of penetration of the barrier by the particles. The
effect of varying each or all of the parameters can be examined.

PHOTO-ELECTRIC EFFECT
Authors: M Doss & R D Masterton
Publisher: Schools Council, distrilwted by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Price: part of a pack Computers in the Physics Curriculum, edited by
R D Masterton and D C F Chaundy, price £14.00
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: physics courses at upper secondary
and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims. to provide students with simple practical experience of
photo-dectric emission, to enable students to understand the development
of Einstein's photo-electric equation; to enable students to understand
how Millikan's photo-electric experiment was used to confirm Einstein's
equation.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small'groups.
Contents of package. teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Special facilities required. interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise This computer exercise is designed to be used in
conjuiwtion with a series of more formal laboratory experiments. It
involves a simulation of the photo-electric effect followed by a simulation
of Millikan's apparatus.

PHYSICS CROSSWORDS
Authors: A G Hudson & C M Eveling
Publisher. Sigma Technical Press, 23 Dippons Mill Close, Tettenhall,
Wolverhampton WV6 8HH
First published: 1978
Price: £1.25
Type of exercise: set of crossword puzzles.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. physics courses at middle and
upper secondary level (specifically designed for English 0- and A-level
courses).
Educational aims. to serve as a reinforcement and revision tool covering
all aspects of physics included in the above courses.
Number of participants needed. can be used with groups of any size or
for private study.
'Time required.. Each crossword requires roughly 30 minutes to complete.
Contents of package: teacher's guide, set of 20 crosswords (1 copy of
each) with solutions.
Special facilities required: n one.
Outline of exercise: The participants complete the crosswords in the
conventional way. The 20 puziles in the pack are &sigma fos use at
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different levels and cover different branches of physics (heat, light,
electricity, ctc).

PLANETARY MOTION
Authors: D C F Chaundy & R D Masterton
Publisher. Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978

Price. part of a pack Computers in the Physics Curriculum, edited by
R D Masterton and D C F Chaundy, price £14.00
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses forwhich exercise is suitable: physics courses at middle and
upper secondary levels.

Educational aims: to assist in the teaching of elementary ideas of
astronomy, simple relationships between variables, and Newton's law
of gravitation and its applications.
Number of participants neJcied: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Contents of package. teacher's notes, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required. interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise. Students analyse real and generated orbit data which
lead them towards thc laws of planetary motion. At the younger level, this
exercise is suitable for students who are learning about direct
proportionality, while for older studcnts the exercise also covers simple
Newtonian gravitation applied to orbit theory.

POWER FOR ELASKAY
Authors: H I Ellington & E Addinall
Publisher: The Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place,
London WC2R OBL
First published: 1978

Price: £7.00 (inc p & p)
Type of exercise, a structured lesson built round a (manual) simulated
case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. physics, engineering scien ce, science
in society and general studies courses at upper secondary and lower
tertiary lea's.
Educational aims. to make the participants aware of the technical and
economic feasibility of exploiting different alternative energy resources;
to cultivate interpretative, analytical, decision-making, communication
and interpersonal skills.
Number of participants 'seeded: The exercise is designed for use with a
class of up to 25 pupils or students, but can be used with lower numbers
(min 5).

Time required. 5 school periods of roughly 35 - 40 minutes each or
equivalent (including preliminary lesson).
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Contents of package teacher's guide and background booklet, introductory
sheets, project sheets and work sheets.
Special facilities required. calculators, overhead projector, blank 011P
transparencies and felt pens.
Outline of exercise. Power for Elaskay is a :tructured lesson on alternative
energy built round a simulated case study. It is based on the hypothesis
that Elaskay, an imaginary island supposedly located somewhere off the
west coast of Scotland, has to replace its existing electricity generating
plant over the next few years and has decided to meet its future electricity
requirements by exploiting its natural energy resources peat, solar
energy, wind energy, tidal energy and hydro-electric power. The
participants have to carry out technical and economic appraisals of
each of these resources and then devise a 50-year rolling programme for
meeting the island's future electricity needs.

POWER STATION PROJECT
Author: H I Ellington & E Addinall
Publisher The Association for Sciencc Education, Crilege Lane, Hatfield,
Herts ALIO 9 Ai\
First published: 1980
Type of exercise: manual simulated case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. The exercise was specially developed
for use in the ASE's Science in Society AO level course, and is suitable for
use in science in society and general studies courses at upper secondary
and lower tertiary levds.
Educational aims to make the participants aware of the basic technical
principles and economics of electricity generation and of how power
stations are planned, to cultivate interpretative, analytical, decision-making,
communication and inter-personal skills.
Number of participants required The exercise is designed for use with a
class of up Lc) 24 pupils or students, but can be used equally effectively with
smaller mvabers (min 6).
Time required: 3 school periods of roughly 35 - 40 minutes each or
equivalent.
Contents package teacher's guide, student booklets, maps and oiher
resource materials.
Special facilities required calculators, overhead projector, blank OHP
transparencies and felt pens.
Outline of exercise The Power Station Project is a highly abridged, greatly
simplified version of The Power Station Game (see page 144). Like the
latter, it is based on the hypothesis that a policy decision has been reached
to build a 2000 MW power station in a certain (imaginary) area. The object
of the exercise is to draw up plans for three alternative schemes (a coal-
fired station, an oil-fired station and a nuclear station) and then to decide
which should be built.
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PSTEP
Author. C Aust (available from the author at the School of Physics,
Robert Gordon's Institute of Technology, Aberdeen)
First published: 1978
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is available physics, chemistry and engineering
courses at upper tertiary level.
Educational aims. to enable the student to investigate the phenomenon of
quantum-mechanical reflection and transmission of a beam of particles by
a potential step without the need for extensive numerical calculation.
Number of participants needed: 1 or 2.
Time required: 1/2- 1 hour.
Contents of package: students' notes, computer program.
Specral facilities required interactive computer ierminal,pocket_calculator.
Outline of exercise. The program requests the height of the potential step
and the mass and energy of the incident particles. It responds by printing .

the real part of the wave function for the inciderit, reflected and
transmitted beams, together with the coefficients of reflection and
transmission. The wave function may be displayed in tabular and/or
graphical form. The effect of varying each or all of the parameters can
be examined.

PWELL
Author: C Aust (available from the author at the School of Physics,
Robert Gordan's Institute of Technology, Aberdeen)
First published: 1978
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable physics, chemistry and engineering
courses at upper tertiary level.
Educational aims. to enable the student to investigate the dependence of
the energy eigenvalues available to a particle in a potential well of finite
depth on the depth and width of the well and the mass of the particle.
Number of participants needed: 1 or 2.
Time required: roughly 30 minutes.
Contents of package. students' notes, computer program.
Specral facrlitres required. interactive computer terminal, poclset calculator.
Outline of exercise. The program requests the depth and width of the
potential well and the mass of the particle. It responds by printing the
quantum numbers and energy eigenvalues, measured from the top of the
well. The effect of varying each or all of the parameters can be examined.

RADIOACTIVE DECAY
Authors: B Samways & R D Masterton
Publrsher. Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
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Price: part of a pack -Computers in the Physics Curriculum, edited by
R D Masterton and D C F Chaundy, price £14.00
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: physics courses from middle
secondary to lower tertiary level.
Educational aims to illustrate the exponential nature of radioactive decay,
to provide an introduction to the concept of a radioactive series and how
equilibrium in a series can occur; to teach the.peaning of common
radioactive terminology.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Contents of pdckage teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Special facilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise This exercise combines laboratory investigations with
computerized models of simple and series radioactive decay phenomena.

SATELLITE MOTION
Inquiries R Lewis, Educationai Computing Section, Chelsea College,
Pulton Place, London SW6 5PR
First published: 1977
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC or FORTRAN.
Courses for which exercisq is suitable. physics courses at tertiary level.
Educational aims to increase students understanding of the relatiunship
between the energy of a satellite and the corresponding orbit.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required: 1 hour.
Contents of package. teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required: graphics terminal.
Outline of exercise The student determines the launching angle and speed
of the satellite, although he may change the satellite speed, and thereby
the orbit, after the launch. The corresponding orbit is displayed on thc
graphics terminal, with thc corresponding energy diagram.

SCATTER (UNIT ON PARTICLE SCATTERING)
Author: J Harris
Publisher: Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Sdence
Simulation Project)
First published: 1975
Price: £7.25
Type of exercise: computer simulation. .
Computer language: 'BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. physics courses at upper secondary
and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims to introduce siudents to the notion that by bombarding
an object with, particles one can learn somcthing of its nature (shape,
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size, etc) from the scattering it produces, to increase understanding of the
use of models inshysies; to give some appreciation of the achiever lent
of Rutherford, atiger and Marsden.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required: 11/2 - 2 hours.
Contents of package. teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required. interactive computer terminal or miciocomputer.
Outhne of exercise. This unit is designed to complement more traditional
methods in teaching about the 'Rutherford' scattering experiment. There
arc three parts to the unit. In the first simulation 'marbles' are scattered
by hard, massive objects of regular shape. The second involves particles
scattered by a hard object or by an 'inverse-square scatterer'. The final
simulation involves the scattering of alpha particles by a thin foil, using
a simple nuclear model.

THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
Authors: R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher. Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975
Price: £0.55
Type of exercise: board game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable physics courses at vir'..dle to upper
secondary school level.
Educational aims. to make participants aware of the roles played by
electrical components (cells, ammeters, voltmeters, resistances, bulbs, etc)
in electrical circuits, to help the participants gain experience of simple
electrical circuit design.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 6 players.
Time required. 1 school double period of roughly PA - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package: A4 booklet, in which the outer 3 sheets (of thin
card) form the board, playing materials and electrical circuit cards. Thc
inner sheets (of paper) constituie an 8.page background reader/
instructional booklet for the pupils.
Special facilities required, scissors, felt pens in 6 different colours,
2 matchsticks for mounting spinners.
Outline of exercise The participants first select an individual electrical
circuit card which they wish to study (each circuit is made up of 7
components). They then move round the board, which represents an
electrical circuit containing a selection of common components connected
in series and in parallel, collecting as they go the electrical components
they need to build the circuit shown on their card. The players then
calculate any meter shunt/multiplier values in their 6hosen circuit.
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THE POWER STATION GAME
Authors. H I Ellington (editor), E Addinall, T Carnie, A G Garrow,
J Graham, K Jackson, N H Langton & J K Muckersie
Pub lishR: The Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place,
London WC2R OBL
First published: 1976; revised 1979

Price: £25 (inc p & p)
Type of exercise: manual simulation game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. physics, engineering, science, science
in society and general studies courscs at upper secondary and lower
tertiary levels.
Educational aims: to make the participants aware of the technical
principles and economics of electricity generation and of how powcr
stations are planned, to cultivate interpretative, analytical, decision-making,
communication and inter-personal skills.
Number of participants needed. optimum number 18 (min 12, max 24).
Time required: roughly 2 - 2% days.
Contents of package: Teacher's guide, introductory booklets, data
booklets, maps, instruction sheets, etc.
Special facihties required. calculators, overhead projector, blank OHP
transparencies and felt pens.
Outline of exercise. The Power Station Game is based on the hypothesis
that a policy decision has been reached to build a 2000 MW power station
in a certain (imaginary) area, the object of the exercise is to reach a
decision as to what type of station should be built (coal-fired, oil-fired
or nuclear) and where it should be sited. The participantssare divided into
three competing teams, each of which has first to prepare and then
present a case for building one particular type of station. An independent
jury selects the best scheme, and the exercise is then brought to a
conclusion by holding a simulated public inquiry into this scheme.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM - SPACE PROBE
Authors: R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher: Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975

Price: £1.10
T'ype of exercise: board game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. physics courses at upper secondary
level.
Educational aims. to help the participants understand the way in which
the relevant laivs of physics can be applied to space travel within th.e
solar system. -

Number of participants needed: 2 - 6 players.
Time required: 1 school double period of roughly 1% - 1% hours.
Contents of package. 2 A4 booklets whose outer sheets (of thin card) arc
used to prepare the board and other playing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) constitute 2 - 8 page background readers/instructional booklets
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for thc pupils.
Special facilities required. scissors to prepare playing materials, matchstias
to mount spinners, electronic calculators.
Outline of exercise. Thc game is in two parts. In the first, the participants
take thc role of flight directors in charge of a manned, fact-finding probe
;to onc of thc planets. They have to calculate thrust requirements for their
destination and prepare a reference trajectory which they hope to follow
in thc stulid part (they are given control sheets to fill in at this stage).
The required trajectory is then plotted on their control shcct for futurc
reference. In the second, they move over thc board (which simulates the
solar system) from the launch-point to thc targct planet and back to
carth in Stages, answering questions at each stagc. The winner is the first
probe to splash down, having successfully completed its mission.

Section 2: Chemistry-based exercises

A FERTILIZER TO ORDER (CHEMISTRY IN ACTION - 8)
Author: N Reid
Publisher: Heinemann F.ducational Books, London
First published: 1980
Price. part of a textbook Chemistry About Us by A H Johnstone,
I I Morrison and N Reid.
Type of exercise: manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (specifically dcsigncd for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims to give thc participants some basic knowledge of the
chernical nature of fertilizers, awareness of some of thc factors that
influence choice of fertilizers, and awareness of the contribution of
chemistry to food production; to help cultivate inter-personal,
communication and data-handling skills.
Number of participants needed: groups of 3 or 4. 0

Time required! roughly 60 minutes.
Contents of package. part of textbook (one textbook required per
participant).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. Pupils consider data provided on a range of compounds
which might bc useful in designing a fertilizer. They have to select suitable
compounds, and thcn carry out a costing in making a tonnc of thc
fertilizer mixture.

A PROBLEM FOR THE CHEMIST
Author: N Reid
:'ublisher. Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
Firscpublished: 1977
Price: £4.50
Type of exercise: .manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle
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secondary level (designed specifically; for Scottish 0 GradO.
Educational aims: to develop (a) an awareness of the importance of
nitrogen and fertilizer production in world food problems; (b) an
understanding of the key importance of research and ips motivational
aspects.
Number of partcipants needed: any number up to 20.
Time required: 1 sclfool period of roughly 4+ 0 45 minutes.
Contents of package: tape and booklets.
Special facilities required: cassette player.
Outline of exercise: A tapc guides the pupils throti/h a short booklet, in
which the history of nitrogen is discussed, and the present industrial
practice outlined. The booklet ends with a series of questions that must,
be faced in the future. r
BATCH OR FLOW
Autbor: N Reid
Publisher: Education Division, The Chemical Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London WI V OBN
First published: 1979
'Price: £1.50
Type of exercise: manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is, suitable. chemistry courses at upper
tertiary level.
Educational aims. by allowing students to take a series of simulated
production and design decisions, to help them appreciate the way in
which the chemical industry is radically different from the type of
chemistry they encounter in traditional courses..
Number of participants needed: 6 or more.
Time required: roughly 3 hours.
Contents of package. teacher's guide, briefing and resource sheets for
participants.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise: Suidents are faced with the problem of an
explosive (PETN), which is obtained in an impure form from its synthesis.
:They have to select a solvent that is suitable for a possible purification

docess. The next step is to obtain pure crystals of PETN from this solvent.
Finally, they have to consider two possible process routes (batch or flow),
and makc recommendations for research which should be considered.

CASE STUDIES IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Publisher. ICI Educational Publications. Obtainable from The Kynoch
Press, Thames House North, Millbank, London SW1P 4QG
First published: 1974
Price: £1 for 10 (or 25p per copy).
Type of exercise: manual case studies.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: chemistry courses at upper
secondary level.
Educational q;ms. to help the particiriants appreciate the role of chemical
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engineering in a modern technOlogical society.
Number of participants needed. depends on number of copies available
no specific restriction.
Time required: Up to 1 hour for each case study.
Contents of pdckage: self-contained booklet.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise: The package contains 5 structured case studies which
can be used as the basis of taught lessons or individual study. The case

.studies have the following titles:
1. Aniline: manufacture by continuous liquid phase hydrogenation.
2. Lime: the conversion of lime kilns from coal to gas firing.
3. New Protein: design and scale-up of a protein fermenter.
4. Tetrafluoroethylene: manufacture by steam pyrolysis:
5. Sulphuric Acid: removal of sulphuric acid mist from plant exhaust

gases.
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CHEM BINGO
Author: R L Gang
Publisher. Teaching Aids Co, 925 South 300 West, Salt Lake City,
'Utah 84101, USA
First published: 1971
Price: $6.00
Type of exercise: manual game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable.'chemistry and general science
courses at middle secondary level.
Educational aims. to help the participants memorize the symbols of
different ions and elements.
Number of participants needed: The game be used with a class of
any size.
Time required: at the discretion of the teacher.
Contents of package. 4 pads of Bingo Gamc Sheets (consumable), 2 call
lists (elements and ions)
Special facilities required. 25 cover pieces per player, or a pencil for each
student.
Outline of exercise. The game is played in the same way as conventional
Bingo, using the call lists included in the package.

,CHEM CHEX
Author: R L Gang
Publisher. Teaching Aids Co, 925 South 300 West, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84101, USA
First published: 1971
Pthe: $9.95
Type of exercise: a family of 5 board games.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry and general science
courses at middle sccondary level.
Educational aims. to develop an understanding of elements and ions and
the way in which they combine to form chemical compounds.
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Number of participants needed: 2 - 4.
Time required: 20 - 30 minutes.
Contents,of package. checker (draughts) board, set of checkers (draughts),
punch-out libels, chemical formulae chart, instruction'booklet and periodic
table.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise: Chem:Chex is a family of five games that vary
onsiderably in difficulty. They are all played with checker (draught)-like
pieces on a checker (draught) board, using basically-the same,rules as
checkers (draughts). The games end when all thc pieces of one player or
team have been captured, ihe winner being the player or team with
most points; not most pieces.

CHEM CUBES ELEMENTS
Author: R L Gang
Publisher: Teaching Aids Co, 925 South 300 West, Salt Lake City,
Uiah 84101, USA
First pubiished: 1972
Pribe: $7.00
Type of exercise: series of 8 manual games.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: chemistry and general science
courses at middle secondary level.
Educational aims. to develop understanding of the elements and the use
of the periodic table.
Nuinber of participants needeth 4 -s6.
Time i:equired: 30 - 45 minutes. 'Contents of package. 6 wooden cubes, shaker cup, score pad, instruction
booklet.
Special facilities required. periodic chart of elements (can be obtained
free by writing to Publications`Business Managcr, Merck & Co Inc,
Rahway, New Jersey 07065, USA).
Outline of exercise Each person rolls the same cube, and determines.the
atomic number of theelement rolled from the periodic table, thesplayer
with thc highest score then plays first. Play consists of rolling cubes, and
giving the answer for thc combination rolled, points being scored for
correct answers. One round is completed when everyone has had a turn
to roll the cubes, 12 rounds complete thc game. Thc 8 games in the series

Ware arranged in a sequence covering the range Of skills to be mastered.
Students are also encouraged to devise their own games.

CHEMICAL CROSSWORDS

Authors: A G Hudson & S Hind
Publisher. Sigma Technical Prcss, 23 Dippons Mill Close, Tettenhall,
Wolverhampton WV6 8HH
First published: 1977
Price: £1.25
Type of exercise: set of crossword puzzles.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle and
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upper secondary.level (specifically designed for English 0- and A-level
courses).
Educational aims. to serve as a reinforcement and revision tool covering
all aspects of,chemistry included in the above courses.
Number of participants needed: can be used with groups of any size or
for private study. ,

Time required: each crossword requires roughly 30 minutes to complete.
Contents of package: teacher's guide, sets.of 20 crosswords (1 copy of
each) with solutions.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise: The participants complete the crosswords in the
conventional way, all the answers being chemical formulae or numerical
answers to chemical problems. The 20 puzzles in the pack are designed
for use at different levels, and cover different branches of chemistry
(organic and inorganic).

CHEMICAL ELEMENT GAME
Authors: K Shaw, P Hepburn & D Want
Publisher: Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Price: part of a pack Computers in the Chemistry Curriculum, edited by.
K Shaw and D Want, price £15.00
Type of exercise: computer game.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: chemistry courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims. to encourage students to apply their knowledge of the
properties of some elements and their compounds, and of trends in the
periodic table.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used by competing
individuals or competing small groups.
Contents of package. teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Special facilities required. interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise: This is a competitive game which reviews the
properties of some elements and their compounds. In the game students
attempt to identify a mystery element from a total of 34. The aim is to
identify each element using the minimum amount of information from
thc computer.

CHEMICAL FAMILIES
Authors: R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher: Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles, York
First published: 1975
Price: E.0.55
Type of exercise: card (and board) game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle to
upper secondary school level.
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EducatiOnal aims: to help the participakts remember and gain some
understanding of thc way in which the elements are grouped in families
with similar physical and chemical properties in the periodic table.
Number of participants needed: 1 - 6 players.
Time required: 1 school period of roughly 35 - 40 minutes for each game.
Contents of package: A4, booklet, in which the two outer sheets (of thin
card) are used to prepare the board and playing cards. The innermost.
sheets (of paper) constitute an I1-page background reader/instructional
booklet for the pupils.
Special facilities required: scissors to prepare playing cards.
Outline of exercise: There are three different games in this package:
Game 1 for 2 - 6 players. It is based on the card game known as sevens.
The element cards are deak (10 w each player) and each player first has
to arrange his cards into periodic table erder and then place them on the
board (representing the periodic table) in his turn.
Game 2 for 2 - 4 players. This is a rummy-type card game in which
players have to collect groups of element cards and place them on the
board. The winner is the first player to clear his hand (apart from 2 cards)
or to complete group VIII.
Game 3 for 1 player. A game of patience in which 3 rows of 9 cards
are dealt (and laid on top of each other) face downwards. A fourth row
of 9 cards is then placed on top, this time face upwards. The player then
attempts to complete all groups of the peridoic table in descending order.

CHEM1NOES .
Publisher. Chemical Teaching Aids, Letham, Ladybank, Fife, Scotland
KY7 7RN
Price: £0.55
Type of exercise: card game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry and general science
courses at lower to middle secondary level.
Educational aims, to make the participants aware of the role of valency in
the combining of elements and radicals to make compounds.
Number of participants required: 2 - 6 players.
Time required: separate sessions of 30 minutes, repeated as required.
Contents of package: set of domino-type cards.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. Different elements andlor radicals are identified on
each card together with their valency requirements. The pupils have to
match the ends of the cards in domino fashion, using valencies instead
of spots. .

CHEMISTRY CASE STUDIES
Publisher: Joint'Matriculation b. Ard, Manchester M15 6E0
Price: £1.50 per copy
Type of exercise: manual case studies.
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Courses for which exercise is suitable: chemistry courses at upper
secondary level.
Educational aims. to help the participants develop an appreciation of the
social and economic aspects of chemical technology.
Number of participants needed. depends on number of copies available
no specific restriction.
Time required: up to 4 hours for each case study.
Contents of package: self-contained booklet.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. The package contains 6 structured case studies which
the participants are expected to work through in their own time, class
teaching being devoted to discussion of principles and conclusions. The
case studies have the following titles:

1. A problem of effluent disposal
2. The use and abuse t drugs
3. Five routes to ph ol
4. Sulphur and the environment
5. The spray-steel process
6. Salt-based industries.

CHEMISTRY IN OUR LIVES
Author: N Reid
Publisher. Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published: 1977
Price: £1.25
Type of exercise: competitive lecturette presentation (a game).
Courses for which exercisiis suitable. chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational atms. to provide (a) an awareness of the impact of chemistry
on five main areas of daily life; (b) experience in presenting a reasoned
and compelling argument, (c) experience in judging the case put forward
by others.
Number of participants'needed: 10 - 20 players.
Time required: 1 school double period of roughly 11,4 - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package: paperwork.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise: 5 groups are formed, each group being given
information on a different topic. Each group has to prepare a short
lecturette, and 'Eurovision voting' follows the presentation.

CHEMSYN

Authors: G Eglinton & J R Maxwell
Publisher: Heyden & Son Ltd, Spectrum House, Hillview Gardens,
London NW4 2JQ
First published: 1972
Price: £1.80
Type of exercise: card gamc.
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Courses for which exercise is suitable. courses in organic chemistry at
upper secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims to help reinforce and consolidate basic ideas regarding
(i) the names and classes of simple organic compounds; (abasic functional
group chemistry; (iii) the basic principles of stereochemistry, and
(iv) simple synthetic chemistry.
Number of participants needed: The game can be played by a single
person or by a group of up to. 5, it can be used with a class of any size by
employing more than one pack.
Time required. The various games in which the Chemsyn pack can be used
have a minimum playing time of the order of 20 minutes.
Contents of package. pack of 50 cards, game manual (for use by teacher
or students).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise Chemsyn consists of a pack of 50 double-sided cards,
each depicting a representative member of a particular class of organic
compounds and giiing basic information about its principal reactions.
The object of the game is to use the cards to build up a sequence showing
how the various compounds (or the classes to which they belong) can be
inter-converted. In solo Chemsyn, a single player works systematically
through the pack in solitaire fashion, trying to add each card to the
overall sequence. In group Chemsyn, the players operate in rummy fashion,
each trying to get rid of the cards in his hand by adding them to a
common sequence.

CHEM TRAK
Author: R L Gang
Publisher: Teaching Aids Co, 925 South 300 West, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84101, USA
First published: 1975
Price: $1.95
Type of exercise board game/case study for individuals or for a whole
class.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry and general science
courses at middle secondary level.
Educational aims. to help develop understanding of the way in which
elements and ions combine to form compounds.
Number of participants needed. 1 30, depending on the way in which
the material is being used.
Time required: at the discretion of the teacher.
Contents of package: 1 Chem-Trak board (1 needed per pupil).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. The ChemTrak board can be used either as an

individualized tutor or as the basis of a competitive exercise. It reviews
263 different chemiCal formulae and the names of 552 different
compounds, and can be used to do a variety of different things, ie

(i) to name ions and elements around the track
(ii) to name compounds formed using ions and elements
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(iii) to write correct formulae and names of compounds
(iv) to write names of acids
(v) to study ionic and combination reaction equations
(vi) to study single replacement reactions.
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CHOOSE A FIBRE (CHEMISTRY IN ACTION - 10)
Author: N Reid
Publisher: Heinemann Educational Books, London
First published: 1980
Price: part of a textbook Chemistry About Us by A H Johnstone,
T1 Morrison and N Reid.
Type of exercise: manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (specifically designed for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims. to make the participants aware of the relationships
between property, use and personal judgement in relation to fibres, and
help them appreciate that real-life decisions are often based on
compromise; to help cultivate inter-personal, communication and
data-handling sk ills.
Number of participants needed: groups of 3 or 4.
Time required: roughly 75 minutes.
Contents of package: part of textbook (one textbook required per
participant).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. Pupils are given data on a range of unnamed fibres.
They discuss the behaviour required for a fibre for a series of uses, and
then attempt to select the best fibre(s) from the given range.

CHOOSING AN ANAESTHETIC
Author: N Reid
Publisher. Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published: 1979
Price: £2.25
Type of exercise: simulation.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims. to provide (a) understanding of thc basic criteria in
selecting anaesthetics; (b) experience in sifting data; (c) confidence in
decision making; (d) awareness of the contribution of chemistry to
medi cal advance.
Number of participants needed: up to 20, in groups.
Time required: 1 school double period of roughly VA - PA hours.
Contents of package: paperwork.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. Working in groups, pupils are taken through a series of
decisions to reach new compounds for use as anaesthetics. In a similar way,
they relive the great triumph as halothane was sought and discovered.
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COMPETITION AMONG THE METALS
Authors: It D Stamp and W Harrison
Publisher Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles, York
First published: 1975

Price: £0.55

Type of exercise: board game.
Courses for which e.-:ercise is suitable chemistry courses at middle to upper
secondary level.
Educational aims. to help the participants understand thc differing
reactivity of metals and to demonstrate the reactivity series.
Number of participants needed: 2, 4 or 6 players.
Time required: 1 school period of roughly 35 - 40 minutes.
Contents of package. A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other playing materials. The inner sheets (of
paper) constitute an 8page background reader/instructional booklet for
the pupils.
Special facilities required: scissors to prepare playing materials.
Outline of exercise: The board represents a court on which the players
(metals) play a badminton-type game. Whether or not a service is called
good depends upon the state of occupancy of the receiving square in the
opponents' court. The idea is to try and score points, with metals high in
the reactivity series having precedence over those below them. The rules
for receiving and/or returning service are similar. Play continues until
one team scores 9 points and is 2 points clear.

COMPOUNDS
Author: P Ploutz
Publisher. Union Printing Co Inc, 17 W Washington Street, Athens,
Ohio 45701, USA
First published: 1974

Price. 18.00 (reductions available for orders of 10 or more)
Type of exercise: card game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry and general science
courses at lower and middle secondary level.
Educational aims. to reinforce work on the formation of chemical
compounds (based on 21 of the commonest elements).
Number of participants needed: 2 - 6
Time required. This varies according to the number and age of the
participants, but is about 20 minutes.
Contents of package. 80 element cards, 4 jokers, instruction booklet.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise Compounds is designed to reinforce the participants'
knowledge of chemical compounds and their formation. The element
caras are colourcoded to indicate metals, non-metals, gases, etc and, as
players become more skilled, they are able to relate cards to the natural
physical state of the element as well as to its location in the periodic table.
Compounds complements Elements, another game produced by the same
company, although each game is completely self-contained.
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CONTACT WITH CLEANER AIR (CHEMISTRY IN ACTION 7)

Author: N Reid
Publisher: Heinemann Educational Books, London
First published: 1980
Price: part of a textbook Chemistry About Us by A H Johnstone,
T 1 Morrison and N Reid.
Type of-exercise: manual case study
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (specifically designed for Scottish 0 Grade),
Educational aims. to make the participants aware of the complexity of
an apparently simple industrial process, of the need for pollution
legislation, and of the impact of such legislation on industry; to help
cultivate inter-personal, communication, problem-solving and decision-
making skills.
Number of participants needed: groups of 3 or 4.
Time required: roughly 50 minutes.
Contents of package. part of textbook (one textbook required for each
participant).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. The Contact Process is often presented as a very
simple process. In this exercise, pupils are exposed to the real-life
industrial problems associated with the process, and they are led to a
series of decisions in designing a factory that is economic and able to
meet current pollution legislation.

DIS-SOLVING A PROBLEM (CHEMISTRXIN ACTION II)
Author: N Reid
Publisher: Heinemann Educational Books, London
First published: 1980
Price. part of a textbook Chemistry About Us by A H Johnstone,
T 1 Morrison and N Reid.
Type of exercise: manual case study. -
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (specifically designed for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims. to give the participants some insight into the sort of
problems encountered in the chemical industry, to help cultivate data-
handling, communication, problem-solving and decision-making skills.
Number of participants needed: groups of 3 or 4.
Time required: roughly 80 minutes.
Contents of package part of textbook (one textbook required for each

...

participant).
Special facilities required: none.
Outhne of exercise. This exercise considers the industrial purification of
PETN (a common explosive). Pupils have to select the best solvent for the
purification process, and then seek to use the solvent in such a way that
the purification process is efficient and economic. The problem is a
difficult one, in which pupils have to think beyond their limited school
laboratory experiences.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
Authors: K Shaw, P Hepburn, D Spiers and M Poore
Publisher. Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London.
First published: 1978
Price. part of a pack Computers in the Chemistry Curriculum, edited by
K Shaw and D Want, price 415.00
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: chemistry courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims. to provide students with an introduction to some of
the important features of electrochemical cells.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Contents of package teacher's notes, students' notes, computer program,
Special facilities required. interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outhne of exercise. This exercise simulates experiments which investigate
factors that influence electrode system potentials, including redox cells
and pH sensitive reactions.

ELEMENT CARDS
Author: J I Lipson
Publisher. Heyden & Son Ltd, Spectrum House, Hillview Gardcns,
London NW4 2JQ
Fint published: 1972
Price: £2.60
Type of exercise: <lard games.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at lower
secondary to tertiary level.
Educational aims. to help participants appreciate the importance of the
periodic classification of the elements, to cultivate interpretative and
analytical skills. ,
Number of participants needed. 1-10 (depending on game chosen).
Time required: sessions of roughly 30 minutcs.
Contents of package: booklet, pack of 104 cards.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. The package consists of a scrics of 9 different card
games varying in difficulty and sophistication, including rummy, cribbage,
solitaire, pairs, etc. Each card contains detailed information about one
element, ie atomic number, name, valency states, melting and boiling
points, chemical symbol. atomic weight, isotopes and electronic structure.
Participants have to use some or all of this information to play
effectively in each of the games.
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ELEMENTS
Author: P Ploutz
Publisher: Union Printing Co, Inc, 17 W Washington Street, Athens,
Ohio 45701, USA
First published: 1970
Price: $14.00 (reductions available for orders of 10 or more)

,
Type of exercise: board game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry and.general science
courses at lower and middle secondary level.
Educational aims. to help the participants become falniliar with the
names and properties of the elements and their positions in the periodic
table.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 6.
Time required. This varies according to the particular game being played,
the number of participants and the age of the participants, but is normally
about 30 minutes.
Contents of package. board, 105 element chips, instruction book.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. Elements is in fact a family of 4 games and
8 vinations, all using the same playing materials. The various games arc
suitable for use at a variety of levels, and with students of a wide range of
abilities. The basic principle underlying most of the games involves placing
thr element chips in their correct positions in the periodic table. Elements

mcompleents Compounds, produced by the same company.

ELEMENTS IN THE EARTH
uthor: N Reid
blither. Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,

Vieoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
FirsOublished: 1979
Price: "Z5.25
Type of exercise: manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims to provide (a) a more detailed working knowledge of
the periodic table, (b) an appreciation of the periodic table as a useful
classifying tool, (c) an appreciation of patterns in the discovery of the
elements and their sources.
Number of participants needed: up to 20, in small groups.
Time required: 1 double school period of roughly 1% - 1% hours.
Contents of package: tape, OHP overlays, paperwork.
Special facilities required: cassette player, OHP.
Outline of exercise. Pupils start by working in groups to collate data on
the dates of discovery, the main sources and the percentage occurrence
of the elements. They then relate this data to the periodic table, looking
for patterns and trying to interpret these patterns.
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ENERGY FOIL THE FUTURE
Author: N Reid
Pubhshg. Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published: 1977
Price: £5.00
Type of exercise. manual exercise programmed learning format.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry and general science
courses at middle secondary level.
Educational aims. to provide (a) an Insight into the kind of problems
facing a future society , (b) an appreciation of thc mttrplay of resoures,
technology and economic viability.
Number of participants needed: 1 - 20.
Time required: 1 school period of roughly 40 minutes.
Contents of package: booklet.
Special facilitievequired: none. -

Ontlwe of exercise. An exercise, set in programmed learning format,
whidi considers the probkm in the year 2000, u,hen gas is running out.
Is there a Lhemical contribution to the answer to the problem?

ENERGY - PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE (CHEMISTRY IN ACTION - 3)
Author. N Reid
Publisher I icinemann Educational Books, London
First published: 1980
Prke. part of a textbook Cbermstry About l.'s by A 11J ohnstone,
T !Morrison and N Reid.
Tne of exercise: manual ease study.
Courses for wind) exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (specifically designed for Scottish 0 Grade).
It.ittLatIOnd alba. to make the participants aware of past and present
pnnury sour es of energy in Britain, uf the mcreasing demand for energy,
and of possibk future trends, to eulmate interpretative and decision-
making skills.
Number of participants required. groups of 3 or 4.
Time required: roughly 30 minutes.
Contents of pa,kage. part of textbook (one textbook required for each
participant).
Special facilities required: none.
Outhne exenase. Pupils are given data about the energy use pattern in
the UK for the past two decades. Working in groups, they first learn how
to interpret cumulative graphs, and t en attempt to extend the graph
30 years into the f uture. It is essentjlll> a simple long-range forecasting
exercise.

FOCUS ON LEAD
Author: N Reid
Publisher. Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow

L$
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First publisked: 1977
Price: £4.50
Type of exeicise: Manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable: chemistry courscs at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0. Grade).
Educational aims. to develop (a) a knowledge of the main facts about the
extraction, purification, and uses for lead. (b) an awareness of the social
contribution of lead and environmental costs. (c) an appreciation that
removal of lead from the environment is expensive.
Number of participants needed: any number up to 20.
Time required: 1 double school period of roughly 1% - 1% hours.
Contents of package: tape and booklets.
Special facilities required: cassette player.
Outline of exercise. A tape guides pupils through a short booklet which
discusses the chemical and social importance of lead. The tape asks
questions which the group have to discuss. Thr exercise concludes with
short essays.

FOR14LON (
Publisher. Chemistry Teaching Aids, Letham, Ladybank, Fife KY7 7RN
First published: 1973
Hee: £1.95
Type of exercise: card game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. courses in basic inorganic chemistry
at lower or middle secondary level.
Educational aims. to reinforce and consolidate basic ideas regarding the
different types of atoms and ions and the ways in which they combine to
form ionic and covalent chemical compounds.
Number of participants needed Each pack can be uscd with ligroup of
up to 8 players and, by using more than 1 pack, the exercise can be used
with a class of any size.
Time required. Each round of the game takes roughly 5 - 10 minutes, and
any number of rounds may be played in a given session.
Contents of package. pack of 100 cards, instruction leaflet (for use by
teacher or students).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. The Formulon pack consists of 100 cards, each
representing a particular type of atom or ion, a multiplier (2 or 3) or a
joker. The players are dealt hands of 10 cards and, playing in rummy
fashion, have to try to get rid of their cards by forming valid chemical
compounds. The winner of each round is the first player to get rid of all
his cards, the other players collecting penalty points according to the
number and type of cards they have left. The overall winncr is the player
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with the smallest number of penalty points after a number of rounds have
been completed.

FROM VISIBLE TO INVISIBLE (CHEMISTRY IN ACTION 6)

Author: N Reid
Publisher: Heinemann Educational Books, London
First published: 1980
Price: Part of a textbook Chemistry .4 bout Us by A fillohnstone,
T I Morrison and N Reid.
Type of exercise: manual casc study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry coursss at middle
secondary,level (specifically designed for Scottish 0 Glade).
Educational aims. to help the participants appreciate how currently
accepted idcas developed; to help develop problem-solving,
communication and decision-making skills:
Number of participants needed: groups of 3 or 4.
Time, required: roughlj 40 minutes.
Contents of package part of textbook (one textbook required per person).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. Pupils are led in a simple way through the paiblems
that faced Gay-Lussac as he studied gas reactions. Working as a group,
they have to identify his fundamental problem and then, imagining that
tey could go back in time and talk to him, try to explain"where his
ideas were incorrect.

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
Authdr: D Want
Publisher. Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Price. part of a pack Computers in the Chemistry Curriculum, edited by

I K Shaw and D Want, price £15.00 .

Type of exercise: Computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC. -

Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims: to allow students to 'experiment' with gas
chromatography in a way which would preclude the use of sensitive
and expensive equipment.
Numbir of participants necIlecl: The excrciVcan be used either
individually or with small groupi.
Contents of package teacher's notes, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required, interactive computcr terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise. This exercise involves simulations of the separation of
some organic con*ounds to show the application of gas chromatography
to qualitative and quantitative analysis.
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HABER (UN1ToN AMMONIA SYNTHESIS)
Authors: R Edens & K Shaw
Publisher: Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Science
Si#tulation Project).
First published: 1978
Price: £7.25
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle and
upper secondary level.
Ethhational aims. to enable students to discover how various conditions
(temperature, pressure, catalyst and reactant concentration ratios) influence
the course of the Haber process reaction; to develop good practice in the
design of investigations. -
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required: .11/2 - 2 hours.
Contents of package teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required. computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise. The simulation is divided into two parts. In the first
part, students investigate the effect of yarying temperature and pressure
and the molar ratio of hydrogen to nitrogen on the percentage yield of
ammonia. In the second investigation, students look at the effect of
varying temperature, pressure and catalyst on the rates Of both the
forward and reverse reactions, ie on the rate of attaining equilibriuM.

HOMOGENEOUS EQUIUBRIUM
Authors: K Shaw & R Edens
Publisher. Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London.
First published: 1978
Price. part of a pack Computers in the Chemistry Curriculum edited by
K Shaw and D Want, price £15.00
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims. to establish the concept of dynamic equilibiium, to
develop an understanding of the relationship between the
stoichiometric equation for a reaction and the expression for the
equilibrium constant, to help students gain experience in the design
of expriments.
Number of participants needed. The exercise can be used either
individually ol- with small groups.
Contents of package teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Speoal fa,ilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exerose. The exercise involves an investigation of acid-alcohol
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equilibrium and somc gas-phase equilibria leading to the equilibiium law in
terms of concentration.

IONICS

Publisher Science Systems Ltd, 173 Southampton Way, London SE5 7EJ
First published: 1972
Price: £0.75
Type of exercise card game.
Courses for Which exercise is suitable chemistry courses at lower to
middle secondary level.
Educational aims to Mike the participants aware of the ways in which
compounds can Be formed using ionic bonding.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 5.
Time required: 1 school period of roughly 40 minutes.
Contents of package: leaflet, set of 52 cards.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise A series of three rummy-type card games in which the
participants make up ionic compounds. Variations such as naming the
compounds made and the facility of neutralization and double
decomposition can be introduced at the higher levels.

ISOTOPES

Author N Reid
PublO.ier Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowan hill,

_Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published: 1977
Price: £7.00
Type of exercist manual case study.
Courses fur which exercise is suitable. chemistry,courses at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims to develop (a) communication skills within a peer
group, (b) a willingness to argue on thc basis of provided evidence, and
to provide (a) an historic perspective on the nuclear industry, (b) the
beginnings of an awareness of the complexities of nuclear decision making.
Number of participants needed: up to 24, in 4 groups.
Time required: 1 school double period of roughly 11/4 - Ph hours.
Contents of package: tapes, slides, paperwork.
Special facilities required. cassette player, slide projector.
Outline of exercise Pupils are introduced to the topic of radioisotopes
through a short tape/slide sequence. They then work in groups of 6 to
examine the issues surrounding the production and uses of
radioisotopes today.

ISOTOPES IN OUR LIVES
Author: N Reid
Publisher Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crcsccnt Road, Glasgow
First published: 1977
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Price: £1.50
Type of wercise: manual ease study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at upper
secondary level (designed' speCifically for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims to provide an understanding of the basic facts about
current nuclear technology; to develop (a) communication skills within
a peer group;(b) an awareness of the complexities of decision taking
within the n4lear industry.
Number of participants needed: up to 24, in 4 groups.
Time required: 1 school doubre-period of roughly 1% - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package: paperwork. .

Special facilities required: none.
Outline vf exercise. Pupils work in groups of 6 to examine the issues
surrounding the production and uscs of radioisotopes.

LATTICE ENERGY
Aathors: R Edens & K Shaw
Publisher Schools,COuncil, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Price part of a pack Computers in the Chemistry Curriculum edited by
K Shaw and D Want, price £15.00
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable, chemistry courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims to develop an understanding of (a) the concept of
lattice energy and the factors which affect it; and (b) the use and
limitations of the Born-Mayer equation as a mathematical model.
Number of participants needed: The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Contents of package teacher's notes, students' leaflets, ccmputer program.
Special facilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise Ionic crystal structures are examined with regard to
the charge on the ions, their size and their co-ordination. The limitations
of the simple model in some cases are also investigated.

LINK-UP

Authors: R D Stamp & W Harrisor
Publisher Longman Group Ltd, Resoul -es Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975
Price: £0.5
Type of exercise: manual exercise.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry teourses at middle to
upper secondary level.
Educatnal arns to help the participants understand how atoms bond
together to form compounds by getting them to (a) build up selected
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electronic structures. (b) build compounds from selected atoms, and
(c) deMonstrate the bonding arrangement of electrons in selected
compounds.
Number of participants needed 4 players working in pairs.
Time required 3 school periods of roughly 35 - 40 minutes each.
Contents of package A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the playing materials. The inner sheets (of paper)
constitute a 12-page background readerimstructional booklet for the

Special facilities required scissors to prepare playing materials,
2 matchsticks for mounting spinners, waste discs from a file-punch
(preferably in two colours) to represent electrons.
Outline of evercise There are 3 stages in this exercise. In the first, the
pupils have to collect 3 nuclear charges (of different values) and the
appropriate numbes of electrons to build up 3 different atomic structures,
by using the 2 spinners and acting on the instructions indicated. In the
second, the pupils, now working in pairs, use the atomic structures they
obtained in stage I, to prepare a list of as many known compounds
(based on their atoms) as they can. In the final stage, again working in
pairs, the pupils have to demonstrate the type of bonding in 3 of the
compounds from their list produced in stage 2.

MAGNESIUM FROM THE SEA
Author. N Reid
Publisher Scottish Council for Educational Technology , Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published 1979
Price £4.50
Type of exercise manual case study.
Courses for which eaercase is suitable chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0 Grade),
ldz ational aims. to provide (a) general knowledge of the extraction
process to obtain magnesium from the sea, (b) experience of data-

Jandling group discussion and decision making, (c) an awareness of the
complexities of industrial processes.
Number of participants needed up to 20, in small groups.
Pane required. 1 school double period of roughly I% Ph hours.
Contents of package tape, booklets, paperwork.
Special facilities required cassette player.
Outline of eaertise Pupils are introduced to the possibility of extracting
magnesium from the sea in the first few pages of the booklet, the tape
acting as a guide. They then work in groups to take a series of decisions
in planning a possible extraction process to obtain magnesium oxide. The
second section of the booklet completes the exercise by providing more
information on current technology.
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METALS AT WORK (CHEMISTRY IN ACTION 4)
Author: N Reid
Publisher: Heinemann Educational Books, London
First published: 1980
Price: part of a textbook Chemistry About Us by A 11 Johnstone,
T 1 Morrison and N Reid
Type of exercise: manual case study.
Courses for which exercise b suitable chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (specifically designed for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims. to help the participants appreciate the range of
properties associated with metals and relate properties to usage, to help
develop interpretative and communication skills.
Number of participants required: groups of 3 or 4.
Time required. roughly 40 minutes.
Contents of package part of textbook (1 textbook required for each
participant).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise Given data on a range of metals, pupils have to decide
the behaviour Lharacteristics that arc required for various uses, and then
compile a short-list of suitable metals.

MOLE BINGO
Author: A Armstrong
Publisher. Sigma Technical Press, 23 Dippons Mill Close, Tettenhall,
Wolverhampton WV6 8HH
First published: 1972
Price: £1.25
Type of exercise set of manual games.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry and general science
courses at lower and middle secondary level.
Educational aims to give practice in answering questions relating to
calculations on molar quantities.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 5.
Time required: roughly 30 minutes.
Contents of package teacher's guide and resource material, sets of
problem cards.
Special facilities required: OHP (optional).
Outhne of exercise. Mole Bingo is a set of 4 games graded in order of
increasing difficulty. All 4 games arc based on conventional Bingo, the
participants having to answer questions on simple molar calculations
in order to cross off the numbers on their matrices, the winner being
the first to complete a line.

MOLE POKER
Author. A Armstrong
Publisher. Sigma Technical Press, 23 Dippons Mill Close, Tettenhall,
Wolverhampton WV6 81111
First published: 1978 1 55
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Price: £1.25
Type of exercise. set of card games.
Courses for which exercise ts suitable. chemistry and general science
courses at middle secondary level.
Educational aims. to give practice in calculations relating to molar
quantities and chemical formulae.
Number of participants needed: 1 - 4.
Time required: roughly 30 minutes.
Contents of package teacher's guide and resource material, cardboard
cut-outs for preparing poker-type dice.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise Mole Poker is similar to Mole Bingo, but is slightly
more advanced. It consists of a series of games, played with special dice,
m which the participants have to be able to answer questions relating to
molar quantities and chemical formulae in order to play effectively.

PARTICLE IN A POTENTIAL WELL
Inquiries R Lewis, Educational Computing Section, Chelsea College,
Pulton Place, London SW6 5PR
First published: 1977
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language' BASIC or FORTRAN.
Courses for Tolneh exercise i suitable chemistry and physics courses at
ternary level.
Edueational aims to giNe students a non-mathematical method for good
conceptual understanding of the SchrOdinger equation.
Number of participants needed The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required. 1 hour.
Contents o f paekage teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required. graphics terminal.
Outline of exercise The student spccifics the particle mass, well width
and depth. The energy levels are displayed for the particle in the chosen
square well and also in a square well of infinite depth,

POINT FIELDS
Authors: H I Ellington, A G Garrow & J R Muckersie
Publisher The Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place,
London WC2R OBL
First published. 1980
Price £9.00 (inc p & p)
Type of exercise manual simulation game.
Courses fur which exercise' is suitable chemistry, science in society and
general studies courses at upper secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aniis to make the participants aware of the complexity and
importance to society of a large petrochemical plant and of the social role
and procedure of a public inquiry, to cultivate communication and
debating skills.
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Number of participants needed. The exercise is designed for use with a
class of up to 32 pupils or students, but can be used with smaller
numbers (min 12).
Tnne required. 14 - 3 hours, depending on the numbers involved and on
the level and ability of the participants.
Contents of package teacher's guide, role sheets and resource material
for participants.
SpeLial facilities required overhead projector, blank 01-1P transparencies
and felt pens.
Outline of exercise Point Fields is a role-playing simulation exercise.
lt is based on the hypothesis that United Petrochemicals Ltd (a subsidiary
of an Imaginary major oil company) plan to build a large petrochemical
plant at Point Fields, a coastal site somewhere in the_east of Scotland,
and that a public inquiry 11.4.0 the proposed scheme has been called.
The exercise takes the form of this public inquiry. The participants
are allocated roles supporting or objecting to the planned development,
the vanous arguments being assessed by an independent `reporter' who
then decides whether or not the scheme should go ahead.

POLAR OR IONIC? (CHEMISTRY IN ACTION - 5)
Author: N Reid
Publisher: Heinemann Educational Books, London
First published: 1980

to,
Price. part of a textbook Chemistry About Us by A H Johnstone,
T 1 Morrison and N Reid.
Type of exercise. manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (specifically designed for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educatwnal aims to help the participants develop a critical approach to
answering questions, to help them appreciate the role of experiments in
scientific methodology and what constitutes a good experiment.
Number of participants required. either small groups or a class of pupils
working with the teacher.
Time required: roughly 50 minutes.
Contents of package. part of textbook (1 textbook required for each
participant).
Special facilities required: none.
Outhne of exercise The package looks at the bonding in aluminium
chloride, using a conversational presentation. The main purpose is to
allow pupils to appreciate the place of experimentation in science, and
pupils have to take a series of decisions to this end.

POLYWATER

Authors: F Percival & A H Johnstone
Publisher. Education Division, The Chemical Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, Londckn W1V OBN
First published: 1978
Price. £2.50
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7),pe of exercise. manual case study.
Courses for WALL, eAert.ise is suitable chemistry courses at upper tertiary
level.
Educational aims to develop library and communication skills by
studying an actual example of chemical research; to help develop a
healthy scepticism towards the written word.
Number of participants needed: groups of 6 - 8 people.
Time required: 3 hours (minimum)
Contents of package teacher's gurde, resource material for participants
(A4 booklets)
Special facilities required access to chemistry library of university
standard.
Outline of exercise Polywater is the case history of the polywater
phenomenon, and takes the form of a structured library study/discussion
exercise. Thc participants look up, study and precis papers from the early,
middle and late phases of work on the phenomenon, discussing their
findings with their colleagues at each stage of the work,

PROPERTIES AND SUBSTANCES
Author. A Armstrong
Publisher Chemical Teaching Aids, Letham, Ladybank, Fife, Scotland
KY7 7RN
First published: 1974
Price: £1.50
Type of exercise: card game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry and general science
courses at middle secondary level.
Educational aims to make the participants aware of the basic properties
of a range of elements and compounds.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 8 players.
Time required: 1 school period of roughly 40 minutes.
Contents of package: leaflet, set of cards.
Special facilities required chemical data book for use as reference.
Outline of exercise Properties and Substances is a card game which is a
cross between rummy and pairs. Substance cards are dealt to each player
and property cards are placed face up in the centre of the table. The
players, in turn, have to get rid of their cards by matching them up
correctly with the property cards. Error cards can be used to challenge
incorrect pairing. The game ends when one player has played all the cards
in his hand. A po'ints system is used, and the winner is the player with
the most points at the end of the game.

PROTEINS AS HUMAN FOOD
Authors: F Percival & A H Johnstone
Publisher Education Division, The Chemical Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London WI V OBN
First published: 1977
Price: £3.00
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Type If exercise manual case study/communication exercise.
Courses for which exercise ss suitable. chemistry, biology and health
education courses at upper secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims. to make the participants aware of the nutritional role
of proteins and the world protein shortage, to help develop inter-personal,
communication, interpretative and decision-making skills:
Number of participants needed: groups of 6 people.
Time required: 11/2 hours (minimum).
Contents of package teacher's guide, resource materials for 6 members of
group (A4 booklets).
Special facilities required: none.
Outliste of exercise. Proteins as Human Food is a structured
communication exerdse based on the nutritional role of proteins and the
world protein shortage. The participants work in groups of 6, each group
compnsing a group leader plus 5 members, each of whom is given part of
the information needed to hold a meaningful discussion of the protein
problem. The object of the exercise is to pool this infoimation, discuss

--the problem and formulate a possible solution.

PUBLIC INQUIRY PROJECT
Authors: HI Ellington, A G Garrow & J R Muckersie
Publisher The Association for Science Education, College Lane, Hatfield,
Herts ALIO 9AA
First published: 1980
Type of exercise: manual simulation game.

for which exercise Ls suitable The exercise was specially developed
for use in the ASE's Science in Society AO level course, and is suitable for
use in science in society and general studies courses at upper secondary
and tertiary levels.
Educational aims to make the participants aware of the complexity and
imporunce to society of a large petrochemical plant and of the social
role and procedure of a public inquiry, to cultivate communication and
debating skills.
Number of participants needed. The exercise is designed for use with a
class of up to 20 pupils or students but can be used with smaller
numbers (min 10).
Time required. 1 school double pt...iod of roughly PA - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package. teacher's guide, student booklets, role cards, maps.
Special facilities requtred. overhead projector, blank OHP transparencies
and felt pens.
Outline of exercise. The Public *wry Project is a simplified, shortened
version of Point Fields (see page 166). Like the latter, it is based on the
hypothesis that a subsidiary of an (Imaginary) major oil company plans to
build a large petrochemical plant at Point Fields, a coastal site somewhere
in the east of Scotland, and that a public Inquiry into the proposed scheme
has been called. The exercise simulates this public inquiry. The participants
are allocated roles supporting or objecting to the planned development,
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the various arguments being assessed by an independent 'reporter' who
then decides whether or not the scheme should go ahead.

RANDOM
Inquiries. R Lewis, Educational Computer Section, Chelsea College,
Pulton Place, London SW6 5RP
Firu published: 1977
Type of exercise: computer simulation. .

Computer lafiguage. BASIC or FORTRAN.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses-at tertiary level.
Educational aims. to enable students to inves4tte large numbers of
energy exchanges to achieve a good approximation to the Boltzmann
Distribution.
Number of participants needed. The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required: 1 hour.
Contents of package teacher's guide, students' notes .omputer program.
Special faLtlities required graphics terminal or alphanumeric terminal.
Outline of t'A enis e This package extends a laboratory exerdse in which
students simulate energy transfer between molecules using dice and
counters. In the program the student can specify the size of the array,
the number of energy quanta, their distribution, and the type of collision
process. It can be used to simulate the change in molecular energy
distribution following the nuxing of gases with different temperatures.

RATES OF REACTION
Authors: K Shaw & R Edens
Pubhsher Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Price. part of pack Computers in the Chemistry Curriculum, edited by
K Shaw and D Want, price £15.00
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is , itable chemistry courses from middle
secondary to lower tertiary level.
Edni.ational aims. to enable students to investigate in detail the factors
influencing the rates at which chemical reactionsioccur.
Number of participants needed. The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Contents of package teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Spet.ial facilities required. interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise Students study the effect of reaction conditions,
including the particle size of the catalyst, on the rate of decomposition
of hydrogen peroxide.
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REACTION, CHEMISTRY'S ALPHABET
Authors: R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher. Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975
Price. £0.55
Type of exercise: board game.
Courses for which exercise is suitable themistry courses at middle to
upper secondary level.
Educational aims. to give the participants a basic knowledge of the
properties, uses, and reactions of 8 common elements and some of their
compounds:
Number of participants needed: 2 - 8 players.
Time required: 1 school period of roughly 35 - 40 minutes.
Contents of package. A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other play ing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) constitute an 8-page background reader/instructional booklet
for the pupils.
Speoal facilities required. scissors to prepare playing materials, matchstick
to mount spinner.
()white of exercise. The board is in 3 sections. element circuit, compound
circuit and reagent pool. Players take turns to take an element token
around the element circuit, obey mg the instructions on the squares on
which they land. On completion of this circuit, they enter the reagent
pool and their element token 'reacts' and forms a 'compound' which is
then taken round the compound circuit in similar fashion. Part-way
round this circuit, the player's token again enters the reagent pool, anti
reacts to form a new compound. This new compound token then
completes the compound circuit. Information leaflets are available to
players throughout the game to help them decide whether or not an
instruction on a given square is reloant to their element or compound.
The winner is the player who completes all 3 circuits first.

RKINET (UNIT ON CHEMICAL REACTION KINETICS)
Author: A W B AylmerKelly
Publisher. Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Science
Simulation Project)
First published: 1975
Price: £7.25
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language. BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
hducational aims to extend students' laboratory experience by enabling
them to carry out a wider range of investigations without taking an
excessive amount of time, to assist students' understanding of the
relationship between a mathematical model and reality.
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Number of pant, ipants needed -The exercise can be used either
individually or with small grimps.
'I'm. required. 11/2 - 2 hours.
Contents of patkage teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.

_ Spe,m1 Polities required computer terminal or minicomputer.
()whitt of exer,ise This exercise simulates a number of experiments
which are difficult to perform or require special N. ondnions ar.d looks at
them from the point of clew of reaction kinetics. In each reaction students
incestigate the effects of changes in temperature and lonLentrJtion. The
simulation also pro%ides experience in selecting in%estigations which

oduce meaningful results.1704

-
SOLUBILITY AND SLCLESSEUL SEPARATIONS (CHEMISTRY IN ACI ION 9)

N Reid.
Publicher Ilememann Educattonal Books, London
Post pubhsbed. 1980
Price part of a textbook Chemistry 4bont t's by A II Johnstone,
'I' I Morrhon and N Reid.
l's'pe of exercise manual case study.
Courses for t-bith eAert,ISe IN suitable chemistr) courses at middle
secondar) le% el (specificall) designed for Scottish 0 Grade).
I dinational aims to make the part cipants aware+thai 'solubility' and

are merely relath e terms and help them appreciate the
application ot solubilit) ideas in solving real-life problems, to help

ulmate inter personal, communication and data handling skills.
\-'umber if participants 'seeded groups of 3 or 4.
lone required roughly 40 minutes.
Cantons of pa,Lige part of textbook (1. textbook requited per
participant).
Special Adities required none,
°Name ol ex er, he Pupils are ghen practice in using solubility data.
Ile) are then set a series of real lite problems, whtch they attempt to
solo. on the bash of the information supplied. l'hese problems range
from industrial pollution to a case of poisoning.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
Reid

Publisher Scutti.h CottIled ttIr Atto It.", 11 're 41,1,slogy, ,6,11
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published 1977
Prt, e £2.00
rype of exercise manual case study.
Courses for wb I exer,ise IN tumble chemistr) courses at middle
secondar) level (designed specificall;.. for Scottish 0 Grade).
1.-Ithati4inal aims tu de%elop (a) an .Mareness of relationships between
propert use, and personal judgement in relation to fibres. (b) an
awareness that decision making is frequent]) made on the basis of
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compromise. (c) experience In data handling and communication within
a peer group.
Number of participants needed: up to 20 in small groups.
Time required. 1 school double period of roughly 1 ¼ - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package: paperwork.

facilitie's required: none. c
Outline of exercise Particip.mts are given data on 8 unnamed fibres and,
working as a group, are asked to choose the best fibres for various tasks.
In the second part. an attempt is mad: to relate property to structure.
using water absorption as an illustration. ../

THE ALKALI INDUSTRY
Authors: K C Campbell, M J Easton & A H Johnstone
Publisher The Unicersit) of Glasgow (information available from the
authors at the Dept of Chemistry. University of Glasgow)
First published: 1976
Type of aercise: computer simulation.
Computer language Extended BASIC or FORTRAN IV.
Courses for Wok!" eAerose is suitable. chemistry courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Lima:owl aims to enable students (a) to make industrial decisions on
incumplete infornution, (b) to work to a budget. (c) to apply chemical
knowledge in other tlist.iplines. (d) to make intelligent compromises.
Number of participants needed. groups of 4 - 6 students.
Time requin.d. around-3 hours.
Contents of pat ka0. teadier's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facthties requIred interactwe computer terminal.
Outline of menist. The exerciv: is based upon the development of a
h)pothetical find uf extensace salt deposits in southern Scotland. Students
nuke decisions on what products to nunufacture, where the plant should

sited. %hat sue the plant should be, and how long the plant will take
to pa) fur itself. Students also Inc estigate the encironmental imphcations
of their decisions.

THE AMSYN PROBLEM
Authors 1, Percival & N Reid
Pu bhsbt r Scottish Council for Educational Technology. Dow anhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published. 1976
Price £8.50
Type 0/ exercis e. simulated case stut4 involving role play.
Courses for zubith cAert be es Nuitabk chemistry courses at upper
secondary aniolower tertiary levels.
Llutational aims to develop (a) communications skills in group
discussion, logical argument and presentation of a viewpoint. (b) an
appreciation of the chemical and social implications relating to an
apparentl) simple process. (c) an appreciation of the relationships between
social structures and chemical technology.
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Number of participants needed: 9 - 21.
Time required: 2 - 21/2 hours.
Contents of package: tape, slides, booklets.
Special facilities required: cassette player, slide projector.
Outline of exercise. Partictpants are introduced tt the ptobleni of the
Amsy n Company through a short tape/slide pres4tation. They then adopt
roles in a simulation, as they try to salve thc problem of the company',
which is faced with closure because of the introduction of new, more
stringent pollution conditions. In the end, they find that there is no easy
solution to the problem.

THE ENERGY PROBLEM
Author: N Reid
Publisher Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
Pirst published: 1977 (revised 1978, 1980)
Price: £8.00
Toe Of exercise: simulation game:
Courses for which exercise b sit ita ble chemistry , general science, science
in society courses at middle and upper secondary level.
Educational aims to provide (a) knowledge of the energy prospects for
Britain, (b) awareness of the scale of investment requireli to develop
energy sources. and to encourage a willingness to make choices, and
relate the results to future choices.
Number of participants needed. up to 20 players in 4 groups.
Time required 1 school double period of roughly 11/4 - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package. tape, slides, paPerwork,
Special facthhes require:I. cassette play er, slide projector. A computerized
Nerstun i also available. A PET cassette is available from the Computing
Department, Jordanhdl College of Education, Southbrae Drive, Glasgow.
Outline of exercise Pupds compete in groups to plan for thc development
of primary cnerg&for Britain for the next half-century. Scorcs are
awarded according'to success.

THE FERTILIZER PROIILEM
Author: N Reid
Pithhcher CcuttiSh C O.! ful tPn'I tschnilvgy
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published: 1977
Price: £1.50
Type of exercise. manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable, chemistry couises at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0 Grade).
fducational anns to develop (a) knowledge of the naturd of fertilizers in
chemical terms, (b) an awareness of some of thc factors influencing choice
of fertilizers, (c) an awareness of the contribution of chemistry tp food
prOduction, (d) experience of data handling and communication within
a peer group.
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Number of participants needed: up to 20 in groups of 3 or 4.
Time required. I school double period of roughly 1% - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package: paperwork.
Special facilities: none.
Outline of exercise. Pupils are given data on a range of compounds that
might be useful in making a compound fertilizer.`They work in groups to
assess the evidence, and choose the most likely compounds.

THE MANUFACTURE OF SULPHURIC ACID
Authors: R Edens & D Want
Publi.sher. Schools Counol, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978 .
Price. part of pack Computers in the Chemistry Curriculum edited by
K Shaw and D,Want, price 415.00
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses fur which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses from middle
secondary to-lower tertiary level.
Educational aims to present information about a process in such a way
that the prinuples underlying the choice.of conditions can be worked out
with a consequent improvement in retention and understanding, to show
,what is meant by 'chemical principles' ana how compromise with thcsc
is almost inevkable.
Number of participants needed: groups of 3 or 4.
Contents of package. teacher's hotes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Special facilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercue. Students investigate the cunflicting demands of best
equilibrium yield, high daily production and profitable nianufactum in
a sulphitric acid plant.

THE PROTEIN PROBLEM
Author. N Reid (based on an original idea from F Percival)
Publisher. Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Drive, Glasgow
First published. 1977
Price 42.25
Type of exercise manual ease study.
Courses Jur winch exercise is suitable chemistry courses at middle and
upper secondary level.
Educanonal ,zsins to pros ide (a) knowledge of the basic facts of protein
khemistry and the importance of protein in living systems, (b) awareness
of the nature of the world protein shortage, and what might be done
about it, also, to encourage communication skins and a willingness to
argue and discuss issues relating to large-scalc problems.
Number of participants needed: up to 24 in groups of 6.
Time required. I school double period of roughly 1% 11/2 hours.

Contents of package: sheets of paper.
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Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise After an introduction to the topic of proteins, pupils
are divided into groups of 6, and 6 different sheets are issued. 5 of the
sheets provide information on 1 aspect of the world problem, the 6th
being a chairman's guide, which contains a series of questions. A highly
structured discussion follows.

THE PVC STORY (CHEMISTRY IN ACTION - 2)
Author: N.Reid

.Publisher: Heinemann Educational Books, i.ondon
First published: 1980
Price part of a textbook Chemistry About Us by A H Johnstone,
T 1 Morrison and N Reid.
Type of exercise: manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chcnustry courses at middle
secondary level (specifically designed for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims to make the participants aware of the modern rapid
growth of plastic production in Britain and appreciate that this growth
will probably not continue indefinitely, to cultivate inter-personal,
communication and decision-making skills.
Number of participants needed: groups-of 3 or 4.
Time required. roughly 40 minutes.
Contents of package part of textbook (one textbook required for each
participant).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise Pupils are introduced to the growing use of PVC, and
to 3 possible routes to the monomer. They have to select the best route
and look at various other aspects of production.

THE SULPHURIC ACID STORY
Author. N Reid
Publisher: Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published: 1977
Price: £6.00
Type of exercise manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0 Grade).
Educational aims to provide (a) a basic understanding of the salient
aspects of sulphuric acid production, (b) an awareness of the changing
pattern of industriai production as external conditions changc, to
encourage a willingness to make decisions on thc basis of supplied data,
to develop communication skills within a peer group.
Number of participants needed: 9 - 21, in groups.
Time required. 1 school double period of roughly, 1¼ - 11/4 hours.
Contents of package: tape, booklets and work sheets.
Special facilities required: cassette player.
Outline of exercise. Pupils work in 3 groups to take simulated production
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decisios at 3 points in the past, covering a range of 100 years of acid
productionsin Britain. Up-to-date data is provided at the end, and the
current data assumes a greater significance in the context of the history
of the industry.

THE YOUNG CHEMIST
Authors: U Zoller & J Timor
Pu blither. further infornution from the authors at Division of Teaching
in Science and Technology, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology,
Technion,City, Haifa, Israel
First published: 1980
Type,bf exercise: board game.
Courses for.which exercise is suitable. chemistry courses at middle
secondary level.
Edutational aims to provide the participants with the opportunity to
exercise the scientific methodology of logical process, to provide a vehicle
for the participants to achieve a wide variety of cognitive (eg periodic
table, aemical bonding) and non-cognitive (eg co-operation, inquiry)
outcomes;
Number of participants needed no restrictions but minimum of 4.
rippe required. 1 school double period of roughly 114 - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package. a collection of cards (game story, question, clue,
information, element, graph); 2 game boards.
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise. The class is divided into groups of 4 within which
there are competing pairs who have to pick up_question cards in numbered
order and discuss (within each pair) the presented question in an attempt
to reach the right solution. The answer agreed upon is then compared to
that of the opposing pair and the two answers checked against the answer
sheet. Clues can be taken in trying to find the correct answer and a
scoring system is used on each item. The winning pair (within each group)

thc one which scores the most points over the entire game, which ends
with thc successful independent construction of tht first part (18 elements)
of the periodic table.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE GAS RUNS OUT?

A uthors. F Percival & A H Johnstone
Publisher. Education Division, The Cbemkal Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London W1V BN
First published: 1977
Price. £2.50
Type of exercise manual case study.
Courses for which exercise is suitable chemistry cour;es at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims. to make the parucipants a are of the problems that will
have to be faced by Britain's gas industry over the next 20 30 years, to
belp develop communication, inter personal, interpretative, problem-solving
and dccision-making skills.
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Number of participants needed. groups of 4 - 8 people.
Time required 21/2 hours onimmum).
Contents of pa,kagt teacher's guide, resource materials for participants
(A4 sheets).
Special facilities required: none.
Outline of exercise What Happens When The Gas Runs Out? is a
structured case stud) on the future of Bntam's gas industry. Working in
co operative groups, the participants have to study the various options
avadable and formulate overall policy for the eventual replacement
of natural gas.

WHAT IS AN EXPLOSIVE?
Author N Reid
Publisher Scottish Council for Educational Technology, Dowanhill,
Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow
First published: 1977
Price. £4.00
Type of exercise manual case study.
Courses for ulna, exercise is suitable chernistry courses at middle
secondary level (designed specifically for Scottish 0 Grade).
vducational aims to develop (a) ,m understanding of the essential
characteristics of explosives, (b) an 'awareness of the history uf explosives,
(c) an appreciation of the moral d,mgers in using explosives and the
attitudes represented by Nobel.
Number of participants needed. any numbu up to 20.
Time required. 1 school double period of roughly 114 11/2 hours.
Contents of package. tape and booklets.
Special faculties required. cassette player.
Outline of exclose l'he package uses the development of explosives to
discuss the nature of burning and rates of reaction. The modern-day
explosne is set in an historical context, and the ..untribution of Nobel
considered. Participants conclude by writing short essays.

Section 3: Biology-based exercises

BIOLOGY CROSSWORDS

Authors B Eveling & S Hind
I !'lihtr Signu Technical Press, 23 Dippons Mill Close, Tettenhall,
Wolverhampton WV6 81111
First published. 1978
Price £1.25
Type ut exerche set of crossword puzzles.
Courses fur znbi4.1) exercise is suitable biolop courses at middle
secondary level (specifically designed for English 0 level course).
hdu,atwnal aims to serve as a reinforcement and revision tool covering
all aspects of biology included in the above course.
Number of partiopants needed can be used nith groups of any size or
for private study.
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Time required. Each crossword requires roughly 30 minutes to complete.
Contents of penkage teaLher's guide, set of 20 crosswords (1 copy of each).
with solutions.
Special facilities required. none.

,

Outline of exercise. The participants complete the crosswords in the
Lonventional way. The 20 puzzles in the pack cover different branches of
general biology', human biology and botany.

BREAKDOWN A DIGESTION GAME

Authors: RD Stamp & W Harrison
Publither Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First Published. 1975
Price £0.55
Type of exercise. board game.
Courses for 1...rbkh exercise is suitable biology courses at middle to upper
secondary level.
Ilduational aim tu help participants understand the process of digestion.
Number of participants needed. 2 - 4 players.
rime required. 1 school double period of roughly 1% - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other playing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) wnstitutc a 9-page baLkground reader/instructional booklet
for the pupils.
Special failities required scissors to prepare playing materials, matchsticks
to mount spinners.
Outline of exercise I'he board represents the food channels in the body.
rhe participants take a tood load around the board using a spinner and
act on the instruLtions on the squares as appropriate. The game is finished
when all players have left the system.

CIRC
Mg:one's R Lewis, Educational Computing Section, Chelsea College,
Pulton Place, London 5W6 5PR
First published: 1977
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer language. BASIC or FORTRAN.
Courses for which exenise ss suitable biomedical courses at tertiary level.
hdueational aims tu allow the student to discover the properties of the
heart as an autoregulator, neural and hormonal controls having been
removed.
Number of partnipants needed. The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required: 1 hour.
Contents of package teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required: graphics terminal.
Outhiw of exercise This prograin, provides an introduction to thc
circulatory system using a simple model. Initially the Starling heart-lung
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preparation is simulated, and the user can alter variables such as the
temperature, fluid resistance, or hydrostatic pressure of blood returning
to the heart. The program displays plots of 5 dependent variables (heart
rate, arterial pressure, sttoke volume, right atrial pressure, flow rate) as
functions of 1 or 2 independent variables. The effects of drug addiction
(eg adrenalin or barbiturates) and ageing of the preparation can be
investigated.

CLASSIFICATION
Authors. R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975
Prim "L0.55
Type of exercise board game.
Courses for which exerctse 8 siatabk biology and general suence courses
at middle to upper secondary level.
Educational aims to help'the participants understand the classification
process for living and non-living things found in nature.
Number of participants required: up to 8 players.
Tune required 1 school double period of roughly 114 - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other play ing matenals. The inner sheets
(of paper) constitute an 8-page background reader/instruction booklet
for the pupils.
Special facilities required scissors to prepare playing materials.
Outlaw of exercise The board is in 4 sections, each representing a part of
the living or non-Eving world. The exercise is in 2 parts. lh the first the
participants have to arrange a sct of cards on one sectio» of the board,
thus classifying one section of the living or non-living world. In the
second, which is competitive, the participants play on all sections of the
board, thus gaining an appreciation of how the world can be ordered by
using classification procedures.

COEXIST (UNIT ON POPULATION DYNAMICS)
Author. P J Murphy
Publisher Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chdsea Science
Simulation Project)
First published: 1975
Prim £7 .25
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for whtch exercise is suitable biology courses at upper secondary
and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aims to demonstrate that an apparently straightforward
biological situation, such as the interaction between two species and their
environment, is in fact quite complex, although this complexity can be
overcome by considering the problem in its component parts, to help
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students to design experiments, to illustrate how mathematical models
can be used in biology
Number of participants needed. l'he exeruse can be used either
individually, or with small groups.
Time required: 1 - 2 hours.
Contents of pai kage teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required computer terminal or microcomputer.
Ontline of e.tercise In this exercise, experiments can be simulated which
investigate the effect of changing certain parameters (initial population
size, saturation population size, number of offspring, generation time)
which hase a bearing on the growth rates of non-competing species. It can
also be used to carry out a second series of less straightforward
'experiments' on competing species in which the influence of these four
parameters and a fifth, the competitive inhibitory factor, can be studied.

COMPETE (UNIT ON PLANT COMPETITION)
Author: M E Leveridge
Publisher Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Science
Simulation Project)
First published. 1977
Price £7.25
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer language BASIC.
Courses fur which exercise is suitable biology courses at middle and
upper secondary level.
Educatwnal aims to enable students to study interactions between
flowering plants, to plan and investigate plant growth experiments.
Number of participants needed The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required: 2 - 3 hours.
Contents of package teacher's guide, students' notes, computer prograth.
Special facilities required interactive computer terminal.
Outline of exercise This unit combines actual experimental work and use
of second-hpd data with two computer simulations of plant growth. The
first of these simulates monoculture experiments in which the growth of
different kinds of plants can,be simulated by different students. The
second simulation gives students an opportunity to plan an investigation
on the interactions between different mixtures of plapts.

COUNTERCURRENT SYSTEMS
Author M E Leveridge
Publisher Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published. 1978
Price. part of*a pack Computers in the Biologs Curriculum edited by
M,E Leveridge, price Ll 5.75
Type of exercise. computer simulation.
Computer language. BASIC.
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Courses for -which exercise b suitable' biology courses at upper
.secondary and losser ternary levels.
LduLational inis to demonstrate and explore models of exchangers and

Number of participants needed. The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Lout, nts of pa, kap: teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Sp ctal pcihties required intc.racuse computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outlou of exercise The computer sLts up simple models of a heat
exchanger and a countercurrent multiplier %%Inch can then be investigated
by students.

DYE

inquiries R Less is, Educatunnl Computing Section, Chelsea College,
Pulton Place, London SW6 5PR
First published 1977
ON of exercise computer simulation.
Cwnputer language BASIC or FORTRAN.

uhm,', for uhtl eat rt ;se is suitable biomedical courses at tertiary level.
I du,ational aims to make students auare of the principles involved in
the indicator method for measuring cardiac output,
Number of putt, ;pants needed The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
rime required 1 hour.
( ontentN of bkkage teatimes guide, students notes, computer program.
Special facilities required graphics terminal.
Out:me 4 eA, rt lat I here are mu programs chich simulate the injectiim
of an indicator dy e into the blood stream ot a patient. The first is
relatisch simple and the student learns something of exponential plots
and time constants. I he second is more realistic and the student performs
semi-log plots to determine the patient's cardiac output.

ENZKIN (UN I'l ON ENZYME KINEfICS)
gutbor M Ileydeman
Publisher Lchcard Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Science
Simularion Project)
hirst published 1 977

Pro(' £7.25
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Conputer language pAsic

tnt?sea /or which exxit ise n suitabk biology and biochemistry courses
at upper secondary Alld lower tertiary levels.

dutation.,: to enable students to grasp the fundamentals of enzyme
kinetics, to Cii,iU rage ingenuity in dealing math an unknown system, to
proside experience of data handling and interpretation, to introduce
studcnts to some of the more complex situations in enzyme kinetics such
as substrate inhibition, co-operancity , ancj the influence of a cofactor.

1
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Number uf participants needed The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required. 2 - 3 hours.
Contents of package tebher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of eAcrcise The exercise gives practice in planning an experiment,
rather than simply interpreting the results, through a series of simulated
experiments on enzyme kinetics.

EVOLUT (UNIT ON NATURAL SELECTION)
Author S McCormick
Piiblisber Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Science
Simulation Project)
First published: 1975
Price £7.25
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer language. BASIC
Courses for whicb eAercise b suitable biology courses at middle and
upper secondary level.
Ldlit.anUnd aims to enable the student (a) to understand the producticn
of adoptions by the action of selection on random variables, (b) to
understand adoption to specific environmental conditions in relation co
surv aLie, (c) to gain experience in manipulating models of selection
acting on populations.
Number of participants. needed The exercise can be used eith5
individually or with small groups.
Time required. 1 - 2 hours.
Contents of package teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Special facilities rcquired. interactive computer terminal or microcomputer
Outline of exerose. The first part of the simulation uses a model whose
use depends on an understanding of the principles of the theory of
evolution, the mechanism uf natural selection and variation In the second
part, the student is introduced to a model with which he can experiment
with selective forces acting in different way s. He can thus change and
direct fluctuations in gene frequency within a gene pool of specified
population. The student is introduced to the computer model by using'
an experimental pea model.

HUMAN ENERGY EXPENDITURE
Author J Denham
Publisher Schools Council, distributed by Wm, ord Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published 1978
Pnce part of a pack Computers in the Biology Curriculum edited by
M E Leveridge, price £15.75
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer language. BASIC.
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Courses for wbub eaercise is suyable biology courses at lower and
middle secondars level

dui.ational aons to allow students to explore energy requirements in
relation to actisity , sex and mass without doing any calculation.
Vumber of participants needed. The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
C pit nt.1 of pai kage teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program
tipei.ial facilities required interactise computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exert ise l'he computer program cakulates human energy
requirements for different ac tis ales hich can be specified by students.
It contains data for men and ssomen undertaking 72 different activities.

INHERITANCE

4 luthor M Leveridge
Publisher Schools Council, distributed by,Ldward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published 1978
Pr!, e part of a pack Computers in this Biology Curriculum edited by
M I leveridge, price £15.75
lype of eAereise computer simulation.
Computer language BASIC.
Courses tor wbith esi,rt.tse is suitable btolup courses from middle
secondary to lower tertiary level.

dus.atia nal .Hms to supplement stutkrits' breeding ins estigations carried
out in the normal laboratory. to enable students to plan crosses and
analyse results carefully.

mber of partiiipants needed The exercise can be useci either
individually or with small groups.
Contents 1 pai kap' teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.

rt ;pored interactise computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of t5er Ise In this computer simulation, students use 4 simulated
breeding insestigations for the stud) of genetics. 3 of the species studied
are animals (Drosophila. mice and man) and 1 is a plant (tomato). A 5th
program eontains a simple model of multifactorial inhernanife in a
hypothetical situation.

INVASION (MICROBES)
luthors R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published 1975
Prve 40 55

ype of exercise board game.
Co:au s for zi.bub exert gse is suitable biology and general science courses
at middle to upper secondary level.
F,iueational aims The game simulates the wars that are constantly being
fought to maintain the health of our bodies. It is designed to help pupils
learn how it is possible for the body to ward off the attacks by various
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disease-causing microbes by deploying a range of different defence
mechanisms.
Number of participants nailed. 2 - 8 players.
Time required. 1 school period of roughly 35 40 minutes for each
section of the game to be covered by a given pupil. (The 4 sections can
be played simultaneously by up to 8 Apils).
Contents of package A4 booklet whosc outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare thc board and other playing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) constitute a 12-page baLkground reader/instructional booklet
for the pupils.
Special facihtres required. scissors to prepare board and playing pieces,
matchstick for mounting thc spinner.
Outline of exercise Pupils play in p.urs, each pair using one sector of the
board which represents a part of the hotly (lung, gut, sex organ and skin).
Each pupil chooses an opponent, a sector of the board and a role
(defender or attacker) before play Lommences. Thc game is in 2 parts.
in the first, the attacker and defender try to colonize their section of the
board and draw up battle hnes, in thc second, the attacker tries to occupy
as nuny areas of the battlefield as possible, while thc defender trics to
eliminate the attaLks. A sLuring system is used to decide whether the
attack has been successful or whether thc potential disease has been
overcome.

LINKOVER (UNIT ON GENETIC MAPPING)
Author. P J Murphy
Publisher. Ecksard Arnold (Publishers) Ltd, London (Chelsea Science
Simulation Project)
First published: 1975
Price. £7.25
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC.
Courses for which exercise is suitable. biology courses at upper
secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational aim to improve studentscomprehension of linkage and
genetic mapping, tu allow students to plan and execute a programme of
associated experiments.
Number o f partuipants needed The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Tone required 3 hours of Lomputer sessions plus 2!: hours of associated
classwork.
Contents ofpackage teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Spe, s required interactice computer terminal ur microcomputer.
Outline of eAercise The first stage of the computer imesugation msolves
the selection of gene combinations either alphabetiLally or otherwise until
the sequence of thc genes in the linkage group has been established. The
seLond stage insultes the selection of adjacent genes so that the distances
separating the geaes can be ,Kcurately calculated. The students are then

1
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involved in producing an accurate genetic map of thc single chromosoni.
of the 'electronic species' under investigation.

NUTRITION'
A uthors: R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975
Price. £0.55
Type of exercise board game.
Courses for tohub exertbe is suitable biology courses at middle to upper
secondary level.
t..ithatlimal aims to help participants understand the energy chain, which
converts the sun's energy into food, to make the participants aware of the
types and quantities of foodstuffs required to provide man with a
balanced diet, to highlight the world's present food crisis.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 4 players.
nme required 2 school periods of roughly 35 40 minutes each (1 period
for each garne4.
Contents ul package A4 booklet whose outer she, .s (of thm card) are
used to prepare the boards and other play mg nuteri&s. The inner sheets
(of paper) onstitute a 6-page background readeCinstructional booklet
for the pupils.
Special faulities required scissors to prepare the play ing materials.
,matchstick for mounting the spinner.
Outline of the eaeri.ise The package consists of 2 games. The first, The
Energy Chain, imolves the participants in progressing to thc top of a
pyramid using A spinner tu cwercome obstacles on the way. They each
start with the same amount of energy, but end up with different amounts,
depending on htn% successfully they climbed the pyramid. In thc second,
Facing Famine, the participant; have to produce a balanced diet in both
the' de% eloped world and the undeveloped world. They are asked to fill in
the nutritional ialues of all the food in the meals described on ious parts
of the board on their daily diet sheets. Thc game ends when all players
hac had the Jpportunity to ollect nutrients from each meal on the board.

OPERON
Inquiries R Lewis, Educational Computing Section, Chelsea College,
Pultom Place, London SW6 5PR
First pribhsbed: 1977
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer language. BASIC or FORTRAN.
Courses fur which exercise is suitable biology courses at tertiary level.
Eduotional aims to allow students to combine genetic elements at will.
Number bf participants needed. Thc exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required: 1 hour.
Contents of package teacher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
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Special facilities It graphics terminal or alphanumeric terminal.
Outline of e.sercise This package pros ides an introduction to the
Jacob-Monod model of genet.c induction. Various options allow the
student to select one, or the cross of two genetic strains, or to create his
own by specifying the order of genes Rhin the operun and thr content
of the genes. The student can then make a simulated assay for via> miL
actisity , with or without inducer, for carious times of sampling, total
assay and introduction of inducer.

POLY

inquiries R Leuts, Educational Computing Section, Chelsea College,
Pulton Place, London SW6 5PR
First published: 1977
Type of exercise computer simulation.
Computer langriage BASIC or FOR l'RAN.
Courses for which eaercise as suitable. biology courses at tertiary levet
Educational aim to reinforce teaching on pulygenic inheritance.
Number of participants needed. Thr exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
rime required 1 hour.
Cuntotts of po .. kagc teacher's guide, students' notes. computer progr n.

Special facilities required graphics terminal.
Outline of e.tercise The package models a simple situation uf poly genic
inherit:ince, l'he student controls the number of reles ant loci (up tu 5),
the ty pe of dumuunce (classical or co-dominance), the phenuty pic effect
of each allcle and the parental grimy prs. Any number of offspring are
then produced front the specified mating, and a histogram is built up
showing the number ot organisms in each phenoty pc class. The model
can also be used to srt simple statistical exercises using random
dismbunons.

POND ECO Lome
Authors. J A Trainer & M E Leveridge
Publisher Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
f.irst published 1978
Prat e part of a pad, Computers in the Biology Curriculum edited by
M R Leveridge. price £15.75
Type of exeeise computer simulation.
Computer langr.age BASIC.
Courses for Which eA entice is suitable biol..gy courses from middle
secondary' to lower tertiary level.
Edlitath111.11 Mins to enable students to study the interactions between
the trophic levels and some of thr effects of man upon them.
Number of participants needed The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Contents of paaage teacher's notes, students' leaflets, students notes,
computer program.

177
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riqum .1. interaLme i.omputer ternunal or microcomputer.
Ou;line,i4 c At rc.isc Dus lomputer simulation sets up a model ecosystem
which allows the effei. s of fishing and pollution on the numbers of
phytoplankton, herbivores and fish to be investigated.

PREDATOR-PREY RELATIONSHIPS
Author: J Denham
Publaber Schools Couni.d. distributed Is) Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First published: 1978
Priee part of a pail Computers in the Iholog) Curriculum editcd b),
M E Leveridge, price C.15.75
rype of exercise: computer simulation:
Computer language BASIC.
Lourseslor uhuh exercise 6 suitable biolog) Lotuses at upper setomtary
and lower ternary levels.
Rducational amis. to enable students to stud some of the effects.of the
interactions between predators and prey.
Number of participants needed. The exercise can In used either
individually or with.small groups.
Contents f pa, kagc teat.her's notes, studenti; leaflets. computer program.

lat dines required mtcr ato e umputer terminal or mu. roLomputer.
Outline of exercise A simple model of the relationship between predator
and pre is set up and ins esui!ated, The effee.ts of the interattions upon
the sires of predator and pre populations arc studied b> setting up a model
of an etusystem Lontaming 1 pre speues and 1 predawr species.

SELECr
Inquines R Lewis, EduLational Computing SeLnon. Chelsea College.
Pulton Place. London SW6 51R
birst pubushed 1977
Type 01 exercise computer simulation.
Computer language BASIC or FORTRAN.
Courses for :JO) exercise is suitable Eiulôe courses at tertiary loci.
Educational aims to reinforce teaching on population genetics.
\umber of participants needed The exercise can Ise used either
individually or with small groups.
Time required. 1 hour.
Contents of package teaher's guide, students' notes, computer program.
Spe, !al lacthties reqoired. graphics terminal or alphanument. terminal.
Outline of exerose. This paLkage models natural selection in action for a
une gene/quo allele sy stem. The student can control the follow, mg
parameters relawe stability of the genoty pcs, mutinun rates, migration
rates, size and natural Lomposition of the population and the breeding ,
system in operation in order to investigate hou, the population changes
through any numbcr of generations. The model is stoLhastic for small
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populations and deternumstic for large ones.

STATISTICS FOR BIOLOGISTS
Akbor M F Levi:ridge

blisher Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
LI , London - -
bars: published 19743
gave part of a pack Computers in the Biology Curriculum edited by
SCE leveridge, price £15.75
Type of evercise computer simulation.
Computer language BASIC.
Courses for which eXertiSe is suitable biology courses at upper
sccondary and lower tertiary lesels.
hdusationd Arms to help students appreciate the ststistiCs used in
biology.
Number of partutpants needed. The exercise can be used either
individu;illy d with small groups.
tontrnrs uj m.k.ac teacher's notes, students" kaflets, computer program.
Spesial fosibtir intcractise computer terminal or nucrocomputer.

mers.ise The computer simulates results of biological
experiments, the data from Which is used to assist in the development of
studenp' understanding ot statistical techniques.

ME DEAD RIVER
Author F Sssinerton
Publisher, Urnon Printing Co Inc, 17 W Washmgwn Street, Athcns,
Ohio 45701, USA
Fog published 1973
Prue $14.00 (reductions available for orders of 10 or more)
'Type of men ne manual role-playing simulated case study.,
Counes for t.drith exer, o, 55 suitable biology, ecology , environmental
stocks, social studies and general studies cotirscs at middle secondary

lower tertiary kid.
Educ-uroitairauns to make the participantsast arc of thc complexities of
water tcsourcx prOblerns and thc methods used to sokc them, to help
deselop inter personal, c.,mmunicatjon, decision making and profit=
solving skdk
Number of partscipants needed 10 - 30
Tune required 2 3 hours (minimum)
Conn rds 4 pas kagr teacher's manual. sets of team guide books, team
tiarnt plates
Split-MI Padres required none_
tlutlinr .of exersrsr che Dead Riser simulates a water pollunoi. problem.
Each participant is ins en a role to play in planning to clean up a river
and forms put ot a tc.till t tAxpay ers'. 'ileselopeW, 'recreation association
members', 'scientists' and others') The sanous teams try to establish
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the quality standards they think are important for their particular uses
of the river, after which they try to agree on a quality standard
acceptable to and within the financial means of all the groups.

THE GREAT BLOOD RACE
Aubors R D Stamp & \V Harrison
Pubjisher Longrnan Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975
Price. £0,55
Type of exercise board game.
Courses for uhich exer,ise is suitable biology and general science courses
at middle to upper secondary level.
EA,ational ,nms to help the participants appreciate the composition and
circulation of blood in the human body, the main organs it visits and the
reasons why, and somc of the things that can go wrong with the

/ circulation system.
Number of participants needed 2 - 6 players.
rime required 1 school period of roughly 35 - 40 minutes.
Contents of package A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other play ing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) ,onstitute an 8-page baLkground reader/instructional booklet
for the pupils.
Spe,ial faciluws required scissors to prepare board and playing pieces.
personal Lounters (1 per pupil), 2 matchsticks for mounung the spinners.
Outline of exercise The board is designed to represent the blood
circulation system in the human body and thc exercise is really a race
around the Lirculanon system. The game starts by pupils taking turns with
a spinner in order to collect together the 5 components of whole blood.
Once these hat e been acquired, the pupil can cnter the board game proper.
The rate of progress round the track representing the circulation system
is Lontrolled by a 6-sided spinner and is helped or hindered by various
chance and other factors. The hindering factors occur regularly and
confront the pupils with problems thcy can only solve if they know
certain facts about human blood. The winncr of the game is the first
pupil to completea single circuit of the board.

THE RIDPEST FILE
Publisher BP Educational ScrviLe, PO Box 5, Wetherby, West Yorkshire
LS23 7EH
First published. 1977
Price £12.96
Type of exercise. manual simulated casc studies.
Courses for whit!, exerCise A Suitable science courses at upper secondary
and tertiary levels.
Ldu,ational ,nms to enable the students to parucipate in the experience
of decision making in the fields of biology and environmental studies.

15
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Number of participants needed: up to 24.
Time required. up to 4 hours for,each case study.
Contents of package reacher's guide, audio cassette, filmstrip,
information cards, newspapers, work sheets.
Special facilities required cassette player, filmstrip viewer.
Outline of exercise The package consists of 4 simulated case studies,
dealing with different aspects of pests and pest control. The material in
each case study is adaptable for use mth different ability groups. The
participants use the resource material and the work sheets in order to
make important decisions on crop protection and public health. I he
titles of the individual case studies are as follows

1. Plants in the wrong place
2. Potato famine
3. Insects at home and abroad
4. Help the harvest.

TRANSPIRATION
Authors M E Levendge & J Pluck
Publisher Schools Council, distributed by Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, London
First pubhshod 1978
Price part of a pack Computers in the Biology Curriculum edited by
M E Levendge, price 415.75 '
Type of exercise: computer simulation.
Computer language: BASIC. .
Courses for which exeyose ES suitable. biology courses from middle
secondary to lower tertiary level.
Educational aims to allow students to carry out investigations into the
environmental effects of transpiration.
Number of participants needed ,The exercise can be used either
individually or with small groups.
Contents of package teacher's notes, students' leaflets, computer program.
Special facilities required interactive computer terminal or microcomputer.
Outline of exercise The effects of the environment on watcr loss from
plants are modelled and studied.

IKANSPORT IN PLANTS
Authors:, R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 Thc Shambles,
Ygrk .

First published 1975
Price 40. 55 .

'roe of exercise' board game...

Courses'for which exercise a suitable biology and general science courses .
at middle to upper secondary level.
Educational aims to help the participants appreciate the food
requirements of plants, how this food is made from raw materials by

,
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the proLess of photosynthesis and how it is transported to the roots for
nourishment (the potato tuber is used as the example).
Number of participants needed 4 players.
Time required 1 school period of roughly 35 - 40 minutes.
Contents of package A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other playing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) Lonstitute an 8-page background reader;instructional booklet
for the pupils.
Special facilities required sossors to prepare board and playing pieces,
2 matchsticks for mounting the spinners.
Outline uf eaercise The game is divided into 2 sections. In the first, the
pupils gather together water, mineral salts and carbon dioxide (being the
raw materials) and move them,in turn along the board from the soil to
the palisade cells of the leaf so that photosynthesis ...in take place. The
various factors governing the rate of uptake of these materials are
represented as hazard or bonus squares on this parejof the board. In the
second part, the object is to transport the food (sucrose) Crum the leaf
to the tuber .15 quiLkly as possible. Again the various factors which affect
the rate of aptake of sucrose by the tuber are represented by hazard and
bomizsquares on the board. The winner is the first player to reach the
tuber witl . the food.

VITAMINS
Author P F Ploutz
Publisher Union Printing Co Inv. 17 W Washington Street, Athens,
Ohio 45701, USA
First published 1975
Price $10.00 (reductions available for orders of 10 or more)
Type of exercise card game.
Courses 1.or which ea.erLise is suitable biology, nutritional science, health'
eduvatiun and general studies vourss at sevondar) and lower tertiary levels.
Hucational sums to help the participants leain about vitamins, their
sources and their metabolic functions.
Number of participants needed 2 - 6.

Time required This varies according to the number of players and their
age. but is ty pically of the order of 20 30 minutes for the basic game.
Cvnitents of package 33 'vitamin' cards, 33 `suurce cards, 33 'function'
cards, 22 'disorder' cards, link key chart, spinner, instruction booklet._
Special facilities required none.
Outline uf exer,ise Play ers attempt to form vitamin links by matching
Itanl ins with their sources and functions, the winner being the first

pla.er to form 3 valid vitamin/source/function links. Variations of play
are included to provide additional open-ended activity.
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Section 4: Other exercises with some science or
technology content

DENTAL HEALTH PROJECT
Authors. F Percival & HI Ellington
Pubhsber The Association for Science Education, College Lane, Hatfield,
Herts ALIO 9AA
Firit published: 1980
Type of exercise manual simulation game.
Courses fur winch exercise n suitable The exercise was specially developed
for use in the ASE's Science in Society AO level course and is suitable for
use in science in society, general studies, sociology and health education
courses at upper secondary and tertiary levels.
Educational aims. to make the participants aware of the arguments for
and against fluoridation of public water supplies and of the procedure by
which deLisions regarding public health measures are reached at local
government level, to cultivate debating and decision-making skills.
Number af participants needed The exercise is designed for use with a
class of up to 20 pupils or students, but can be used with smaller numbers
(min 10).
Time required 1 school double period of roughly 11/4 - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package teacher's guide, role sheets.
Speci.d facilities required none.
Outline of exercise The Dental Health Project is a simplified version of
Huoridation? (see page 194). It is based on the hypothesis that an area
health authority has recommended that the local water supply should
be fluoridated, and takes the form of a simulated meeting of the County
Council, who have to make the final decision on the issue. The participants
all take the role of Lounty councillors, and are given individual role sheets
which state their initial position on the fluoridation issue (for or against)
and outline the points that they should make at the meeting, which ends
with a free vote.

EKOFISK - ONE OF A KIND
Authors The main educational material in the package was written by
H 1 Ellington and E Addinall
Pubhsber. Phillips Petroleum Company Europe Africa, Portland House,
Stag Place, London SW1E 5DA
First published 1980
Price supplied to teachers free on request
Type of exercise multi-disciplinary multi-project and resource pack.
Courses for which exercise suitable The package contains resource
material, projects and case studies ?or use in teaching a wide range of
subjects (including physics, chemistry, science in society and general
studies) from upper primary, through secondary, , to lower tertiary level.
Ilducatiunal aims to explain what goes on in the North Sea oil and gas
industries, to demonstrate the application of physics, chemistry and
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other academic subjecs to an impi, %int real-life situation:
Aumin r of par/lisp:pin ik., de d The various projects and case studies in
the package can be used with any sire of clas simply by making the
appropriate number of photocopies ot the relesant class sheet(s).
Ione required Most ot the projects and case studies can be completed
in a standard school period of roughly 40 minutes.
Contents of pak kage teacher's guide, set of class sheets (in form of
photocopy masters), set of class readers, illustrated booklet, set of posters,
glossary of terms. A 30-minute 16mm colour film, tkofisk One of a
Kind, is also available on tree loan trom Phillips Petroleum,
Spe,ial /Alla:es required acccss to photocopier (for duplicating class
sheets), 16mm film projector (if film is to be shown).
Outhne of eAereoe Ekofisk One of a Kind is a form of multi-
disciplinary multi-project pack, containing background information on
all aspects ut the North Sea oil and gas Indus-nits plus projects and case
studies designed for use in teaching a uide range ot academic subjects.
rhe package includes a number of casc studies and projects specifically
designed tor use in teathing phy sics and chemistry at secondary and
lower tertiary levels

I LUORIDA IION?
Authors I. Percival & II I Ellington
Publisher I he Institution ot Llectrical Engineers. Sasoy Place,
London WC2R OBI,
hint published 1980
Price £7.00 (inc p & p)
lype of eA en:se manual sinwlation game.
Courses firz,,hikh i.s.er,ise is suitable science in society , general studies,
sociology and health education couises at upper secondary .ind tertiary
les els.

I dak atoinal mins to make the participants ssare ot the arguments for
and against fluoridation ot public 11at-er supplies and of the procedure by
%1 hich decis,,,ns regarding public liealth measures are reached at local
government lesel, to Lulus ate imerpretatise, communication, debating
and decision-making skills.
\umber of participants needed optimum number 18 (nun 13, max 24).
Ion( required I 1,1 3 hours, depending on the les el at uhich the exercise
is being used.
Contents of pakkage teacher's guide, introductory booklets, briefing
booklets for various roles. .
SpeLial lakthttes required oserhead projector, blank 01IP transparencies
and felt pens.
Outline of eAer,ise I Inundation? is a rule-play mg simulation exercise.
It is based on the hy puthesis that an area health authority is considering
the principle of fluoridation of the public water supply, and takes the
form of a simulated public meeting called by one of the community
health councils to discuss the question. The participants are divided into
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three groups, namely supporters of fluoridation, objectors and 'neutrals'
members ot thc Iotal kit alth council who listen to the various arguments
presented a'nd then decide whether or not to support fluo. idation when
the issue is discussed at a higher level.

GEOLOGIC HMI.. CHART GAME

luthor. P F Ploutz
Publisher Union Printing Co Inc, 17 W Washington Street. Athens,
Ohio 45701, USA
First published 1972
Prite S10.50 (reductions available for orders of 10 or more)
Type of exercise board game.
Courses for zubh/feAcr..0., is suitable geology , biology and general science
courses at secondary and lower tertiary levels.
Educational ims. to help the participants to learn the eras and periods of
geological time, and make them aware ot how species survive or disappear.
Number of participants needed 2 - 6.
rime required. This %dries acvording to the number of players and their
age. typically about 40 minutes.
Contents of package board. 6 play er tokens. 100 population chips,
32 'Evolution' cards, 26 'Chance' cards, die, instructions (on box).
Special facilities required none.

Our/me of exercise Play prockcds from the Proterozoic Era, when the
simplest of life is thought to have originated, through the Palaeozoic,
Mesozoic and Cenozoic Eras. Animals are introduced in the appropriate
periods of each era and compete with ea,..h other and with the environment
for survival.

LAB APPARATUS .

Author P F Ploutz
Pulthsber Union Printing Co Inc. 17 W Washington Street, Athens,
Ohio 45701, USA
First published 1975
Price S9.00 Veductions available tor orders of 10 or more).
Type of exercise card game.
Courses for which exercise Is suitable science courses at secondary level.

Educational aims to help participants identify (by name and appearance)
100 wninvon laboratory apparatus items, become familiar with their use,
and become aware of safety precautions associited with their use.
Number of participants needed. normally 2 6, although up to 10 can play.
Time required This varies according to the number of players and their
age, but the game is designed to be completed in a single school period
of roughly 40 minutes.
Contents of package 100 cards illustrating lab apparatus, 50 function
cards, 50 safety question cards, spinner, instruction/rule booklet.
Special facilities required none.
Outline of e.ver.ise Play qrs identify lab equipment, then answer questions
. ;
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about its use and safety Function any1 safety cards put players in situations
where they can skIll or lose points. Chance fai,tors add points for good lab
technique,

NORTH SE.% CHALLENGE
Autbor. M Lynch, Bath University, School of Education
Publisher BP Educational Ser%ice, PO Box 5, Wetherby, West Yorkshire
LS23 7E.H
bust published 1975
Price £12,96
Type of exercise manual simulated case study.
Courses for whit h exercist is suitable science courses at upper seLondary
and tertiary levels.
Educational aims to enable the students to partiLipate in the experience
of decision making in an area of high technology.
Number of participants needed 16 - 20.
Time required up to 3 hours for each case study.
Contents of package teacher's guide, audio cassette, filmstrip, OFIP
transparencies, briefing sheets, data cards.
Special facilities required cassette player, OUP, filmstrip viewer.
Outline of eercise The package consists of 3 simulated case studies
entitled Strike, Slick and Impact. In the first, the participants are faced
with an oil strike in the North Sea. Their task is to decide how best to
develop the field and get the oil ashore (the decisions being made on
economic, environmental, technical and geographical grounds). In Slick,
the participants, working in groups, have first to decide on how best to ,
protect an area from a possible oil spill, and then deal with the problems
of a 100 tonne oil sp:ll. The final case study, Impact, deals with the
implications of industrial development for a small Scottish community.,
in particular, groups of partiopants have to prepare cases for and against
the proposed development of a steel platform construction yard, and
then debate the issue.

OFFSHORE OIL BOARD GAME
Authors: 1-1 I Ellington & E Addinall
Publisher 'The Association for Science Education, College Lane, Hatfield,
Hens ALIO 9AA
hirst published 1980
Type of exercise board game.
Courses for which exercise is suit,ible. The exercise was specially developed
for use in the ASE's Science in Society. AO level course, and is suitable for
use in science in sock ,.,, and general studies courses at middle and upper
secondary level.
Educational aims to make the participants aware of the process by which
offshore oilfields are discovered and brought into production and of the
high-risk nature of tl.e industry, to help develop the ability to make
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decisions under pressure in a rapidly changmg situation.
Number of participant% uc eded Fhe exercise is designed for use with a
class of up to 20 pupils working in groups of up to 5.
Tone required 1 school double period of roughly 1% - 11/2 hours.
Contents of package teacher's guide, 4 playing sets of the game.
Special facilities required. none.
Outline of extrose The Offshore Oil Board Game is an educational version
of North Sea, a family board game developed by the authors for Shell
tUK) Ltd in 195. The participants take the role of oil companies
competing to discover and develop ot fshore oilfields as quickly as possible,
the winner being the first player to bring a field into production and
collect sufficient revenue to pay off his/her loans. The game is designed
for 2, 3 or 4 players plus a non-playing banker.

QUERIES 'N THEORIES
Authors. L E Allen, Peter Kugel & Joan Ross
Publisher Science Systems Ltd, 173 Sout1Zmyton Way, London SE5 7EJ
First published. 1970
4pe of exercise board game.
Courses for which cAert. :se s snitable science courses at upper secondary
and tertiary level.
tducational mins to help the participants develop an understanding of
the basic scientific method that of formulating theories and testing them.
Number of participants needed minimum of ?players.
Ione required as required but a minimuui of I school double period of
roughly I 4 - 1 1/2 hours is recommended.
Contents of package game booklet (54pp), board and playing materials.
Special polities required. none.
Outline uj exercise In the present context, this game is a simulation
exercise which deals with the scientific method (it can also be used in the
teaching of generative grammars). Queries n '1',cories is a series of gaines
of increasing complexity . Basically they are exercises in formal logic in

Inch one of the participants sets a problem (by defining a language/
theory) and the others have to 'understand' the problem by taking turns
to construct 'queries'. Each 'query is adjudicated before the next is
constructed. In this way the participants gradually build up an
understanding of the problem set. This is a sophisticated exercise, the
tune required to play it being dependent on the ability ot the
participants and the level of play chosen.

SAFETY SNAKES AND LADDERS
Author A Armstrong
Publisher Sigma Technical Press, 23 Dippons Mill Close, Tettenhall,
Wolverhampton WV6 81111
Hist published 1978
Price: £1.25
Tviie of exercise board game.
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Courses for zahie.l. exert Ise is suitable science t ourses at lower to middle'
secondary level
Hut atwnal awn to help t hildren just beginning laboratory uork to
learn effective safety techniques.
Number of participants needed. 2 - 4.
rime required roughly 30 minutes.
Contents of package board, die, player tokens.
Special facilities required. none
Outline of exerLise The game is pla.ted in exactly the same way as
con% entional snakes and !adders, the play ers musing up ladders and down
snakes uhen they land on squares respeLuiely destribing good and bad
laboratory practices.

389/SCIENCE CONCEPTS
Authors P F Houtz & M I lawkins
Publisher Union Printing Co Inc. 171V Washington Street, Athen:,,
Ohio 45701. LISA
First published 1977
Price $8.00 (reductions available for orders of 10 or more)

ype of exercise' card game.
Course's for whit h excruse is suitable science courses at secondary and
lower tertiary levels.

,Int ational aims to help the paitiupants become familiar with some of
the must important tontepts in the eanous life, earth and physital sciences.
Number of participants needed 2 - 6.
lone required This caries according to the number of players and their
age, but the game is designed to be completed in a single school period of
roughly 40 minutes.
Contents of patkage 100 Life Science Concept cards, 100 Earth Science
Concept cards, 100 Phy sical Science Concept cards, 34 'Mind Bender'
cards. 33 Scientist cards, 33 'Goo' cards, 6 player tokens, instruction
booklet.
Spcial facilities required none.
Outline of eaere.ne Stiente Cuntepts deals with 16 science topics found
in most American elementary /Junior high school programmes.

Life Plants, Animals, Human Body . Micro-Organisms, Ecology.
b aril, Astronomy, Meteorology, Oceanography, Earth.
Phloeal Matter, Energy , I leat-Light-Sound, Magnensm/Llectneity.
Simple Machines.

Addinunal features include 33 'Famous Scientists', 33 'Goof' cards (for
a 'fun' element) and 34 'Mind-Bender' cards, presenting contemporary
suence problems (endangered species, energy shortage, space travel,
population Lontrol, ett). Students t ()Beet the various concepts, then
'declare' their interest in a career as an earth, life or physical scientist.
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SCIENCE SENSE

Authors R 1) Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher Longman Group Ltd. Resourtes Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published. 1975
Price £0.55
Type of exercise board game.
Courses fur whiLb merLise suthible biology , chemistry, general science
and physics courses at middle to upper secondary kvel.
Educational aims to rmike the participants aware of the dangers of
working in a science labvratory , to make them aware of a commonsense
code of safety and protedures and hence help them avoid accidents and
mistakes.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 6 players.
Time required. 1 school period of roughly 35 - 40 minutes.
Contents of package A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepa,e the board and other playing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) Lonstitute a 4-page background reader/mstructional booklet
for the pupils.
Special fai.alitws required scissors to prepare playing materials,
matthsticks to mount the spinners.
Outline of exenise The participants progress around the board using a
spinner and att on the instruLtions on eath Kuare on whith they land.
The winner is the player who completes the circuit first.

SPACE COLONY
Author J Johnson
Publisher Teaching Aids Co, 925 South 300 West, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84101, USA
First published: 1977
Price: $14.95
Type of exercise: board game.
Courses fur Oak!, exerose is suitable general science and general studies
courses at lower and middle secondary level.
Educational alms to introduce the participants to the problems that
would be ermountered by a s, ace colony trying to establish itself on Mars,
to make them aware that survival depends both on good planning and on
goo,' luck.
Number of participants needed: 2 - 6.
Time required. 1 hour (minimum).
Contents of package board, 6 space colony cards, 30 successful
experiment cards, 30 accidental failure cards, 12 expedition cards, oxygen,
food and water coupons, 90 modules, 12 markers, 2 dice, instruction
booklet.
Special facilities required. none.
Outline of ext.-rt.:se The exercise simulates the problems likely to be faced
by an expedition to Mars. Several space vehicles are sent under separate
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commanders to establish colonies. Each player represents the formation of
a separate colony and his principal objective is survival. Players must ensure
that they have enough food, water and oxygen and have to overcome both
natural and mechanicl disasters.

THE AIR ABOUT US (THE BALLOON RACE)
Authors. tt D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisber Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First published: 1975

Price: £0.55

Type of exercise: board game. -,
Courses for which exercise is suitable general science courses at middle
to upper sccondary level.
Edu,ational aims to help the participaits unalerstand the complex natute
of the earth's atmosphere. ,

Number of participants needed: 2 - 5 players.
Time required. 1 school double period of roughly 1% - 1.1/2 hours.
Contents of paLkage A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other playing materials. The inner sheets
(of paper) constitute a 12-page background reader/instructional booklet
for the pupils.
Special facilities required scissors to prepare playing materials,
matchstick to mount spinner.
Outline of exercise The game is based on a hot air balloon race. The
progress of each participant is determined principally by knowledge of
the atmosphere (the participants have to answer a series of questions
relating to the basic properties of the atmosphere). A spinner is used to
simu!ate chance factors and the winner of the race is the winner of the
game.

...

i THE WATER CYCLE
Authors. R D Stamp & W Harrison
Publisher Longman Group Ltd, Resources Unit, 9/11 The Shambles,
York
First publisbed: 1975

Pnce- £0.55

Type of exercise board game.

Courses for wbub e.xerLise is suitable. genr--' science courses at middle
to upper secondary level.
Edthational MM. to help the participants understand the nature of the
water cycle, to show the variety of uses and the im?ortance of water in
our lives.
Number of participants needed: 4 - 12 players.
Time required. 1 school double period of roughly 1% - 1% hours.
Contents of package A4 booklet whose outer sheets (of thin card) are
used to prepare the board and other playing materials. The inner sheets
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(of paper) Lonsmute an 8 page background reader;instnictional bookkt
for the pupils.
Special facilities required scissors to prcpare playing materials.
Outline uf exercise Thc board represents 4 total water cycle which is
broken down into 10 different elements. The participants, by answering
a series of questions, have to collect cards which-allow them to omplete
the cycle. The game Lan be extended by getting partiLipants to eroducc
a model water cycle for their own district.
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Adaptaiion of an exisating exercise, 101-2
Affective domain, skiLls, 20, 107
Alkali industry, The, /36-7
Amsyn Problem, The, 1 9, 61-3

Analytical skills, 20, f.34, 67
Association for Science Education

CASE), 33, 48, /1
Attitudinal trair 20, 27, 2 8,58, 1 08

Bath Univemity, School of Education, 31
Biology-based exerciscs, 94 (table) e

Board games
- battlefield, 40, -4-6
- characteristics, 39-40
- linear. 40, 43
- matrix, 4 0
- twodithensional, 40, 51

Bonnie Prince Charlic. 1 8
Bruce Oil Managernerat Game.19
Business management training 21, 22

Campaign, 18
Card games, 30

- characteristics, 35-6
Case study

- characteristics,
- definition, 17

Central Heating Gamc, 5+-6,71-3
Chelsea-Science Simulation Project, 80
Chemistry-based exec cises, 92-3(table)
Chemsyn, 26, 30, 3 7-9, 117
Chess, 1 6, 18, 22, 40
Circuitron, 26, 30, 40-3
Classification of exercises- 1 519
Club of Rome, 19
Cluedo, 18
Cognitive domain, skills, 20,28, 3 5, sg,

77, 107, 108
,

Cognitive tests (evaluaation). 120
Communication skills. 20, 28,32, 63,

64, 65,67, 10 8
Competition Among -The Metals, 3 0
Competition

- exercises used a.s basis 01,32

- overt or latent, 1 6. 21, 39, 48
Compound, 30
Computer-assisted leaarning, 77

- National DevelopmentProgramme

in Computer Assisted Learning
(NDPCAL), 7 7

Computer-basSd exercises, 304
- 'laboratory' mode, 77,78-8 5

18

- 'manager' mode, 78, 86-7
- 'tutor' mode, 77

Computers in the Undergraduate Science
Curriculum (C(JSG) Project,
78, 82, 83

Creative thought, powers of, 20

Dead River, The, 31,
Debriefing, 103
Decisi6n-making skills. 20, 21,28, 29,

32, 36, 51, 54, 63, 67, 70, 77 ,.Development of an exercise
- basic idea, 105-9' \
- exploitation of exercise, 111-12
- producing a viable package, 109-11
- rationale, 105

Divergent thought processes, 20.
DYE, 81-3

Ecol ogy, 31
Educating 'through' science, 27-8,

31-2, 56, 61
- suitable exercises, 95-6 (table)

Element Cards, 30, 117
Elements, 30
Environment, 31, 59, 61, 76 '
Equations, 19
Evaluation, 41, 60, 63, 87

- debate, 115-16
- development teiting, 118
- large scale, 118-20 t.,.

- of other people's work, 117=18
Evaluation techniques, statistical

analysis of, 125
-.,

Field testing, trials, 109 (fig), 110-11,
1 Hi

Fluoridation?, 19, 59-61, 1 21
Format, 107, 107 (fig)
Formulon, 26, 30, 36-7

Game
- characteristics, 18
- definition, 15

Games used as case studies.
characteristics, 30

Geologic Time Chart Game, 30
Glasgow University, Science Education

Group, 31
Great Blood Race, The, 30, 43-6

HABER, 804
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Hydropower, 32, 73-6
Hydropower 77, 32, 73

Initiative, :20
Institution of Electrical Engineers

(IEE), 3 f'. 32
Integration of structure and

content. 36, 37, 40, 48
Interaction, 21, 35
It2ter-personal skills. 21. 28. 32. 63.

*67, 70. 108
Interviews, 123
Invasion (Microbes). 46-8
Involvement, 21, 63
Ionics, 3'0

Jackdaw wallets, 18

Lab Apparatus, 30
Laborato:y skills, 26-7, 30
Library skills. 28. 65
Liken scales, 121. 122 (fig)
Link Trainer. 18
Longman. 19. 26. 30. 39
Ludo, 40

McMaster University, 19
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composite, 64-71
linear, 53-8
multiproject. 71-6
radial, 58-64

Mastermind, 19
Microcomputer. 26. 78
Microprocessor. 29
Military training, 22
Monopoly, 16, 18. 40
Motivation. 21, 35, 39, 43, 48
Multi-disciplinary exercis'es, 21. 29,

31, 71, 73

Non-cognitive skills, 20, 27, 28, 32,
108. 116, 120

Non-cognitive tests (evaluation), 120
North of Scotland Hydroelectric

BoArd (NSIIEB). 32, 73

Observational 7-chniques (evaluation).
120-1

Offshore Oil Board Game, 48-51
OmSets. 19
OPERON, 83-5
Organizations, academic gaming and

simulation. 113
Othello, 18

2:10

/Peer teaching, 67
Physics-based exercises, 91 (table),
Polywater, 26, 65-6, 118 ,
Popperian methodology, 106. 109,

110, 111
Power for Elaskay. 19,121, 32. 678
Power Station Game, The. 19, 29. 31.

32, 68-71. 117
Project Scotia. 32
Properties and Substances, 30
Proteins asIluntan Food, 28. 63-4.

118. 123
Psychomotor skills, 20. 28
Publication (of exercises). 112
Publicity (of exercises). 112

Rating objectives. 123, 124 (fig)
Reinforcement. 20. 25-6, 30. 35. 37,

39. 40. 41. 99
Relevance. 20, 29. 63, 70

social. 32. 61. 70
Ridpest File, The. 31
Robert Gordon's Institute of

Technology. Aberdeen (RG1T), 31

Satellite Motion, 78-80
Science in society, 27, 29. 33, 48, 71.

72, 73. 74
Scrabble, 18, 40
Selection of a suitable exercise, 89.

90 (fig), 99-101
Semantic differential technique, 121
Simulated case study, characteristics,'19
Simulation

characteristics, 18
definition, 16

Simulation game. 16
characteristics, 18

Situational techniques, 123, 125 (fig)
Social awareness of science. 119
Star River Project. The. 31
Structures, 107-9
Sulphuric Acid Story. The. 18

Teacher's guide, 110
Teacher training, 22-3, 29, 117
Teaching about science and technology,

28-30, 32-3
suitable exercise% 97-8 (table)

Teaching science, 25-7, 30-1
suitable exercises, 91-4 (tables)

Transfer of learning, 20
Tuning. 110, 118
Two zsiltures, 28
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